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Chapter I

~1

IntrodU£!i2!

The

Great Lakes

system has

long been

recognized for

richness in fish stocks,

which

commercial industries.

Since the late 1930's,

its

sapports valuable sport and
the Great

Lakes have been under attack from an aquatic parasitic species known as
1).

the sea lamprey !Petroruyzon

According

1950,

to the literature [for

Miller 1979.

and Wadden

196~

marin us}
example,

the

{Figure
Applegate

sea lamprey vas

first observed

and documented in

the Great Lakes

However, Smith

and Tibbles

claim it is reasonable to

(1950)

assume that sea lampreys were prese~t,

in 1937.

but not observed or

documented for several years before 1937.
Sea .lampreys

were originally

found throughout the East-

ern Sea board, ex·tending along the Atlantic coast from Labrador,

During the spawning

soutilwards to the Flocida coast.

season,

the sed lamprey migrate into freshwater streams and

into '}ravel-based tributar.ies to spawn.
Sea lamprey were prevented from
Great Lakes

system by Niagara

barr.ier to further eastern

entering the rest of the

Falls,

a

expansion.

natural protected
According to Hiller

(1979), Wadden (1968) and othe.r s, in 1829 the opening of the
Welland

Canal allowed · sea lamprey

-

1 -

free

passage into

the

2

FIGURE 1.

THE SEA LAMPREY

Source~ Sea Lam"rey Mahagement Program,Great Lakes Fishery Commission,
Ann Arbor,Michigan.
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upper Great Lakes,

which has caused significant

damage to

fish stocks throughout the Great LaKes.
Since the 19JO•s, many types of controls have been implemented

within tne

Great Lakes and their

attempt to control sea

lamprey numbers.

from these controls have been
cessful ..

tributaries in an
However,

varied and ·n ot

results

entirely sue-

Therefore, it is essential to implement appropri-

ate research

and

system to gain

study results throughout the

a better understanding

interaction and to assess whether
sea lam prey in Lake Huron (area

of

Great Lakes

sea lamprey-fish

there is a resurgence
of study) ,

of

and the rest of

the Grea·t Lakes.

1.2

Statewent of the Problem

The spread of the sea lamprey into
created

serious

biological

smith and Tibbles { 1980)

~he

and

found

Upper Great Lakes has

economic

that in Lake

co.n seguences.
Hu.ron,

Lake

Trout (Salvelinus namaycush) production dropped dramatically
from 2,059 tonnes in 1938, to 69 tonnes in 1954.
the fishery

Production

continued to

decline until

collapsed in

i.Figure 2).

According to Sm.ith ( 1968) and Christie { 1974),

rapid growth of certain fish species in Lakes Huron,
gan,

and

Superior in 1940

was attributed to

predation on selected species.

Decline

(Salvelinus namaycush),

rLota

@ncornychus tshawytsha,

Burbot

o.

kisutch,

o.

1959

Michi-

sea lamprey

of the Lake Trout
lota),

and

Salmon

nerka, etc.) neces-

4

sitated a

shift in

fishery preferences

as these

valuable

fish stocks declined in number.
To date,

it

has been found that the sea

natural enemies
necessary to
gram to keep

or controls

initiat~

some

£er

se.

lamprey has no

Thus it

of integrated

~ind

sea lamprey in check.

has become
control pro-

Pfeiffer and Fletcher

(1964}, in their experimentation, revealed that the sea lampreys are

rarely found

in the

fish species.

stomachs of

This has been a ttr ibu ted to a di staste.f ul secretion produced

by

the granular cells of the lamprey's skin,

it from predatious fish
In order
have

to regulate lamprey numbers,

an

Bayer 7 3) ;
genetic;

T.F.M.

According

integrated sea

include the following:

Durin~

species.

been implemented.

!1980),

(1)

various controls
Smith and

lamprey control

Tibbles

program should

chemical lampricides

(T.F.M ...

(3) biological;

mechanical (all to be

{4)

discussed later).

the 1960's and 1970 1 s, selective combinations of both
:3-triflouromethy.l-4-nitro phenal) and Bayer

been utilized in Lake Huron stream
other

to

[2) attractants/repellents;
and !5)

which protects

Great Lakes

to

stage of sea lamprey)..

control
These

73 have

spawning beds and in the

lamprey ammocoetes

(larvae

controls were implemented to

reach some degree of biological stability ..
Despite the
been

success of the various controls,

numerous undocumented

reports

from

there have

Lake Huron

camp

owners and commercial and sport fishermen that lamprey

pop-

FIGURE·2.

·COMMERCIAl PRODUCTION OF LAKE TROUT IN MILLIONS
OF POUNDS

IN LAKE HURON FROM .1885 THROUGH 1977
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ulations are incceasing.
increasing

number

of

These allegations are based on the
lampcey-inflicted

~ounds

and

scars

found on fish catches.
Therefore, it

ther~

tigate whether
Lake Huron.
future

is necessary to initiate a study to invesis

Failure

a resurgence

of sea

to initiate a study

lampreys in

in the immediate

could jeopardize Ontario's valuable fish stocks, and

threaten both commercial and sport f .isheries.

~J

The . sea Lamprey

The sea lamprey (.Ret.f.QlH'ZO.!L.,!!!,!!rim)
that is parasitic in nature,

that has killed valuable comand almost destroyed the

me :rcial and game fish populations,
Lake Trout species

before controls were implemented

early 1960's [Wadden, 1968).
because they are not eels.
as not

a true

is a primitive species

Sea

l~mprey

in the

are wrongly named

Most scientists consider lamprey

fish species because

struction and absence of a backbone

of the
~adden

cartilage con1968).

The sea lamprey's distinctive features include a circular
tooth-filled mouth and

seven gill openings located

sides of the head (Arms and Camp, 1979).
dykov (1966),
teeth of
cones.

lamprey's teeth

other vecte.brates.

are not
They are

at both

Acco·r di.ng to Vlaidentical to
hollow,

true

stratified

The moutn of the lampcey is funnel-shaped and lined

with three rows

of teeth,

four-plus teeth on

each side of the funnel opening (Figure 3).

each row and

FIGURE 3.

. SEA

LAMPREY MOUTH

Source: Sea Lamprey Control In The Great Lakes,Department Of Fisheries And
Oceans,Canada.
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sea lamprey's body is

T~e

snake-like in appearance,

and is

usually blue-black in colour on the backside, and light coloured on the belly

(F iqure 1) •

According to Wadden {1968), Farmer and Beamish (1973)
Miller (1979), when sea lamprey attack prey,

and

they tear into

the flesh with their teeth and wrasping tongue, and suck out
blood and bodily
(1973),

fluids.

most attacks

peduncle below

occur between

the lateral

behind the fectoral fins
and

Figure 7).

According to Farmer

The sea

line,

(Figure

and
4,

the

and Beamish

head and

mainly in
Figure 5,

caudal
the area

Figure 6,

lamprey attacks the largest indi-

viduals of any species, as opposed to smaller specimens.

It

has also been found that the presence of lamprey on fish did
not further
fish

an attack by

fort:.~nate

their bodies..

additional lamprey.

enough to be

able to dislodge

Rarely are
lamprey from

FIGURE 4,

.TWO LAMPREY ON FISH

s.

ONE LAMPREY ON FISH

FIGURE

lampr~y

Source: Sea
Control In The United Stales,u.s. Department Of Fish And .
Wild llfe,M lc hlgan,198 1.

Source: Flah Habltat:The Foundation Of Canada's Flsheriea,Depaitment Of Fisheries
And Oceans,Ottawa, f982.

FIGURE

e.

WOUNDED FISH CAUGHT IN DERBY

Source: Pictures Taken In The C.F.P.S. Chantry Chinook Classic Fish Derby,1986.

F 1G u R E 1.

WOUNDED FISH CAUGHT IN DERBY

,,

Source: Pictures Taken In The C.F.P.S. Chantry Chinook Classic Fish Derby,1986.
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1.4

Sea Lamprey_Life Cycle

According to Wadden

!1968), Purvis

(1980)

young sea lamprey are called ammocoetes.
larval stage
years.

of lamprey

Ammocoetes .are

become active and
the parasitic

which extends
sedentary

move at night.

and die.

Most lamprey in the

from four

After

to seven
that

the larval stage,

for up to

tvo years,

to spawning streams to mate
upper Great Lakes migrate ·t o
Both sexes build a nest

spawning streams from May to July.
~n

This is a harmless

burrowing animals

stage begins and lasts

after which the lamprey migrate

and Potter !1980)

shallow water gravel sections

of tributaries,

where the

female deposits up to 60 6 000 eggs and covers them with gravel and

sand

(Wadden,

spawning rituals.

1968).

The

Both sexes die

eggs are the size of

after their
a pinhead and

hatch in a .bout two weeks Inote Figu17e 8).
Ammocoetes live their larval stage within the stream bottom sediments,

consuming small

Worm-like in shape,
night to feed.
source

of larvae

plants and aquatic animals.

arumocoetes emerge from their burrows at

Algae is found to be the most dominant food
and

anadromous

(!core and Beamish, 1973).

~pawning)

sea

lamprey

The number of algae cells eaten

per unit weight of sea lamprey decreases inversely with size
of larvae.

In winter, the amount of algae found to be con-

sumed was three

times less than during

tion rates [Moore and .Beamish, 1973).

the summer consump-

FIGURE

~£PrEMB£R·MAY

a

SEA LAMPREY LIFE CYCLE

APRIL•JUNE

Source: Sea Lamprey Control In The Great Lakes,U.S. Dep.artment Of Fish And
Wlldllfe,Michlgan, 1981.
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According to
stage at
into

Wadden (1968)

a length of

the laKe

ammocoetes reach

approximately six inches,

to assume

the role

of parasitic

the adult
then move
predator.

Durin') the parasitic stage, the lamprey can grow to an average length of
gm.

45.7 em.

and a weight

of approximately 3.6

During the summer months lampreys locate in deepwater,

then move to

sha~low

water during the winter months.

Chapter II

Rationale for Studx

2.1

Lake Huron has long been recognized as a major area for both
sport and commercial fishing industries.
selecting Lake Huron is to
camp owners

and sport

late, there

are

The key reason for

investigate numerous claims,

and commercial

increased

numbers

fishermen,

that

by
of

of

lamprey-inflicted-

(1)

to assess whether

wounds and scars on captured fish.
2.1.1

..Q.Qjectives

The objectives of the study are:
there is

a resurgence of

populations in Lake

sea

Huron;

lam~_ rey

and {2)

{Petromyzon marinus)
to

recommend the most

effective sea lamprey control strategy in Lake Huron.
2. 1. 2

The hypotheses of the study are:
gence of

sea lamprey

waters;

and {2)

{Petro~zon

Decline

-

{1) There is a resur-

marinas)

in fish

stocks

in Lake

Huron

in Lake

Huron

reflects the increase in t.he sea lamp.r ey population.
The proposed study will therefore provide a comprehensive
account of the abundance, distribution,
of sea lamprey in Lake Huron.

This will be accomplished by

undertaking field invehtory and

-

and characteristics

15 -

sampling studies during the

16

years 1986 and 1987 at thB proposed areas o£ study,
ing from Kincardine to dowdenvale,

extend-

Ontario {see Figure 9).

Data collected from the Sea Lamp.rey Control Stations located
in Marquette,
~ill

Michigan and from Sau .l t Ste.

also be analyzed.

Marie,

Ontario

FIGURE 9.

THE STUDY AREA
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.
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W ::lO 40 50
"'ilu

Source:
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/o.,.H

~·

Sarnla

Goderlch
Grand Bend l!GE~-<O
••••••••• OISUICT

~UNO.UY

··-·-·- ••tNT[ItNAfi0NAl

~NOARY

u.s. fish '\nr! lflil1lif•'! Depat't~ent.,Narq•Jette
Michigan, 1986.
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Tbe

lhe_lll!Qz_Ar~~

areas of

study chosen

auron include:

both u.s •

Lake
and

and the overall spatial area of Lake

. and

study sites !Howdenvale,
Elgin and

investigation in

Howdenvale, Sauble Beach, Southampton,

Port Elgin [Figure 9),
auron in

for the

Kinca.rdine)

Canadian waters.
Sauble

Beach,

were also

These selected
Southampton,

chosen because

Port

they will

provide the main

source of data from

Chinook Classic,

a fish derby which extended for the per:-iod

August 8-23,
station,

1986.

where all

Each study area

the C.F.P.S.

will have a -weigh-in-

data will be compiled.

situated along the eastern shoreline

Chantry

Howdenvale is

of Lake Huron and lies

north of sauble Beach.
Sauble Beach is

on the eastern shore of

the base of the Bruce Peninsula.

Lake Huron,

at

_. The Sauble River and its

tributaries provide spawning grounds
ies, including salmon and trout.

for various fish spec-

The Sauble Falls provide a

ladder for fish to climb into the upper river system.
Both Southampton and
provide rich fishing
fish.ar:ies..
Dam is

and 1970.

gr:ou.nds for both spo.r t

Sauble Beach)
and commercial

According to Smith and Tibbles (1980),

located in

River.

Port Elgin {south of

Southampton's tributary

This multipurpose dam

of the

Denny's
Saugeen

was constructed between 1969

The primary purpose of

the dam is to allow pas-

sage of spawn.ing fish spBcies (trout a .n d sa.lmon)

upstream to

their spawning grounds, while prohibiting migrating sea lam-

19

pcey fcom entecing the upper
is opecated
(O.M. N. B..).

73)

of

by the

river: system.

Ontario Ministry

The last treatment

the Saugeen River -was

The fishladder

of Natural . Resources

:with T. F.. I1.

and/or Bayer

in 1971 (Smith

and Tibbles,

19 80) •

Kincardine is south

o ·f Poet Elgin and

provides spawning

grounds to fish species in both the North and South Penetangore Rivers.

Kincardine's large harbour

provides feeding

grounds for many fish species,

and provides excellent fish-

ing grounds

sport and

tries.

offshore for both

Kincardine is also located

Nuclear Power Plant (B.N.P.P.).
the plant discnarg es millio .n s of

commercial indus-

just south of the Bruce

This site is unique in that
gallons of wastewater each

day, which is warmer tnan surcounding waters.
many varieties
acea,

of baitfish

year-round,

and other

This attracts

fish species

to the

and pcovides an excellent fishing ground

for sport and commercial industries •

.~~3- 1

Data Collection

The p.r oposed study is geared
sive account

of sea lamprey abundance,

characteristics in Lake
undertaking a

towards providing a compreben-

Huron.

iield inventory

distribution,

This will be
and sampling

and

initiated by
studies during

the year 1986/1987, for the selected study areas.

20
The

first

c.F.P.S.

source of

data

will

ChantLy Chinook Classic Fish Derby,

from August 8 to 27, 1986/1987.
ddily

be obtained

recoLds

of

Data will be collected from

fish catchings

(Appendix B)

from

all

study

areas.

and creel

will be distributed to all weigh-

in stations to collect information such as:
fish species caught; 2)

the

which extends

We.igh-i n sheets [g:uestionnaiLes - see Appendix A)
census forms

from

fish weight;

3)

1)

the type of

time spent fishing;

4) number of fish caught per species; and 5)

number and ' type

of fish caught which bad lamprey markings/wounds.
Data will

be obtained f .rom

the u.s.

.Fish

and Wildlife

1)

the numbeL of

Service pertaining to information such as:

parasitic-phase sea lampreys captured per 100 trap net lifts
in the statistical distLicts of

Lake Huron,

1971-1985;

2)

spawning-phase lamprey counts from systematic collections in
both u.s. and Canadian tLibutaries from 1960-1986 inclusive;
3)

the incidence

of sea lampreys and numbeL

of lake trout

and chinook salmon taken by the charter boat ·f ishery,
4)

the number of sea lamprey

1985;

wounds per 100 lake trout and

chinook salmon taken by the charter boat fishery in 1985; 5)
the number of
commercial

parasitic-phase sea lamprey collected

industry,

1967-1986;

and

6)

by the

the number

of

parasitic-phase sea .lampLeys collected by sport fishe.cies in
19 85.

A thiLd source will be obtained from the Sea Lamprey Control Centre located .in Sault ste. Marie, Ontario..

Data will

21

be obtained pectaining to the distcibution and morphological
characteristics of lampreys in Lake Huron.
Information gathered from weigh-in and cceel census forms
fcom the

C.F.P.S.

Chantey Chinook

Classic Derby

summacized to yield the following totals,
centages such as:
2)

will be

averages and per-

1) tota.l numbers of fishing pacticipants;

average hours per angling day spent;

3)

total number of

fish caught; 4) number of £ish caught per person per day; 5)
number of angling boucs pee fish caught;
fish caught

per species;

7)

number

b) total number of
of fish

per species

wounded by lampcey; ana 9) total percentage of lamprey marked fish per species.
Data Ana.!Y2.!.2
The acquired data

described above will be

first summarized

and then gcaphically presented with . histograms,

pie charts,

frequency polygons, and cumulative frequency polygons.
cumulative

frequency distributions

vith those of several theoretical

will

ti ons.

compared

distributions in order to

determine whether the collected sample
bers fit any

then be

The

of the known continuous

data on lamprey numtheoretical distribu-

If usual comparisons of plotted sea lamprey numbers

cannot yield clues of appropriate theoretical distributions,
then a

GOODNESS-OF-FIT program

:see Philips

1972;

Lakhan

1982) will be used to test whether a set of empirical obser-

vations conform
tions.

to any of

the known

theoretical distribu-

The Kolmogorov-smirnov test will be used to test for

GOODNESS-OF-FIT.

22

Since

sea

lamprey

aspects of time

numbers change

series analysis will he

will involve !i)

t.he measurement

identification of trends

{i i)

through

sea lamprey

considered.

two
This

of growth and decline and

and fluctuations.

recommendations by Hammond and McCullagh
lamprey numbers,

time,

catches,

Based on

t1977), data on sea

sea lamprey wounds,

fish populations, etc. will be analyzed foe:
{a)

the over-all long-term trend,

(b)

periodic fluctuations of a rhythmic nature, and

{c)

irregular or random fluctuations.

Trend lines

will be fitted

with both linear

and nonlinear

methods.
To provide information on the spatial distribution of sea
lampreys, choropleth maps vil.l be produced.
tics will also

be obtained by using ·the

spatial statis-

percentage of lamand Canadian

preys caught at each field site for both u.s.
sides.

The question to be answered will be:

significant degree

of spatial

percentages at the 0.05 level?".

"Is there a

autocorrelation between

the

From the spatial analysis,

conclusions will be made concerning

the areas of Lake Huron

which are most susceptible to sea 1 amp.r ey preda·tion.

2.~

Probab1e Results

The major objective of this
sea

lamprey resurgence

Huron's waters.

study is to investigate whether

has occurred,

of

late,

in

Lake

As evidenced from past documentation, such

24
vide more effective control measures for lamprey populations
and to re-establish biological

stability.

strategy could be the establishment

Another control

of controlled hunts for

lamprey, serving to reduce populations, and to maintain stahili ty.
It

is also

possible

thdt

reduced fish stocks have not

sea lamprey
occurred.

resurgence

and

In this situation,

.

it could be inferced that present sea lamprey control strategies are effective in managing lamprey numbers, and provide
a means to maintain biological stability.
can be

inferred that present

maintained,

Furthermore,

control strategies

it

should be

while closely monitocing predator-prey interac-

tion within the ecosystem.
Both the
ment)

Ministry of Natural Resources

and r'isheries d.nd

are making

a concerted

st OC.l( resources

{Ontario Govern-

oceans Canada (Federal Government)
effort to

for commercial

manage and

improve fish

and recreational

pur poses.

It is therefore justifiable to initiate this study to investigate claims by commercial and
owners
Huron.

that

lamprey

sports fishermen,

popula·tions are

These allegations

increasing

are based on the

and camp
in

increased fish

at tacks, sca.r s, and open wounds found on fish catches.
study can offer

the potential and eventual

serving and improving the productivity
sea lamprey
Huron,

resurgence is

found to

based on the study results,

Lake

This

benefit of pre-

of fish stocks.
have occurred

If

in Lake

then identification and

t
s
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control of this

~redatory

possible time,

aquatic

species,

result in

can only

at the earliest

the implementation

of

effective controls to .remove a th.rea t from the aquatic en vironment.
With continued vigilance, and tbe application of research
findings

to management

control strategies,

the value

fisheries in Ontario should continue to rise.
prey continues
tats,

to exist as a

dod populations must

eliminated.
both sport and

of

The sea lam-

potential risk to

fish habi-

continually be investigated and

Once the sea lamprey

can be fully controlled,

commercial fisheries sectors will

be a con-

sistently viable contributor to Ontario's economy.

2 .. ~

!odel Design a .n d

E.!J!!~natiQl!

Given the fact that initial data anaiyses show that sea lamprey numbers in Lake Huron are on the rise,

then this study

will present a diagrammatic model {Feedback Control Biological Systems Model for Sea Lamprey Management)
lamprey numbers in Lake Huron.
plays various

to control sea

This model (Appendix C)

inputs involved i .n the

dis-

interacting ecosystem

{e.g., controls, fish stocks, sport and commercial fishermen
and sea lamprey).

Based on these interactions, a series of

outputs are generated,

which the authority in

evaluate, using appropriate tests
sis).

~e.g.,

charge must

cost/benefit analy-

once a complete and exhaustive analysis is performed,

the evaluator

must devise

a control

program which

should
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exhibit an effective and cost efficient strategy to maintain
biological stability within thB study area {Note:
nit.ions of terms used in the

all defi-

model explanation are found in

A.ppendix D).

0Eeration

2.6

In the first
tems Model,
tem.

ox

the Model

phase of the Feedback
the input variables

These inputs ar-e:

{1}

Control Biological Sys-

are injected into the sys-

sea lamp.r ey;

fied weirs,
genetic

barrie~:

dams) ;

mechanical telectri-

(A)

attractants/repellents;

!steriliza·tion program); and

mental stages on parasites,
ment,

(B)

fish stocks;

!4) controls, which are

!3) sport and commercial fishermen;
broken down into five categories:

(2)

animals,

{D)

b.iological

(-C)

(experi-

competitive displace-

and psychological alteration of lamprey ammocoetes to

p~:event

metamorphisis}.

The second phase
of input vaJ:iables

of the model involves

the introduction

into the ecosystem (Lake

Huron),

where

pr-edator-prey roles evolve under the natural laws of survival.
In phase three,

a series of outputs

are generated from

the interaction of inputs into the ecosystem.

These outputs

are analyzed in terms of both monitor and assessment stages.
Lf no

inputs are implemented

feedback situation arises.
without controls
lamprey

in the model,

Lamprey numbers remain unchecked

placed upon them,

populations

a positive

and increased

resulting
fish

stock

in expanding
predation-
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Therefore,

absence of controls

within the ecosystem

leads to increased disorder

(Lake Huron) ,

and is

an undesireable

output of the model.
Sport and commercial fishermen Leduce the fish stock population from catchings, and have no direct control over lamprey numbers.

However, by reducing fish stock populations,

lamprey numbers are indirectly con trolled.
as fish stocks decline,
prey populations,

less food

thus reducing

In other words,

is available to sea lamsea lamprey numbers.

How-

ever, unless limits are enforced on fish ca tcbes, this input
de feats

tne

purpose of

within the ecosystem.

maintaining

biological

s ·tabili ty

Therefore, both positive and negative

feedback situations can arise under these conditions.
Concerning mechanical controls,
designed to

lamprey barrier dams are

block migrating ldmprey from

spawning beds.

This type of

control has been effective in

many areas (e.g., the Saugeen River),
variable results.

entering upstream

but has also produced

Therefore, dams have reduced lamprey num-

bers to a limited degree, and have reduced lamprey predation
on fish stocks.
major control,

Since 1959, these dams have been removed as
and

other controls {e.g .. ,
now used

are used to assess the
f.F.l'1.).

to count upstream

rate of other

controls.

Por example,

migration of

and the accumulated rates are

success rate of
barriers are

spawning lamprey,

used to determine the success

Therefore,

dams are

useful,

if

integrated with o·ther controls, and provide a negative feedback situation within the model.
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The disadvantages of
could block
(2)

the upstream migration

they raise

st.c u cture;

dams and barriers are:

water levels

and flood

that lamprey have

(3)

of other

(1)

they

aguatic life;

lands behind

the

been found to get around

these barriers; and .i4) that dams are not a total control to
regulate lamprey numbers.
The success of electrified weirs to regulate lamprey numbe rs is l.imi ted.

These controls have also been u·tilized to

assess the rate of success
weirs are
egies,

of other controls.

effective when applied

and aid in producing

to other

controls strat-

a negative feedback situation.

Tne costs of electrified weirs are that they:
potential dangeJ: to
a~:

e expensive;

recreation;

other aguat ic 1 ife in

and {4)

( 1) present a

the system;

could pose a potential

{3)

Electrified

(2)

threat to area

are not a complete control to regulate

lamprey numbers.
Attractant/repellents
late

sea lamprey

strategies.
tion on

a~:e

numbers

found to
when

and

applied

(1)

water body;

effects to surrounding

control

negative feedback

The costs of these controls

they are expensive;

to the

other

in reducing lamprey preda-

.in creating a

situation within the ecosystem.
are:

applied to

They are e .tfective

fish stocks,

be effective to regu-

t2)

(3)

that they dilute when

that

aquatic life;

there are

and [4)

unknown

they do not

represent a total control in regulating lamprey numbers.
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Biological cant rols are, at present, .in the developmental
stages and

represent a

the ecosystem.

positive-feedback situation

within

To date, experiments have proven ineffective

in sea lamprey control, allowing sea lamprey numbers to persist,

resulting in . continued

stocks.

lamprey

Biological controls are also:

time consuming in development;
planning, and

expe~:tise;

(3)

predation on
( 1) expensive;

fish
(2)

entail extensive funding,

and {4) an inadequate total control

strategy in lamprey management.
Gene tic
effective

controls

rster-i lization

in controlling

lamprey

with other control strategies.

of

male lamprey)

numbers when

stock

therefoJ:e,

populations

include:

{1)

they are

which

and
Costs

the programs are

parasitic species of
to be,

reduced,
occurs.

integrated

They, therefore, represent a

negative feedback situatio.n in the ecosystem..
bers are

are

Lamprey num-

some stability
of

expensive;

genetic

to fish
controls

{2)

other non-

lamprey are affected vh.i ch

don• ·t have

adds to the expense of

not a total control

application;

to regulate sea

and (3)

lamprey num-

bers.
Ch~mical

controls (T.F.M.

and Bayer 73)

the most effective in regulating

lamprey numbers,

ates the strongest negative feedback
system.

are found to be
and cre-

situation in this eco-

The benefits o'f chemical controls are:

(1)

stocks are best maintained under- this contr-ol strategy;
monitored results

indicate a s.ig ·nifican t decline

fish
(2)

in preda-
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tion on fish stocks;

p) since the 1950's,

lamprey numbers

have been reduced as much as 80%;

(4)

presents minimal tox-

icity to surround.inJ aquatic life;

(5)

T .. F • .M.

in small dos-

es kills ammocoetes within 16 hours of application;
can be

used with

T.F.~.

use by 50%.

a 27.

ratio of

Bayer 73,

The costs of chemical controls are:
sive;

(1)

which reduces

they are expen-

(2) must perform several bio-assays (tests)

cond~tions

before application [e.g.,

clarity, . size of water body,
despite chemical controls
prey control,

ph,

depth,

seasonality,

and [6)

to water
velocity,

etc.);

and (3)

being the most effective

in lam-

they still fail to represent a total sea lam-

prey control strategy.
The fourth

and final

sta~e

of

the model deals

formulation of a sea lamprey control program.

with the

The authori-

tative body responsible for developing a program should follow a log.i cal, orderly, scientific, and e]chaus ·ti ve approach,
to ensure the program reflects the best possible controls to
maintain bioligical stabil.ity in the ecosystem, and to maintain acceptable prey-predator levels in Lake Huron.

Chapter III

LITE]!1QBE REVIEW

The sea lamprey is a primitive
nature.

\ofadden ( 1968)

species that is parasitic in

found that

sea lamprey ar-e wrongly

aamed because tney are not

eels.

lamprey as not a true fish

species because of the cartilage

constr-uction and absence of a
at tack prey,
wrasping
1968;

Host scientists consider

backbone.

they t€ar into the

When sea lamprey

flesh ·•i th their ·teeth and

tongue, and suck out blood and body fluids

Farmer-

and Beamish

1973;

Miller,

(iadden

1979).

Most

attacks occuc between the head and caudal peduncle below the
lateral
fins

line,

main~y

(Farmer and Beamish,

largest

ind~viduals

spec1mens.
prey on
pr-ey.

and

of

in the area
1973).

Sea lamprey at·tack the

any species,

fish did not fur-ther

as opposed

an attack by

to smaller

additional lam-

Rarely ar-e fish fortunate enough to be

There are

pectora~

It has also been found that the presence of lam-

lodge lamprey fcom their

of Petromyzonidae

(Wadden 1968;

and Vladykov and Kott,1980).
in nature [Petromyzon

Eis, and I. castaneus). ·

able to dis-

bodie~

five species

Great Lakes region

sitic

behind the

found in

Manion and Hanson,

the
1980;

Three of these five ace paramarinus,

Ichthyomyzon inicus-

The remaining two species are non-

- 31 -
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parasitic {I.

for3er

and Lethonteron lamotlenu).

A sixth

is non-parasitic in nature and
can be found in the Lake Erie basin.
The fish
Sichigan,

specie~

composition in the Great

Superior,

series

of stock

kept.

A major

Ontario)

have

changes since

the

Lakes (Huron,

undergone a

earliest records

cause of species succession was

invasion of sea

lamprey,

parallel

and their intensive

were

due to the
selection of

certain .fish species (Smith 1968; Christie 1974) ..
Before

major

1930,

detected {Smith, 196 8:
19 40,

L3. .kes was
problem

of some

found to be
led to

fish stocks

1974).

in importance

in terms of

were

However,

fish species

caused by lamprey

a shift

fishing industry

in

Christie,

rapid growth

il

changes

not

around

in the

Great

predation.

This

of the

commercial

species harvested,

as major

species declined !Smith 1968; Christie 1974).
The first species

·to decline and collapse

Trout t Salvelinus namaycush)

and

species to

affected

Christie 1974).

were the

The

Chub

Mainly the largest of the species were preyed upon.

§~)-

With

be

which

Burbot {Lota lota)

are deep 11ater predators !Smith 1968;
next

.were the Lake

the relaxation

of

predation

pressure,

the

rainbow

sm€lt, deepwater cisco a .n d alewife stocks (Alosa pseuda har~~2)

Lake

inc.c eased.
Ontar~o

differed fcom the

other Great Lakes in that

it contained both alewife and sea lamprey before the turn of
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the century ..

Lake Ontario acts

species to enter the Upper

as a reservoir

Great Lakes.

that sea lamprey became a significant
fish species .in Lake Ontdrio.
and smelt,

Evidence suggests

factor in the loss of

Predation centered on ciscoes

and contributed to

lowing a similar

for these

the collapse of herring fol-

seguence in the Upper

Great Lakes..

Erie was also affected by loss of predator stocks,
other factors

were collectively responsible for

Lake

but many
this situ-

ation.
Coinciding
superior,

with the

Michigan,

hatcheries

control
ontario and

and stocking

ngrk_2)

and

sea lamprey

programs of

were implemented

and

led to

Kokanee Salmon (0.

s pla ke (Sal veli nu.§ __!Q!l!i!!2:!.!.§)

a new balance bet11een

Great Lakes system.

Lark

Lakes .in

species stocks by
Jan.

Wadden (1968)

and,

species in the

Smith

the sea lamprey entered

the late 1930•s,

(a hybrid cross

These programs were

established to create

(1\)73)

the

(Onco~hynchus

Chinook Salmon

Coho Salmon Uh_ ki2.!!:tch),

found that

Lakes

new

between a brook trout and lake trout).

{1980)

in

Huron,

reintroduction of Lake Trout,
.t.§.hawy!§h~),

of

the Up per Great

and had seriously

the mid 1940's in Lakes

and Tibbles

damaged fish

Huron and Hichi-

states that sea lamprey were first iden-

tified in Lakes Michigan in 1936, Huron in 1937, and Superior: in

1946.

Sea

lamprey sharply

fishery ca.tch.ings in the Upper Great

reduced the

commercial

Lakes in both the u.s.

dOd Canada fcom 33,069 tonnes to 661 tonnes in 1965.
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i!.!-,

Morman g.t

the distribution

(1'J80)

analyzed the factors influencing

of sea lamprey

in the Great

lamprey are widely distributed over
scarce in

Since 1957,

1980).

in 433

large aLeas

Sea

·the Great Lakes but are

watershed !Morman

et

al.,

lamprey larvae have only been detected

of the 5,747 streams of the Great Lakes Basin

(7 .. 5%)

(Morman gt

of the

Lakes.

~1·,

1980).

Furthermore, there are many envi-

ronmental conditions

vh ich .influence sea

tion, such as:

streamflow and temperature,

( 1)

lam prey distri buwhich are

vital factors in attracting spawning runs into streams;
dispersal of
blockages,

adult spawner 3
water temperatu.re,

presence of inland lakes;

al is affected

r3)

in streams
current,

are inf.l u enced

by

bottom type,

and

embryo development and surviv-

by water temperature.

stant temperatures for

Eggs

must have con-

c -

successful hatching (from 12

C), and slightly beyond these constraints {McCauley,
lamprey

(4J

that

larval distributions

block adult

unstable

flo~s,

spawning runs,
hard stream

(2)

are limited

1963);

by barriers

warm temperatures,

bottoms,
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and pollution.

low
Yet

larvae have been found under

habitats exhibiting these con-

straining factors;

in terc onnec ti ng

attachment to

and

fisn and

!5)

boats which

wa te rva y s and

is considered

a major

enemies or controls

per se,

factor in lampn:!y movement.
Since there

are no natural

vi thin the Great Lakes to keep sea 1 am prey numbers in check,
some kind of integrated program must be initiated.

La~prey
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and ammocoetes are rarely found in the stomachs of salmonids
or other fisb

(Pfeiffer and Fletcher, 1964).

iments revea.l ed that many fish will
a distasteful secretion which is
cells of lamp.r ey skin.

Feeding exper-

not eat lampreys due to

produced from the granular

This seccetion is suspected of being

biologically significant in protecting the lamprey from predat..ious fish.
Pearce g!:,

al.

and control in

I

r 1Y80),

analyzed sea lamprey distribution

the lower Great Lakes.

Speci:fically,

the

study covers Lakes Erie, Ontario, f .inger lakes Oneida, Champlain, and their connecting tributary waters.
Pea.c ce

~! ~!.·,

( 19 80)

several areas in the

,

According to

sea lamprey are located

in all of

st. Lawcence River system, between Lake

Huron and Moses-Saunders Powec Dam, below Lake Ontario.
As mentioned earlier, an integrated program to effectively control sea lamprey consist3 of five integral parts which
are:
3)

1) chemical

biological; 4)

(lampricides);

2)

attractants-repellents;

genetic; and 5)

mechanical.

According to

Wadden (1968), Sprules (1976)

and Smith and Tibbles !1980),

6,000 or more chemicals were

tested under controlled condi-

tions for their ability to
trol

lamprey

effectively and efficiently con-

populations.

Lampricides

!3-tri-fluocomehtyl-4-nitrophenal)
effective in lamp .r ey control..
T.F.M.

is applied in small

larvae within sixteen hours

proved to

be the

T.F.M.
most

l'lccording to Miller t1979),
quantities and destroys lamprey
of application ..

Agris tl967),
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attributes T.P.l'1-'s

effective toxicity

towards lamprey

to

its' interaction with oxygen transport, which is more critical to

sea lamprey than

to fish species..

Wadden (1968),

found that T.F.M. use in Lake Superior in 1958 resulted .in a
90% reduction in lamprey populations by 1966.

suggests that

T.F.M.

application in

Evidence also

Lake Huron

and other

lakes are producing significant declines in lamp·r ey numbers.
Before T.F.M.
bodies must
tions, such
sonality,

can be introduced into streams, the stream

be analyzed

in terms

among others..

According to wadden

in various quantities,

lamprey ammocoe tes and .f ish,
of

T.F.M.

water condi-

ph, velocity, depth, size of streams, sea-

clS:

analysis is called "BIO-ASSAY 11 ..
placed,

of certain

needed

In these tests, T .. F .. M.

this
.is

.in containers holding both

to determine the required dose

to effectively

w.bi.le not harming fish species.
be performed prior to the

(1968),

destroy the

ammocoetes,

Several of these tests must

actual stream treatment to ensure

accucacy and effectiveness.
Another cnemical agent
in cont ro ll.ing

'lampricide)

"Bayer 7 3u,

wh.ich is

to reduce T.F.M.

by 50% in

am mocoete numbers is

used in a 2% ratio with T •.F.M.
1uantity (Wadden, 1968)..

found to be effective

The disadvantages in using T.F .. M..

are that it is very expensive,

thus applying it in ratio to

Bayer 73 reduces the cost of application.
is restrictive

in use

in that

it can

stream beds where ammocoetes are located.

Secondly, T.F.M.
only be

applied to
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Repellents

are applied

in lamprey

repel sea lamprey entry into
is valuable in areas where

spawning streams

spawnbed areas.

to

This control

other control measures are inef-

fective.
Attractants are used to direct

spawning sea lamprey mig-

cants into streams where they can be harvested, and to bring
them to

streams where

ine£ficient.

other control

Attractants

spawning sea lamprey for

can also be utilized

for continued

stocks~

Biological controls have been

utilized mostly in dealing

with insects, and have produced mixed results.
Smith and Tibbles

(1990),

little effort has

towards the development of biological
prey.

to collect

One dra whack to the release pro-

eventual lamprey release allows

predation on fish

proven

steril.ization and release programs

{Smith and Tibbles, 1980).
gram is that

measures have

According to
been directed

controls for sea lam-

Maclain (1952) experimented with a parasite found in

sea lamprey in Lake Huron, but found no natural parasites to
be effective in the control of lamprey.
There vas also consideration towards controlling sea lamprey with the American eel !i) nguilla rostra ta) , but it • s use
was found to be impractical.
that the American

This was supported by the fact

eel has been present in

Lake Ontario for

many years with no apparent effect on lamprey numbers {Smith
and Tibbles,

1980).
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Another consideration for biological controls is the competitive displacement by otner species.
of this scale

~auld

take

However, a program

extensive funding,

planning,

and

expertise to produce desired resul·ts ..
A final

biological control is the

tion of lamprey ammocoetes
is

still in

psychological altera-

to prevent metamorphosis,

the experimental

stages

(Smith and

which

Ti.bbles,

1.9 80).
Smith and
found a

Tibbles {1980)

and

major genetic control

release of

mature male

Hanson and

to be the

sea lampreys

Manio.n { 1979}

sterilization and

in spawning

streams.

This wou.l d be an effective tool in a .n integrated approach to
sea lamprey control.
According to
trols consist

Smith and Tibbles
of lamprey barrier

(1980),

m-e chanical con-

dams cons·tructed

with an

overhanging lip of steel to prevent entry of lamprey further
upstream to spawning beds..

Since 1959, these dams have been

used to assess the effects of T .. F.. M.

treatments .by counting

the number of lamprey after T.F.M. application.
is considered

a reliable

indicator of

This method

lamprey populations

entering streams froiD lake systems (Miller, 1979).
Electrical weirs are
upstream to

used to trap sea

their spawning sites.

assess the success of other controls.

lamprey migrating

They are also

used to

Lamprey are captured

and counted, and provide a reliable indicator of the size of
lamprey populations entering steams.

.;: ~:-,
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Smith and Tibhles {1980) analysed the history of sea lamprey

control in

invasion and

Superior.

The original

indicated that by 1948,

surveys

we·r e observed

linked ·t o LaK.e Erie.

Huron,

Michigan

by Michigan

and

authorities

34 streams were infested by lamprey

in Michig:1n {Smith J.nd l'ibbles,
lampreys

Lakes

in

1980).

the

From 1932-1938, sea

Cl.inton River

tributaries

However, none were found in later sur-

veys.
Initial attempts to control sea lamprey began in Michigan
in the mid

19~0's,

riers along Lake
sea lam prey.

with the construction of mechanical barHuron's

u.s.

shoreline to

block spawning

According to Smith and Tibbles {1980), Michi-

gan biologists insta.lled a weir trap in the Acquioc .River to
study biologic3.l components of sea lamprey.
ranged from 3366 in 1944,

to a

peak of

Lamprey numbers
in 1949,

24,~43

to

only 503 in 1977 !Smith and Tibbles 1980).
From 1952-1960,

132 electrical barriers were constructed

along 132 tributaries of the Great Lakes (Smith and Tibbles,
19 80) •

The electric

assess lamprey

ammocoete numbers and

1961, in Michigan.
prey larvae,

shock program was created

In 1961,33

u.s.

which increased to 49

it was

in 1956 to

instituted in

streams contained lamby 1978

(Smith and Tib-

bles, 1980).
Control measures did not become
ation of th-a lampricide T .. F.M.
applied 1223

times to 3334

effective until the ere-

Fro m 1 9 5 8- 1 9 7 8 , T. F • M.

tributaries in the

was

upper Great
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I.a kes, of whicll 91 streams were Canadian and 243
and Tibhles, 1980)..
gram provided

Evidence from the T.F.M.

results such

as:

spawning runs measured by the
by electrical barr-iers;
wounds on fish;

{2)

and {3)

( 1)

u.s.

!Smith

control pro-

reduced sea

lamprey

.n umber of adult lamprey taken

a significant decline of lamprey

by

an increased response of major

fish stocks after sea lamprey control (e.g., trout and salmon species)

(Smith and Tibbles,

In Ontario,

1980).

it was found that

the North Channel of Lake

Huron was under attack by sea lamprey.
studies took place in the
used to

catch lamprey

Tibbles, 1980).

Therefore, the first

surrounding streams ..

to assess

their numbers

Traps were
(Smith and

In ea.c h year from 1946-1949, catches went

from 11 to 419 to 6245

to 6990 to 7459 respectively,

indi-

cating heavy concentrations of lamp~ey during this period.
In 1964,

the Great

Lakes .F isheries Commission installed

electrical barriers in the Canadian tributaries of the North
Channel~

Georgian Bay, and all of Lake Huron

bles, 1980)..

(Smith and Tib-

Twelve ""eirs wece also installed in 11 tribu-

taries along the Canadian shore, of which 8 were in continual operation between 1967 and

1975.

peak lamprey spawning

runs in 1968,

1969,

and 197

1589

.i n 1970,

These weirs indicated
which fell

in 1973

(Smith

to 4782 in
and Tibhles,

19 80) •

Smith and Tibbles

(1980)

found that sea lamprey were also

ceported in a number of Canadian

rivers in the late 1940's,
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nut were

not documented until

future surveys

~ere

made in

19 56.

Sea lamprey occupy 105 of the 2000 streams in the Canadian Great Lakes {Wadden, 1968).
atively small,

Since these streams are eel-

chemical treatment with lampricides

is the

most effective control.
The first

lampricide program began

1958.

Streams

times,

because lamprey

four to

~ere

seven years

Therefore,

normally

in Lake

four to

treated about

larvae live in stream

of the

larvae stage

Superior in
five

bottoms from

{Wadden,

1968).

repeated treatments are necessary to destroy the

larvae.
A case study

oy Wadden (1968)

revealed

~ere

lamprey producing stredms in Lake Superior
T • .F. M..

in 1959,

until 1962.
prey

but significant

treated with

results were not obtained

The results indicated an 80% reduction in lam-

trapped in

(Wadden, 1968).

electrical barriers

superior streams

during spawning

time

From 1963 to 1965, lamprey numbers levelled

off, but declined again by 50% in 1966.

After the

that most major

~ere

being treated

treatments in

found to be improving.

1960,

By 1967,

(Wadden,

all Lake

1968).

commercial

catches

~ere

However, around 1964, lamprey resur-

gence occurred in formerly

treated rivers.

were supported by increasing predation
response to these findings,
was reintroduced in 1966 on a

These

find~ngs

of fish stocks.

In

the sea lamprey control program
regular basis (Smith and Tib-
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bles, 1980).
its

t~:ibutary,

the Root Hiver,

infested with sea lamprey.
ation,

~aries

In the late 1960's, the St.

were found to

River and
be heavily

In direct response to this situ-

these rivers were treated

with the lampric.ide Bayer

73, from the period 1971 to 1979 !Smith and Tibbles, 1980).
According to Wadden (1968), lampricide treatment programs
expanded in 1960,
lamprey

strea 1ns were

prog~:am.

r1 98 0)

from Lake

Supe~:ior

subjected to

to Lake Huron where 38
the lampricide

Accor-ding to Wadden ( 1968)
the

I

Channel

21 streams found

areas,

straints,

were

coupled

and Sm.i th and Tibbles

in the Georgian

treated .in

control

1960

Bay,

North

but financial

with greater inter-est for

con-

LaKe Michigan

control programs, led to the termination of the program.
In 1968-1969,
nook Salmon
would

u.s.

in Lake

not be

dS

authorities planted 1.6M Coho and Chii:luron.

vulnerable

Trout because of their quick
According to

It

was believed

to lamprey

that salmon

p~:edation

as

Lake

growth and ravenous appetites.

Smith and Tibbles

p 9 80) ,

lamprey scarring rates were 85% on

it was

found that

mature Coho,

and 62% on

two year old Chinook, a drastic contrast from Lake Superior,
where the

wounding rates were less

less than 51 for Chinook.
continued

f~:om

1970

Coho,

Despite this problem,

to 1978,

remained high.

In 1972,

cont~:ol

took effect,

progams

than 1% for

this

while lamprey

reducing the

rates

as lamprey

wounding rates

from more than 86% in 1973-1974, to 5% in 1975,
2. 4% in 1976 rsmitb and Tibbl8s, 1980).

stocking

~ounding

trend reversed,

and

to a low of
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Berst

(1967)

analyzed lamprey parasitism of rainbow trout

in South Georgian Bay.
trout were

In this study,

sampled from the

Nottawasaga River

Bay, between 1961 and 1967.
the trout

bad one

lamprey ranged in

the trout

more

Berst

lamprey marks on them,
84 ems.

than 40 ems-

found to be on 301 of

The incidence

1967).

and the

Furthermore,

only found on fish greater

and multiple scarring was
(De est,

in Georgian

( 1967) found that 7.1% of

length from 25 to

lamprey marks were
in length,

o~

2,614 adult rainbov

of marked

fish

peake1 in the spring of 1962 at 17.21, then declined to 1.3%
iu the

fall of

1962.

This

was attributed

to lampricide

treatments, and lamprey reduction from 1960 to 1961.

Inci-

dence of markings rema.ined low for the next four years, ho-wever

recruitment

of

metamorphased

lamprey

substantially

iucre'ised in 1966-1967 (Berst, 1967) .•
Between 1968 and 1971, .Lake Ontario received stockings of
bo·t h trout and salmon.
trous.

These stockings proved to be disas-

This vas indicated by a limited survival rate and a

high number of lam prey at tack marksAccording to Pearce et al.,

(1980) 1

studies are underway,

with the view of including Lakes Oneida and Champlain in the
chemical treatment progr:am,

to prevent lamprey from occupy-

ing these areas, and to improve fish populations.
Clair, Erie,

connecting waters,

finger lakes,

Lakes St.
and the St.

Lawrence River, below Lake Ontario, are not. being considered
for the program because sea lamprey numbers are not significant to warrant this action.
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Despite

various

integratej control

strategies,

problems still exist that must be resolved such as:
existence of sea lamprey ammocoetes
can• t be used,

major
(1) the

in areas where controls

or are ineffective;

many of the ammo-

(2)

coetes found in the mouths of tributaries, estuaries, ox bow
lakes, beaver flows,

and streambed spawning areas sometimes

survive treatments due to the
of lampricides;

and

(3)

dilution and poor circulation

there is a need for more effective

programs to monitor sea lamprey populations.
One of the

first authorities to investigate

was the Great Lakes Sea

Lamprey Committee,

committee was integrated wi t .h ·t he
s ion in 1952

sea lamprey

in 1946.

This

Great Lakes Trout Comm is-

to form t.he Great Lakes Trout

and Sea Lamprey

Committee (Smith, 1971; Wadden, 1968; Crowe, 1975).
Individual delegates from the u.s. Fish and Wildlife service,

the

Fisheries Research

Department of

Land and

Board of

Forests,

and

Canada,the Ontario
each bordering

u.s.

state around the Great Lakes, served on these committees.
In 1953,

all of

investigate the sea
of the Great

Lakes.

these authorities

lamprey problem in the
The

inv~sion

upper Great Lakes caused both
to join in
:1980},

were integrated

u.s.

of sea

to

canadian waters
lamprey into the

and Canadian authorities

a tredty agreement which

according to Fetterolf

was signed in a new symposium to form the new Great

Lakes Fishery Commission on September 10, 1954.
ment was ratified on Octobe.r 11,

1955,

The agree-

and established the
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Commission's

jurisdiction

as

including

Huron# Erie, and Ontario {Wadden,
In 1956,

the new Gr€at

supe~io~,

Lakes

1968 ) ..

Lakes Fishery

Commission began

development# coordination and implementation of lamprey control

p ·r ograms.

c omm iss ion

T be

~esearch p~ograms

histor-y of
lamprey

rretterolf,

the Commission,

cont~ol

8fficient cost

coordinated

fish

and acted as advisor to both u.s. and Can-

adian governments in implementing
ter the fisher-ies

also

improved measures to betDuring the

1980).

it

has spent $54.5

and r-esearch and

2.3 year

million on

will continue to seek more

effective management

techniques

(Fette~olf#

1 9 80) •

The Great Lakes Fishery Commissions' agents,
for implementing sea lamprey
are the u.s.

Fish and

control programs and research,

Wildlife Service,

Research Boar-d of canada (Wadden,
author-s cited above,

the u.s.

statiorred in Marquette,

responsible

1968)..

and the Fisheries
According to ·the

Fish and Wildlife Service is

Michigan and the Fisheries Research

Board of canada in London, Ontario, which was moved to Sault
st. Marie in 1966.

Both U.S.

and Canadian headquarters are

in close proximity to ldmprey

streams along Lakes Huron and

supe~io.c.

It is e!::itimated that 21 of 38 lamprey streams in

Lake H·1ron

1re w.itnin

Marie

head~uarters

d

100 mile

(Wadden,

.radius of the

sault St.

1968).

From 1966 to 1980, the Fisheries Research Board of Canada
underwent a

great transition.

These changes,

in order,
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~ere:

the Department of Fisheries and Forestry in 1971, the

Department of Environment,

Fish8r.ies

and Marine Science in

1976, the Department of Fisheries and Environment, and Fisheries and

in 1978,

Marine Service

and the

Department of

Fisheries and Oceans s1.nce 1980 :smith, 1971;

Wadden, 1968).

Smith {1980)
inys

of

and Fetteco.lf ( 1980)

1979

the

Sea

Lamprey

examined the proceed-

International

Symposium

The symposium was created out of the need for a

(S.L.I.S.).
synthesis of

o pin.1 .on and

recommendations for

future p.lan-

The 1979 Symposium was the fifth of a series of sym-

nlng.
posi urns

sponsored by

The sea

lamprey contxol

the Great

program was

intensi v.c

of its

kind

impress~ve

results

~Smith,

As early

as 19 70,

obligated itself

Lakes Fishery

to

Commission.

the largest

control vertebrates,

and

set

the most
of controls

the Great

Lakes Fishery

to sedrch for more

Commission

effective,

biological,
Tibbles,

effective program consists of
such

genetic,

1980;

had

1980) ..

efficient,

and economical methods to control the sea lamprey.
ent,

and most

as chemical,

At pres-

an integrated

attractant/repellent,

a _n d mecb.anical (as cited .by Smith and

Smith, 1980;

Wadden,

1968).

Smith (1980)

believes the program must be monitored on occasion to update
any p£oblems encountered,
research.

Thus, in

and to create a report on present

1975, the Great Lakes Fishery Commission

{G.L.P.C.) appointed a steering committee to plan and implement tne sea lampcey symposium.

According to

S~ith

(1980},
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there are three main objectives
(1)

to organize,

consolida·te,

of the S.L.I.s.

which are:

and publicate the assembled

information of sea lamprey control, and associated research;
{2)

to

assemble various

research,

experts in

the field

of lamprey

and to express ideas and accumulated knowledge to

·the S .L .I. S.; and tJ)
c~n

ing scient1sts

to provide a forum whereby participat-

share individual findings,

develop new

initiatives to deal with the battle to control lamprey,

and

to further understand fish-lamprey interactions.
Farmer and Beamish (1973)

conducted a study dealing with

the predation on freshwater fish spec.ies of si m.ilar and d.i£fe rent sizes.
£]!Shand S.

It was found

that splake

(Salvelinus_~y-

fontinali.§}, carp {£yprinus car,Pio}, white suck-

ers {Catostomus commersonjJ, and whitefish were all attacked
significantly
burbot (Lota

more than
lot~),

walleye (Coregonusclupea

short

fo.£~i.§),

head redhorse suckers {Moxostoma

macrole.Qido1!:!!!!) , and brown bullheads (Ictalurus nebulosus).
Lett .§1

~1·,

(1975)

developed a stochastic dynamic model

to evaluate the simulated interaction of sea lamprey on lake
trout.

Results showed that an

prey n\lmbers

caused a geometric

results were

dependent on

trout (Lett et

~1.,

1975).

arithmetic increase in lamdecline in

mean weight

trout.

and age

T bese

classes of

It was also indicated that large

trout, when present, were attacked the most, allowing smaller trout to survive

(Farmer 1973; Lett £1

~!-,

1975).
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Peak predation on lake

trout occurred expon-entially with

lamprey size, and seasonally, in fall,
(Lett~! ~1-•

was at its'

peak

simulation

experi:nents regarding

trout.

when lamprey feeding

1.9 75).

Lett then conducted

preda·tion

of lamprey

on

Simulation suggests that sea lamprey and lake trout

could coexist if

large trout are not

and sport fishing,

removed by commercial

and if some measure

to control lamprey

nul!lbers vas implemented.
Applegate

( 1 96 5)

examined

the

sex

dimorphism among recently transformed
yate

(1965) compar8d ·t he sex,

ratios and

sea lam prey.

length,

sexual
Apple-

and weight of trans-

formed lamprey miy.ra ting downstream from the Carp Lake River
in Michigan, in the fall,
Similar
Huron and

studies were
Michigan.

ra ti o of 3 2 4 : 1 0 0

winter,

initiated in

and spring of 1960-1961.
tributaries from

Results indicated a

i n 19 6 0 - 1 9 6 1 ,

Lakes

high male-female
t o 77- 8 6: 1 0 0 in

a nd var i e d

other runs {Applegate, 1965) ..
According ·to Applegate ( 1965) , the high male-female ratio
was attributed to effective control

p .r ograms,

vention of female lamprey transformation..
males to females declined as

and the p .r e-

The proportion of

the runs progressed.

Besults

indicdted that males were smaller in size than females,

and

that a significant difference in the length/weight relationship occurred for each sex :Applegate, 1965).
Potter

g,~ ~!.·

, (1974)

of adult

sea lampreys

from

to 1972.

1368

ex a mined the sex ratios and 1 en gth
in the

Humber River

(Lake Ontario)

Results indicated that mean lengths for
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adult lamprey,
tion.

This

betveen male and
was also

female,

true of other

Great Lake (Potter et ~1., 1974).
ranged from

1:1 to

1.26:1,

had little varia-

studies in

Batios of male to female

which

confirmed estimates

lo ng-establisned pop-qlations rPotter ~·~ gJ:.,
Potter {1980)

of

197 4).

conducted a study dealing with the ecology

of larval and metamorphosised lampreys.
~1980),

the upper

laz:vae growth is seasonal.

According to Potter

At the end of the larval

stage, ammocoetes stop growing in length and accumulate lipids [fat cells).

Length-frequency curves and data on kidney

growth indicate that ammocoetes are

found in generally sta-

blE and productive sites, such as landloc,ked lakes, and take
up

to five

years to

reach

metamorphosis length

(Potter,

19 80).
Data generated from isolated
1C

River

and other

Superior {some

tributaries within

in the Big Garl-

Lakes Michigan

which are lampricide treated),

the metamorphosis

stage is variable and

to growth rates and size
1980).

pop~latio .ns

usually associated with fast

reveal that

apparently related

of larvae {Manion,

According to Potter (1980),

1969;

Potter,

a short larval life is

ammocoete growth rates,

sometimes occurs in streams where a lampricide is used,
density is
factor in

reduced.

Density appeared

regulating the length

and

to be

of larvae

which
and

the dominant

and transformed

sea lamprey (Purvis, 1980; Torbla and Westman, 1980).
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It is also tcue that
a

longer length

and

land-locked lampcey metamocphose at
age

than othec

Accordiny to Potter {1980),
in summer,

parasitic

lampreys.

the metamorphosis stage occurs

when lamprey length

is stable,

reduced in consequence to lipid mobilization.

but

weight is

Feeding usu-

ally occurs 4 to 10 months between transformation from ammocoete to the parasitic stage :Potter, 1980).
Manion and Stauffer {1970) conducted a study dealing with
the metamorphosis of land-locked sea

lamprey and found that

the external metamorphosis of the mouth is divided into four
stages

~hich

are:

·t be mouth becomes ce duced in s.i ze;

{1)

{2) the mouth becomes fused;
the mouth elongates.
greatly,

(3)

the mouth encloses; and !4)

During metamorphosis, the eye enlarges

and t.he fleshi .n g hood covering the snout and mouth

transforms to a large sucking disk.
acea reduces

in size,

brown-yello'll to

and body

The nasal and bcachial
colour changes

blue-black do .csally,

[Manion and Stauffer, 1970).

and white

from dark
ventrally

Metamorphosis begins in early

to mid July until August, and the external phase takes about
three months under natural

conditions [Manion and Stauffer,

1970; Beamish and Potter, 1972).
Manion and Hanson

(1980)

studied the spawning behaviour

and fecundity of lampreys from the upper three Great Lakes Huron, ltichigan and .superior.

Lamprey regu.1.re cei."tain phys-

ical factors tor successful spawning such as suitable bottom
structure,

water flow,

and temperatui."e [Manion and Ranson,

19 80)-

Nest construction is usually started by males,

takes place in yravel-based tributaries.
in g act

lasts for

approximately 2

cepeated every 4 to f .ive minutes.

and

The average spawn-

to 5

seconds,

and

is

An estimated 86% of the

60,000 eggs are not deposited in the nest,

however there is

a 90% survival

nest (Hanlon and

Hanson,

rate for those eggs in the

1980).

Heinrich g! ~J:.·,

n980)

ogical characteristics

analyzed the changes in the biol-

of sea lamprey

ds related to lamprey abundance,
control.

(Petrgmyzon marinus)

pcey abundance and lamprey

Lamprey abundance peaked in the Great Lakes before

chemical control began.
lamprey density was

Length and weights were

high,

reduced by controls.

but increased when

low when

numbers were

·Lamprey length and weight

were also

low when fish stocks were near depletion, but as fish stocks
increased,

a.J..,

lamprey length and weight increased {Heinrich et

1980).

Foe

Lake Superior

detailed records

have been

regarding change in lake trout stocks since 1959.
to

Heinrich g!

e~ists

{1990),

between sea lamprey weight

As fish stocks
versa.

_gJ:.,

decline,

so does

a significant

compiled
According

relationship

and lake trout abundance.
lamprey weight

and visa-

Also, male sea lamprey were found to be the dominant

sex during periods of fish stock abundance_

Female domina-

tion occurred at times when fish stocks declined.
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Farmer

~nalyzed

(1980)

feeding adult lampreys.
but a

few fish
to the

lamprey)

is limited,

the Great

Lakes.

anadrornous (upstream

Information

movement of

19 80).

proportion of blood

and tissue

consumed from

the blood of victims

at rates of 3 to 3 3% of their wet body we.ig ht,
mated energy conversion efficiency of 39%.

resulting

to the nature of
in small

c for

lamprey occur at 20

been

c

and an esti-

This is attrib-

the sea lamprey's

energy losses

energy .intake {Farmer, 1980).

and 15

of 3.4%

that

blood diet

of their

total

Maximum growth rates for sea

lamprey weighing 10 to 30 grams,

for lamprey weighing 30 to 90 grams.

found

spawning

Lam prey species differ in

Land-locked lamprey feed on

uted partly

of

however they are probably non-specific

in prey choice !.Farmer,

victims.

and physiology

Land-locked sea lampreys attack all

species in

related

the relative

the biology

lamprey

growth

.rates

It has also

decline

with

an

increase in weight !Farmei, 1980; Purvis, 1990).
Land-locked sea

attach to

their prey

more frequently than smaller prey {Wadden, 1968;

Parmer and

Beamish, 1973;

lamprey prefer to

Miller, 1979;

Farmer. 1980).

lamprey are not attracted to prey
lamprey attached to them.

which already have a host

Farmer (1980)

factors aid in maximizing food intake,
vival,

and

material.
the control

ens~ring

a

constant

Daill and Mcdon'lld (1980)
of sea lamprey

Furthermore,

suggests that these
prolonging prey sur-

energy content

of

food

studied the effects of

on migrating and

resident fish

po pu lations.

Mecnanical and chemical

controls have led to

fish kills, which is an inescapablB consequence of such controls.
At times tests do not reveal
the

a~ea

surrounding

T.F~M.}.

often,

being

the full brunt of damage to
chemically

treated

~e.

g.,

It has been found thdt fish kills do occur but not
and when

it is

kills do happen,

1reas and involves .3mall numbers of fish
It is iound tbat
clams, etc.)

(note Figure 10).

invertebrates (e.g.,

insects,

snails,

are variable in their resistence to T.F.M.

evidence thus far reveals that
strophic

only in localized

decline or

La .k es Fishery

T.F.M.

disappeararice

Commission 1985).

No

has caused any cata-

of

any species

Only one

{Great

reportable case

has been documented regarding the near loss of the stone cat
(Noturis

f1~!~§)

from southwestern Lake superior,

attributed to chemical ·treatment

which vas

{Dahl and Mcdonald,

No other cases have been documented,

1980).

however present infor-

mation is not adequate to show long-term effects on species.
As long

as present

cont.r ol methods

matter vhat precautions are taKen,
effected

are continued

fish populations will be

(Dahl and .'1cdonald, 1990).

Accord1ng to Torbla :tnd Westman
coates are found in fewer
cide treatments

began.

P990), sea lamprey ammo-

locations now than before lampriLamprey

do not

streams post-treated with lampric1de,
infested.

and not

always return

to

that were previously

Abundance of ammocoetes and transformed metamor-

phosed animals has declined in most treated waters, but with
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some exceptions in areas where density-dependent factors may
be

influencial !Torbla and Westman, 1980).
Moore and Scbleen !1980)

runs of
after

sea lamprey

in selected

chemical contrql.

(1980),

treating

streams with

declined in some

Lake superior

Moore and

lampricide will
spring,

the time of lampricide

indicate that adult lamprey
ers .have

streams of

According to

the follo~iny

lamprey spawning
Great Lakes at

analyzed the changes in spawning

Sc.hleen

not effect

which

inhabit the

treatment.

Results

captured from electrical barristreams by

as much as

99% with

large declines noteJ in treated streams late in the year.
Streams haviny

lampricid~

rate from
lamprey.

a. significan·t larvae
treatment

population survival

continued to

Thus, according to Moore and Schleen

sea lamprey

could be attracted

offshore areas.

This could be

attract adult
( 1980} , adult

to ammocoetes in
an indicator

steams or

to determine

which rivers are suitable for spawning.
Gilderhus and Johnson
lamprey

control

in

(1980)

studied

the Great

Lakes

invertebrates,

and amphibians.

Johnson

the chemicals T. F.M.

used

(1930},

for the

These chemicals

past

20 years

the effects of sea
on

aquatic

plants,

According to Gilderhus and

to

and Bayer 73 have been

control lamprey

cause some mortalities

in some

aquatic plants, .invertebrates and amph.i hians.

numbers.
species of

Ho"Wever,

no

evidence exists to conclude th .:t. t these ch€micals are responsible for

catastrophic declines

or extinc-tion

of any

one
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species.

Acco.rdiruJ

to Gild.erhus and Johnson

( 1980) ,

the

overall impact of chemical control of sea lampreys on aguatic communities has been minor
e rate].

compared to the benefits gen-

Chapter IV
J2A!!_!NALYSI~

Sea Laaprey CountsL 1944-1986

q. 1.1

It should

u.s.

be noted that some

districts in both

waters are missing certain years of data,

districts.

This may be due

Canada and
or complete

to insufficient data collected

for the entire district, or the complete absence of data for
certain years.

Uowever,

this data

situation regarding sea lamprey

~ndicates

the overall

populations within the

u.s.

and Canadian 'Waters of Lake Huron.
f~rst

The

set of histograms illustrate

lamprey counts from systematic
cies

in Lake

spa~ning-phase

sea

collections by fishery agen-

Huron tributaries

for

the period

1944-1986

in cl usi -ve.
4.1.1.1

u.s.

Districts

In district MH-1
ods of

(Figure 11),

high lamprey numbers

and 1976-1986.

there appears to be two periextending from

Fcom 1949-1957, numbers ranged fcom 8163 ·to

a peak of 27406 which occurred in 1949.
were from 5282
MH-1

indicates

from 1949-1957

to 20747 which peaked
that

sea lamprey

- 57 -

In 1976-1986 values
in 1984.

numbers

have

Generally,
gradually

increa3ed
~ncrease

over

the

last ten

years,

with

the

greatest

from 1992-1986.

In MH-2, data was only collected for certain years in the
1950's,

1970's and 1980's.

occur from

However, highest lamprey numbers

1950-1951. ranging

which peaked in

1903.

The

in value
rema~ning

low counts which range from 1 to 56.
high lamprey numbers is evident for

from 1702

to 1903,

years

to 1986 reveal

Thus,

no evidence of

the recent years of the

1980's (Figure 12) •
In district MH-4
1985-1986,

(Figure 13)

with values of

previous data

is present

numbers can ne made.

data was only r-ecorded for

69G-441 respectively.
no relative

Since no

comparison of

these

59

FIGURE 11.

SPAWNING PHASE SEA LAMPREY COUNTS FROM
SYSTEMATIC COLLECTIONS BY FISHERY AGENCIES
IN LAKE HURON TRIBUTARIES
MH- t i 944- f 986 INCLUSIVE
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FIGURE 12.

SPAWNING PHASE SEA LAMPREY COUNTS FROM
SYSTEMATIC COLLECTIONS BY FISHERY AGENCIES
IN LAKE HURON TRIBUTARIES
MH-2 1944-1986 INCLUSIVE
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FIGURE 13..

SPAWNING PHASE SEA LAMPREY COUNTS FROM
SYSTEMATIC COLLECTIONS BY FISHERY AGENCIES
IN LAKE HURON TRIBUTARIES
MH-4 1944-1986 INCLUSIVE
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4.1.1.2

Canadian Districts

Distr-ict NC-1

(Piyux:-e 14)

prey numbers from

indicates two periods of high lam-

1~46-1954,

values range from

and 1983-1986.

.F rom 1946-1954

2534 to 11461 which peaked

in 1946,

5430 to 12977 from 1983-1986 which peaked in 1985.
~C-1

ly,

and

General-

indicates incr-eased lamprey numbers for the r-ecent

years 1983-1996.
In district GB-3
mid 1950's to

rFigur-e 15) data is present only for the

the late 1970's.

occur from 1966-1969 with values
which

peaked

in

1968.

Values

High numbers

are found to

extending from 937 to 7490
remained

1973-1978 which ranged from 1 to 30.

very

low

from

Therefore, no analysis

can be made for the past few years due to insufficient data.
District GB-4
for the period
peak of 1999

indicates high lamprey numbers

1951-1956 with values ·r anging from
in 1956.

1957-1968 with
Low numbers

tF1gure 16)

Values declined

and incr-eased from

th e lowest values occurring

were also found to

848 to a

from 1959-1 9 61.

occur fr-om 1969-1981

(1 to

52) indicating a reduction in lamprey numbers these past few
years.
In district OH-1

{Figure 17)

was found to contain high numbers
which peaked in 1968.
{36 to 391J
Distr-ict

one period

from 1967-1969

ranginy from 1274 to 2404

Values remained lower from 1970-1984

with the exception of 1977 with 804.
OH-3 indicates

period 1950-1957.

high

lamprey

numbers for

the

Values erratically vary from 195 to 11488

.
FIGURE 14o

SPAWNING PHASE SEA LAMPREY COUNTS FROM
SYSTEMATIC COLLECTIONS BY FISHERY AGENCIES
IN LAKE HURON TRIBUTARIES
NC-1 1944-1986 INCLUSIVE
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FIGURE 15,

SPAWNING PHASE SEA LAMPREY COUNTS FROM
SYSTEMATIC COLLECTIONS BY FISHERY AGENCIES
IN LAKE HURON TRIBUTARIES
GB-3 1944-1986 INCLUSIVE
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FIGURE 16.

SPAWNING PHASE SEA LAMPREY COUNTS FROM
SYSTEMATIC COLLECTIONS BY FISHERY AGENCIES
IN LAKE HURON TRIBUTARIES
GB-4 t 944-1986 INCLUSIVE
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FIGlJRE 17.

SPAWNING PHASE SEA LAMPREY COUNTS FROM
SYSTEMATIC COLLECTIONS BY FISHERY AGENClES
IN LAKE HURON TRIBUTARIES
OH- t f 944-1986 INCLUSIVE
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~hich

peaked in 1950.

r::1nging from
this period

1

Numbers

to 436,

remained low from 1971-1981

indicating low

lamprey numbers for

(Figure 18).

In distcict OH-4

(Figur-e 19)

the per-iod 1951-1969 indi-

cates lampr-ey numbers which vary from 191 to 789.
this period is
ods.

not continuous and r-epresents

The peak in lamprey

However,

erratic peri-

numbers occurred in 1967.

1979-19':30 values remained low

(9 to 5.2)

From

indicating low lam-

prey numbers ..
All

u.s.

districts were then

combined to show total sea

lampcdy numbers in Lake Huron..

Two periods of high lamprey

numbers are indicated in Figura

20.

ranged from 8163 to a peak

From 1949-1957 values

of 27406 which occurred in 1949.

A second. period. fr:om 1976-1986 indicates anothe·r increase in
lamprey numbers which range in value
20747 which occurr:ed in 1984.

Lake Huron

has experienced

from 1949-1951

from 5321 to a peak of

u.s.

side of

in lamprey

numbers

Overall,
two surges

and 1974-1986

the

indicating a

present problem

with lamprey populations despite ongoing control programs.
All Canadian districts
prey numbers.

were combined to show

Three periods

are found

to have

total lamoccurred

which were from 1946-1957, 1966-1969,

and 1983-1g86.

1946-1J57 numbers ranged from 6245 to

a peak of 16368 which

occurred in 1950.
fr:om 4218 to 10938
1983-1986 ranged

Values
~hich

ran~ed

peaked

for the

in 1968..

in value from 3313

From

period 1966-1969
The final period

to a peak of

12977 in

FIGURE 18,

SPAWNING PHASE SEA LAMPREY COUNTS FROM
SYSTEMATIC COLLECTIONS BY FISHERY AGENCIES
IN LAKE HURON TRIBUTARIES
OH-3 1944-1986 INCLUSIVE
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FIGURE 19,

SPAWNING PHASE SEA LAMPREY COUNTS FROM
SYSTEMATIC COLLECTIONS BY FISHERY AGENCIES
IN LAKE HURON TRIBUTARIES
OH-4 f 944- f 986 INCLUSIVE
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FIGURE 20. SPAWNING PHASE SEA LAMPREY COUNTS FROM

SYSTEMATIC COLLECTIONS BY FISHERY AGENCIES
IN LAKE HURON TRIBUTARIES
ALL U.S. DISTRICTS 1944-1986 INCLUSIVE
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1985.

Generally, the Canauian half of Lake Huron has under-

gone three periods of lamprey surges, with the most significant period being

from

1983-1986 which indicates

high lam-

prey numbers despite ongoing control programs {Figure 21).
To gain a spatial outlook of all LaKe Huron, lamprey numba rs we rd totalled for both

bined (Figure 22).

U.s.. and canadian districts com-

Generally, three periods o£ high lamprey

numbers are found, extending from 1949-1957, 1966-1969,

1976-1986.

and

From 1949-1957 values varied from 8956 to a peak

of 42764 in 1950.

The second period, 1966-1969,

va .lue from 5862 to a peak of 14356 in 1968.

ranged in

The final peri-

od, 1976-1986, ranged in lamprey numbers from 7219 to a peak
of 31760 in 1985.
Therefore,

Lake

Huron has

experienced basically

three

surges in sea lamprey numbers with the highest recorded numbers occurring from
shown to have

1949-1957.

However, lamprey numbers are

resurged durinj the 1976-1986

period despite

continued sea lamprey control programs.
The second set of histograms
taining to

were derived from data per-

parasitic-phase sea lamprey collected

from com-

mercial fishermen in Lake Huron for the period 1967-1986.

FIGURE 21.

SPAWNING PHASE SEA LAMPREY COUNTS FROM
SYSTEMATIC COLLECTIONS BY FISHERY ACENCIES
IN LAKE HURON TRIBUTARIES
ALL CAN. DISTRICTS 1944-1986 INCLUSIVE
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FIGURE 22,

SPAWNING PHASE SEA LAMPREY COUNTS FROM
SYSTEMATIC COLLECTIONS BY FISHERY AGENCIES
IN LAKE HURON TRIBUTARIES
CAN./U. S. COMBINED 1944-1986 INCLVSIVE
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Sea Lamprey

u.s.

4. l. 2. 1

District MH-1

Districts
CFigure 23)

indicates

a period of increasing

lamprey numbers from 1975-1985, ranging in value from 116 to
a peak of 1302 in 1983.

This coincides with that found in

the period 1944-1996.
In district

MH-2

(Figure 24)

data is only

1980-1985 which indicates increasing

present for

numbers from 1981-1983

{56- to 16 5) , peaking in 1.9 3 3, then gradually decreasing to a
value of 108 in 1985 ..
District MH- 3

{F igu.c e 25)

only consists

1970-1972 with values ranging from
lamprey numbers.

However,

9 to 40,

of data

from

indicating low

insufficient data prohibits any

kind of evaluation for the uistrict.
In district MH-4
cates the

!Figure 26)

highest lamprey counts

from 46 to 83,

peaking in

19 33,

the period 1981-1985 indifor the

period,

ranging

which reveals loY lamprey

Uilmbers.
District MH-6 (Figure 27) consists of data fer only three
years,

1970,

respectively,

1971 and 1985,

with values of 1,

indicating low sea

15,

lamprey numbers.

and 14
Incom-

plete jata is tne result of infrequent data collecting.

PARASITIC-Pl!ASE SEA LAMPREY COLLECTED

FIGURE 23.

FROM COMMERCIAL FISHERMEN IN LAKE HURON
MH-t 1967-1986
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FIGURE

24~

PARASITIC-PHASE SEA LAAtfPREY COLLECTED
FROJ!- COA1MERC!AL F!SHERA-!EJV !1V LAKE HURON
}JH-2 1967-1986
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PARASITIC-PHASE SEA LAMPREY COLLECTED
FROM COMMERCIAL FISHERMEN IN LAKE HURON

FIGURE 25.

MH-3 1967- I 986
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PARASITIC-PHASE SEA LA!rfPREY COLLECTED
FROid CO!rl.i'v!ERCIAL F!Sl!ERMEf\l IN LAKE HURON
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PARASITIC-PHASE SEA LAMPREY COLLECTED
FROM COMlllERCIAL FISHERMEN IN LAKE HURON

FIGURE 27..
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Canadian Districts

4. 1.2.2

In district NC1/J
numbecs

were

1983-19dt:).
~f

(Figure 28)

recorded,

two periods of highest lamprey

extending

from

1967-1971

and

Prom 1~67-1971 nurnoers r-anged from 172 to a peak

342 in 1969.

Values from 1983-1985 went from 537 to 1070

wb .ich t,>eaked in 1984.

The most significant increase in lam-

prey numbers occurred during 1983-1985.
District OH1/3 {Figure 29)
est lamprey numbers.
to a

peak of 1630

indicates two periods of high-

From 1967-1969 values ranged from 931
in 1967.

occurred from 1983-1985

A small :increase

with values varyiLg from

in number:s
1067 to a

?eak of 1302 in 1983.
All U.S.

distr-icts vere then

lamprey numbers in

u.s.

combined to indicate total

water:s (Figure 30).

occurred for the period 1977-1996,
270 to

a pea.k of 1.378

in 1985.

Highest numbers

with values varying fr:om
This

indicates resur:ging

numbers of lamp.rey for tne latest period of data.
All canadian districts
pr€y numbers
high

were combined to show

for the period

lamprey numbers

are

1967-1969, and 1983-1985.
1273 to a peak
varied fr-om 834

o~

{Figure 31).
indicated,

1870 in 1967,

19 83-19 85.

with

which occured

and from 1983-1985,

to a peak of 1610 in

resur:gence,

periods of
from

Prom 1967-1969 values ranged from

Canadian side of Lake Hur:on has
lamprey

Two

total lam-

the

1984.

values

Overall,

the

gone through two per-iods of
most

recent

being

from

FIGIIRE 28.

PARASITIC-PHASE SEA LAMPREY COLLECTED
FROM COMMERCIAL FISHERMEN IN LAKE HURON
NC1/3 1967-1986
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PARASITIC-PHASE SEA LAlvfPREY COLLECTED
FROM COMMERCIAL FISHERAfEN f1V L.AJ(E HURON
OH-1 /3 1967-1986
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PARASITIC-PHASE SEA LAMPREY COLLECTED
FROM COMMERCIAL FISHERMEN IN LAKE HURON
U.S. DISTRICTS
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FIGURE 31.

CAN. DISTRICTS COiWBIA'ED 1.967-1986
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u.s.

Both
the

and

Canadian districts were combined

overall spatial

picture

of

Lake Huron

Basically ~ake Huron has undergone
prey numbecs exte.ading from
The £ir5t period, 1967-1969,
peax of 1!:!70 in 196'7.
most severe with
in 1984.

Juring

{Figure

32).

two periods of high lam-

1<J67-1969,

and from 1979-1985.

ran9ed in value from 1273 to a

The second period, 1979-1985, was the

values ranging from 427 to a

Therefore,

incceased

to shov

lamprey

the 1978-1995

numbers have
period,

peak of 2976
significantly

despite

efforts

through control programs to regulate their numbers.
Fro~

1971-1986 parasitic phase

per 1JO trap
33).

sea lamprey were captured

net lifts in Laka Huron

The period 1975-1985 ceveals

inc.rease in

district MH-1

(Figure

an erratic and variable

catche.:i rangin9 in value

.f rom 13 to a

peak of

1£+5 in 1981.

Sea lamprey were collected in 1985 £rom the sport fisheries in Michigan districts MH-1 to MH-6.
h~ghest

Statistics indicate

lamprey counts from MH-3 with 923, followed by MH-5,

.'1H-2, MH-4,

MH-1,

and MH-6 with values of 365,

161, <1nd 16 respectively

(Figure 34).

319,

317,

PARASITIC-PHASE SEA LAMPREY COLLECTED
FROM COMMERCIAL FISHERMEN IN LAKE HURON

FIGURE 32,

C'AN./l./. S . C O,Vfl!NED 1967-1.986
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FIGURE 33,

PER 100 TRAP NET LIFTS IN LAKE HURON
MH-t 1971-1986
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FIGURE 34. PARASITIC-PHASE SEA LAMPREY COLLECTED
FROM SPORT FISHERIES IN LAKE HURON
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Time Series

rhe fir.:>t set

[Regress~on)

Analx~i§

of regression figures were

derived from data

of sp~wnin~-phase sea la~prey counts from systematic collections by fisnery agencies in

Lake Huron tributaries for the

period 1944-19g6 inclusive.
All U.S.

districts were combined to produce a regression

line for the period

1950-1970,
which

there

is more

(Figure 35).
is a

Based on the figure, from

downward trend

severe

in lamprey

1960-1970.

from

The

numbers

period

from

1970-1986 is marked by increasing lamprey numbers, and thus,
an increasing trend as indicated by the regression line.
a 95.5% confidenc8 level,

At

the regression line does not pro-

vide an accurate fit to the data, since more data points lie
outsidJ the confidence limit.
All

Canadian districts

were then

regression line for the same

combined

to yield

period {Figure 36).

a

As indi-

cated by the figure, from 1944-1950 there is an upward trend
in lamprey numbers as marked

by the rising regression line.

This trend reverseJ for the period 1950-1970 as lamprey numbers began

to decline

regression line.

accompanied by

Also,

decline in lamprey

1960-1970 was

a downward

shifting

marked by a sharper

numbers for this overall

period.

From

1970-19d6,

the trend

incredse.

The period 1970-1980 indicates a slight increas-

ing trend,

but

reversed as lamprey numbers

s.uarply increases from 1980

95.5% confidence level,

began to

onward.

At a

the regression line provides a bet-

90

FIGURE 35,

REGRESSJON OF SPAWNNG-PHASE SEA LAMPREY COUNTS FROM
SYSTEMATIC COLLECTIONS BY FISHERY AGENCIES
IN LAKE HURON TRIBUTARIES
ALL U.S. DISTRICTS 1944-1986 INCLUSIVE
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t~r fit to the data than for all u.s. districts for the same

pdriod.
Bot~ u.s.

a regression
3 7) •

and Canadian districts were combined to produce
line to

represent all

of Lake

Huron {Figure

Prom 1950-1Y70, lamprey numbers declined to a minimum

in 1970# as indicated by a downward-sloping regression line,
which declines more rapidly

from 1960-1970.

The remaining

:_)driod from 1970-1986 is marke d by an upward-sloping regres~ion

line

acco~pani~d

by iocredsing

lampre y numbers.

At a

J5.5 % confide nce limit, the r e gression line does not f i t the
data accurately, as indicated by more values falling outside
the prescribed confidence limit.
Gene rally,

the regre!:>sion lines

and U.S/Canada combined

reveal a dolinward t .r end

numbers from 1940-1970,

then a shift to

ragression line from 1970-1986
bers in

for both U.s.,

Lake Huron waters

Canada,

in lamprey

an upward-sloping

indicating high lamprey num-

despite ongoing efforts

in con-

trolling populdtions through tishery agency programs.
The

next

set

of

r e 3ression lines

parasitic-phase sea lamprey collected
~en

~n

are

from

dat ~

on

by commercial fisher-

Lake Huron from 1967-1986.

All o.s.

districts were

sion line in Figure 38.
marked by

su~marized

Generally, the period 1967-1974 vas

declining lamprey numbers and

regression line.
lamprey numbers

·rhe
from

sloping regression

to produce a regres-

a downward-sloping

trend reversed to one
1975-1983,

line.

From

followed

of increasing
by

an

upward-

1983-1986 lamprey

numbers

FIGURE 36.

REGRESSION OF SPAWNING-PHASE SEA LAMPREY COUNTS FROM
SYSTEMATIC COLLECTIONS BY FISHERY AGENCIES
IN LAKE HURON TRIBUTARIES
ALL CAN. DISTRICTS 1944-1986 INCLUSIVE
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declined, .nar:ked by a downward-sloping regression line.

a 95.5%

confidence limit,

good fit to the data,
pcopos~d

the

decreasing

s1nce

limits.

lamprey

the

At

provides a

regression line

most of the points fall within

This

. numbers

regression

line

1983-1986

for the

indicates
period

as

opposed to increasing lamprey numbers for: the same period in
Fi gu r:e 33.
All Canad.ian

districts were

depicted on Figure 39.
declined

from

1967 to

combined for

Based on the figure,
a

minimum

is

an

in 1974,

upward-sloping regression

1ncreas1ng lamprey number-s.

lamprey numbers
following

a

From the period 1974-1984

downward-sloping regression line.
there

regression as

line,

marked

by

The period 1984-1986 indicates

falling lamprey numbers and a downward-slopiny sloping line.
At tne 95.5% confidence level,
a

good fit,

as indicated by

the regression line provides
most values falling within the

confide nee boundary.
Both

u.s.

and Canadian districts

the regression
figure,

line in Figure

there is

40.

were merged to produce
As indicated

a downward trend in

from the

lamprey numbers from

1967-1974 which corresponds to a downward sloping regression
line.

From the period 1974-1986

of increased

lamprey numbers as

r2gre::>sion line.

shown by

a steeply-rising

Based on a 95.5% level of confidence, the

regr:e3sLon line pr:oviies
most of tne values

the trend reverses to one

fallin~

an excellent fit to
within the limits.

the data with

FIGURE 38

REGRESSION OF PARASITIC-PHASE SEA LAMPREYS COLLECTED
BY COMMERCIAL FISHERMAN IN LAKE HURON
ALL U.S. DISTRICTS 1967-1986
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FIGURE 39, REGRESSION OF PARASITIC-PHASE SEA LAMPREYS COLLECTED

BY COMMERCIAL FISHERMAN IN LAKE HURON
ALL CAN. DISTRICTS 1967-1986
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Generally,
ing trend

Lake Hueon on the whole experienced a declin-

in lamprey

juicKly

changed

to

numbers from
incre~sing

lamprey

which

then

numbers

from

This indicates thtit over the recent years, lam-

1974-19o6.

prey continue to increase in

number despite various control

measuees by fishery authoeities..
these findings,

~-l

1967-1974,

~~~ary

Both sets of data support

wuich were from 1944-1986 and

1967-1986.

Chantr~Chinook

of the C.F.P.S.

Classic

Statistics 1984-1986
rhe

fi est set

1984,

from

of diagrams

represent

weigh-in stations

derby statistics

of Kincardine,

in

Port Elgin,

Southampton and Saable Beach.
~n

Poet Elgin,

a total of

431 fish were reported caught

of which 394 were Chinook Salmon,

Brown Trout, and 5 under the other category.

Trout,

on 431 fish,

specie of

Oveeall,

23.7% of dll captureJ

80.4~

Based

102 were found to be lamprey-marked, which con-

sist per

~nich

19 Coho Salmon, 12 Rainbow

were

82 Chinook

Chinook

Sal~on

Salmon and

2 Coho

Salmon.

fish were lamprey-marked of
and 2%

Coho Salmon

IPigure

4 1) •

southampton weigh-in stations reported
of which 'd7 were Chinook Salmon,
Trout,

14 Coho Salmon,

and 1 in the other category.

40 were reported as lampcey-marked
S.:tlmon and 5 coho Salmon.

In

107 fish captured

all,

5 Rainbow

From 107 fish caujht,
consisting of 30 Chinook
37.4% of all fish cap-

FIGURE 41. SUMMARY OF THE C.F.P.S, CHANTRY CHINOOK CLASSIC

FISH DERBY PORT ELGIN 1984

Salmon

Trout
Chinook
394
Other

5

Brown Trout

NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT PER SPECIES

Chinook

82

80 . 4

Coho Salmon

2
2

NUMBER & PERCENT OF MARKED FISH PER SPECIES
TOTAL NUMBER OF FJS~ CAUGHT 431
TOTAL NUMBER OF LAMPREY-MARKED FISH REPORTED
TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF MARKED FISH

102

23.7

SOURCE: Oata From Keith Mombourquette C.F.P.S. Committee Member
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tured were lamprey-scarred of which 75.0% were Chinook Salmon and 12.5% were Coho Salmon
Tne town

Kincard~ne

of

(Figure 42) ..

a sum of

accounted for

tured fish of which 140 weLe Chinook Salmon,

12 Coho Salmon,

1 Rainbow Trout, and . 11 in the other category.

total fish

caught,

55 were lamprey-scarred

164 cap-

Based on 140
consisting per

specie o£ 53 Chinook Salmon and 2 in the other category.

In

sum,

of

3 3. 5%

of all

fish captured

were lamprey-scarred

which 96.41 were Chinook Salmon and 3.6% in the other bracket

(Fi<:Jure 43).
In Sauble Beach, a total of 148 fish were reported caught

of which 73 were CninoaK Salmon,
Trout,

Brown Trout,

148 total fish,

ing

per specie

Overall,

71 Coho Salmon,

2 Rainbow

and 1 in the other bracket..

Out of

16 were found to be lamprey-wounded consist-

of 12

10.3% o.f

Chinook

Salmon and

all fish caught were

which 75.0% were Chinook Salmon

2 Coho

Salmon.

lamprey-scarred of

and 12.5% Coho Salmon

(Fig-

ure 44}.
All districts were then summarized in 1984 for an overall
a nalysi ;.5 for the

period.

Generally,

a total

captured of which 694 were Chinook Salmon,
20 Rainbow Trout,

et_

out of 850

2 Brown Trout,

fish,

of 85 0 were

116 Coho Salmon,

and 18 in the other brack-

213 were reported

as being lamprey-

scarred consistin] per species of 85.1% Chinook Salmon, 4.2%
Coho

S~lmon, and 0.5% in the other bracket.

of all fish
{Fiyur-e 45).

caught in the 1984

Overall,

25.0%

derby were lamprey-scarring

FIGURE 42. SUMMARY OF THE C.F.P.S. CHANTRY CHINOOK CLASSIC

FISH DERBY SOUTHAMPTON 1984

Salmon

Chinook

87

Other
1

NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT PER SPECIES

Chinook Salmon
30
75.0

Coho Salmon
5
12 .5

NUMBER & PERCENT OF MARKED FISH PER SPECIES

TOTAL NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT 107
TOTAL NUMBER OF LAMPREY-MARKED FISH REPORTED 40
TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF MARKED FISH

37.4

SOUP.CE: Oata From Keith MombourquUte C.F.P.S. Committee Member

FIGURE 43.SUMMARY OF· THE C.F.P.S. CHANTRY CHINOOK CLASSIC

102

I

FISH DERBY KINCARDINE 1984

I
Salmon

Other
11

Chinook
140

Rainbow Trout
1

NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT PER SPECIES

Chinook
53
96 .4
Other

2

3.6

NUMBER & PERCENT OF MARKED FISH PER SPECIES

TOTAL NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT

164

TOTAL NUMBER OF LAMPREY-MARKED FISH REPORTED 55
TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF MARKED FISH 33 .5
SOURCE: Data From Keith MombourQuette C.F.P.S. Committee Member

FIGURE 44.SUMMARY OF THE C.F.P.S. CHANTRY CHINOOK CLASSIC

FISH DERBY SAUBLE BEACH 1984

Chinook

73
Trout

1

rown Trout

Coho
71

NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT PER SPECIES

Chinook

12
75 .0

Coho Salmon

2
12 .5

NUMBER & PERCENT OF MARKED FISH PER SPECIES
TOTAL NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT 148
TOTAL NUMBER OF LAMPREY-MARKED FISH REPORTED 16
TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF MARKED FISH

souRcE: o eta

10.8

From KeIth Mom b our Que tt e C... F. P. ~. C om mItt e e M am be r

103

FIGURE 45. SUMMARY OF THE C.F.P.S. CHANTRY CHINOOK CLASSIC

FISH DERBY All SITES COMBINED 1984
Coho
116
Trout

Brown Trout
2
Chinook
694

NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT PER SPECIES

Salmon
Chinook
83 .1

Other

.5

PERCENT OF MARKED FISH PER SPECIES ...

TOTAL NUMBER OF -FISH CAUGHT 850
TOTAL NUMBER OF LAMPREY-MARKED FISH REPORTED 213
TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF MARKED FISH 25 .0
SOURCE: Data From Keith MombourQuette C.F.P.S . Committee Member
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The second series
statistics from

of dLagrims I:'epresents the

the distl:'icts

of Kincardine,

Southampton, and Sauble Beach.
1985 statistics are low.
bad weathel:'

1985 derby
Port Elgin,

It should be noted that the

This is due to extended periods of

during the

derby which

the numbel:' of participants.

I:"educed significantly,

Jowever,

a genel:'al indication

of lamprey wounding I:'ates can be formulated from the data.
Port .Elgiu reported

a total of 153

fish captured during

the period of which 32 were Chinook Salmon,
13 Rainbow Trout, 4 Coho Salmon,

ers.

Out of 153

scarred,

fish,

consisting

1 Brown Trout,

24 were reported

per

47 Pink Salmon,

spec~es

Rainbow Tr-out, and 1 Coho Salmon.
tured fish were wounded by lamprey
nook Salmon, 4.2% Rainbow Trout,

of

as being lamprey-

24 Chinook

Tn all,

and 6 oth-

Salmon,

1

15.7% of all cap-

of which 91.7% were Chiand 4.2% Coho Salmon

{Fig-

ure 46).
In Southampton,

174 fish wer-e r-eported captured of which

107 wer-e Chinook Salmon, 29 Rainbow Trout, 17 Pink Salmon, 7
Coho Salmon, 5 Br-own Trout, and 9 others.

Based on 174 cap-

tured _f ish, 39 were _found to be lamprey-scarred,
per species of 32 Chinook Salmon,
Salmon, and 1 Coho Salmon.
were

lamprey mai:'ked

10.3% Rainbow TI:'out,
{Figur-e 47).

consisting

4 Rainbo-w Trout,

2 .Pink

In all, 22.4% of all fish caught

of which
5% Pink

82.1%
Salmon,

were Chinook

Salmon,

and 2.6% Coho Salmon

FIGURE 46, SUMMARY OF THE C.F.P.S. CHANTRY CHINOOK CLASSIC

I

IC6

FISH DERBY PORT ELGIN 1985

I

I
I
I
I
Chinook

Salmon

82

alnbow Trout
13

Coho Salmon
4

NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT PER SPECIES

alnbow Trout
I

4.2

Chinook

22

91.7

Salmon

NUMBER & PERCENT OF MARKED FISH PER SPECIES
TOTAL NUMBER- OF FISH CAUGHT

153

TOTAL NUMBER OF LAMPREY-MARKED FISH REPORTED 24
TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF MARKED FISH 15.7
SOURCE: Data From Keith MombourQuette c ·. F.P.S. Committee Member

I

FIGURE 47,SUMMARY OF THE C.F.P.S. CHANTRY CHINOOK CLASSIC

FISH DERBY SOUTHAMPTON 1985

Chinook
107

Pink Salmon
17

Salmon

NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT PER SPECIES

Trout

Chinook
32

82 .1

Salmon

S aim on

NUMBER & PERCENT OF MARKED FISH PER SPECIES

TOTAL NUMBE'R OF FISH CAUGHT 174
TOTAL NUMBER OF LAMPREY-MARKED FISH REPORTED 39
TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF MARKED FISH 22.4
SOURCE: Data From Keith Mombourquette C.F.P.S. Committee Member
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The

town of

KincacdLne r e ported

fish captured

316

of

wh Lch 206 were Chinook S al~on, 46 Pink Salmon, 32 Coho Salmon,

25 Ra~nbow Trout, 3 Brown Trout, and 4 others.

In sum,

J9 out of 206 fish were reported as lamprey-scarred consist-

.l.ng on a per spec1.es basis

of 35 Chinook Salmon,

Trout, 1 Coho Salmon, and 1 Pink Salmon.
all fish captured

Overall, 12.3;\ of

were lamprey-scarred of which

Chinook Salmon,

5.1 % Rainbow Trout,

2. 6% Pi n k sa 1m on

( F i g ur e 4 8 ) •

2 Rainbow

2-6~

89.7% we-re

Coho Salmon,

and

Sauble Beach reported a sum of 65 fish caught of which 27
were Ct1inooK Salmon,
Coho Salmon,

12 Pink

Salrnon,

10 Rainbow Trout,

1 Brown Trout, and 8 others.

7

Based on 65 fish,

8 were accounted for as being lamprey-marked of which 5 were
Ch ino ,.JK Salmon.

As indicated,

were la rnprey- scarred,

of all captured fish

12.3%

with 62. 5% accounted for

by Chinook

Salmon CFigure 49).
All districts

Yere then

combined to

Overall,

summation of the 1985 statistics.
reported caught by

all weigh-in stations of

Chinook Salmon, 128 Coho Salmon,
Trout,

create an

overall

708 fish

were

'Mhich 344 were

122 Pink Salmon, 77 Rainbow

10 Brown Trout, and 27 others.

Of 708 fish,

110 were

accounted for as being lamprey-scarred, consisting per species oi 85.5% Chinook Salmen,

6.4% Rainbow Trout,

S.i Lnon, and. 2.. 7% in tne other category.
dll captured £ish in the 1'185
(Figure SO).

2.7% Coho

Generally, 15. 5% of

derby were wounded by lamprey

48
FIGURE

· SUMMARY

OF THE C.F.P.S. CHANTRY CHINOOK CLASSIC
FISH DERBY KINCARDINE 1985

Chinook
206

Salmon

Salmon

NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT PER SPECIES

Chinook Salmon

35
89.7
Rainbow Trout

2
5.1
Coho Salmon
I

2.6

Salmon

NUMBER & PERCENT OF MARKED FISH PER SPECIES
TOTAL NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT 316
TOTAL NUMBER OF LAMPREY-MARKED FISH REPORTED 39
TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF MARKED FISH

12.3

SOURCE: Data From Keith MombourQuette C.F.P.S. Committee Member
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FIGURE 49SUMMARY OF THE C.F.P.S. CHANTRY CHINOOK CLASSIC

FISH DERBY SAUBLE BEACH 1985
Coho
7
Salmon

Chinook

27

Brown Trout
1

Rainbow Trout
10

NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT PER SPECIES

Other

37.5

s

hinook Salmon

62 . 5

NUMBER & PERCENT OF MARKED FISH PER SPECIES
TOTAL NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT 65
TOTAL NUMBER OF LAMPREY-MARKED FISH REPORTED 8
TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF MARKED FISH

12.3

SOURCE: Data From Keith Mombourquette C.F.P.s. Committee Member

FIGURE so.SUMMARY OF THE C.F.P.S. CHANTRY CHINOOK CLASSIC

11"

FISH DERBY ALL SITES COMBINED 1985

Salmon

Chinook
344
Pink Salmon

122

Trout

NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT PER SPECIES

Chinook

Salmon

85 .s

Rainbow Trout
6.4

PERCENT OF MARKED FISH PER SPECIES

TOTAL NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT 708
TOTAL NUMBER OF LAMPREY-MARKED FISH REPORTEO 110
TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF MARKED FISH

15 .5

SOURCE: Data From Keith Mombourquette C.F.P.S. Committee Member
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The final set of diagrams

represents the 1986 statistics

co .llected during the 1986 derby for the distr-icts of KincarLline, Port Elgin, Southdmpton, Sauble Beach, and Howdenvale.
Po~t

Elqin reported a total of 481 captured fish of which

422 were Chinook Salmon, 30 Coho Salmon, 4 Rainbow Trout,
Brown Trout,
122 ot the
account~d

and 22 others.

Statistics also indicate that

481 fish were lamprey-marked of
for by

3

and 90-2%

Coho 3almon,

which 3.3% were
by Chinook Salmon

rFigure 51).
The town of Southampton reported

273 fish caught for the

period, of which 240 were Chinook Sa.l mon,
Coho Sdlmon,
fish,

2 Rainbow Trout,

67 were

and

10 others.

found to be scarred by sea

accounted for by 63 Chinook Salmon.
Cd

11 Brown Trout,

Out of 273

lamprey which is

Overall,

ptured fish were lamprey-scarred of

10

24.5% of all

which 94.0% were Chi-

nook Salmon {Fig urc 52).
In Kincardine,

718 fish were

673 were Chirh>OK Sdlmon,

captured of which

15 Coho Salmon, 7 Rainbow Trout,

Brown Trout, dnd 16 others.
found to

~eported

7

Of 718 captured fish, 204 were

be lamprey-scarred consisting

ChinooK Salmon, and 4 Rainbow Trout.

per species

of 198

Overall, 28.4% of all

fish caught were lamprey-marked, and consisted of 2.01 Rainbow Trout, and 97.
sauble Beach

1~

Chinook Salmon

reported a

!Figure 53).

total of

157 captured

fish of

which 137 were Chinook Salmon, 5 Rainbow Trou·t, 5 Coho Salmon, 5 Brown Trout, and 5 others.
were found to be lamprey-scarred,

In all, 64 of the 157 fish
which is represented per

FIGURE

51.SUMMARY OF THE: C.F.F> .S. CHANTRY CHINOOK CLASSIC
FISH DERBY PORT ELGIN 1986

Chinook

422

Rainbow Trout

4

Trout

NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT PER SPECIES

C hlnook
110

90. 2

Coho Salmon

4

3. 3

NUMBER & PERCENT OF MARKED FISH PER SPECIES

TOTAL NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT 481
TOTAL NUMBER OF LAMPREY-MARKED FISH REPORTED 122
TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF MARKED FISH

25 .4

SOURCE: Data From Keith Mombourquette C.F.P.S. Committee Member
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FIGURE 52.

SUMMARY OF THE C.F.P.S. CHANTRY CHINOOK CLASSIC
FISH DERBY SOUTHAMPTON 1986

Salmon

Chinook

240

Trout

NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT PER SPECIES

Other

Salmon

6

NUMBER & PERCENT OF MARKED FISH PER SPECIES
TOTAL NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT 273
TOTAL NUMBER OF LAMPREY-MARKED FISH REPORTED 67
TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF MARKED .FISH 24.5

SOURCE: Data From Keith MombourQuette C.F.P.S. Committee Member

FIGUR!:: 53. SUMMARY

OF THE C.F.P.S. CHANTRY CHINOOK CLASSIC
FISH DERBY KINCARDINE 1986.

Chinook
673

Coho Salmon
15

Rainbow Trout
7

NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT PER SPECIES

Chinook

198
97. 1
Rainbow Trout
4

2 .0

NUMBER & PER~ENT OF MARKED FISH PER SPECIES
TOTAL NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT 7 J8
TOTAL NUMBER OF LAMPREY-MARKED FISH REPORTED 204
TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF MARKED FISH 28.4

SOURCE: Data From Keith Mombourquette C.F.P.S. Committee Membe r
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116
species of 61 Chinook Salmon,
Trout.

2 Rainbow Trout,

and 1 Brown

Furthecmore, 40.9% of all captuced fish were macked,

cepres.3nted by 95.3% ChinooK Salmon, 3.1% Rainbow Trout, and
1.6i Brown Trout

{Fi~uce

Howdenvale ceported
which 66
Trout,

wece Chinook

54).
70 captuced fish

Salmon,

and 1 BI:'own Trout.

found to be

Out

lamprey-marked,

Cninook Salmon,

2

for the

period of

Coho Salmon,

1 Rainbow

of these 70 fish,

12 were

repr-esented per species

and 2 Coho Salmon.

Overall,

by 10

17.1% of all

captured fish were mar-ked, of which 83.3% wece Chinook Salmon , and 1 6 • 7% Coho S a l mon

~ Pi

g ur- e 5 5 ) •

All districts wer-e then combined
all statistics of tne 1986 derby.

to illustrate the over-As indicated,

1699 fish

were caught, of which 1538 were Chinook Salmon, 62 wer-e Coho
Salmon,

27 Brown Trout,

19

Rainbow Trout,

and 53 others.

Also, 469 out of the 1699 captured fish were lamprey-marked,
wtlich are

per species 94.2%

Chinook Salmon,

1.3% Rainbow

Trout, 0.851 coho Salmon, and 0.211 Brown Trout.
ry,

27.6%

of all

fish caught during

the 1986

In summaderby were

mar-ked by sea lampcey !Figure 56).
In conclusion,
C.F.P.S.
1984-1986.

several facts can

Chantey Caino0k Classic Fish
These

~re:

~1)

which ranged

Chinook salmon also

Derby for the period

the dominant species captured

tnrouyhout all districts and all
on,

be made concerning the

years is the Chinook Salm-

in numbers caught fr-om 34LJ
serve as the key indicator

to 1538;

{ 2)

in sea lam-

FIGURE 54. SUMMARY

OF THE C.F.P.S. CHANTRY CHINOOK CLASSIC
FISH DERBY SAUBLE BEACH 1986

Chinook
137

Salmon

Other
5

NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT PER SPECIES

Chinook
61

2

95 . 3

alnbow Trout

3 .1

Trout

NUMBER & PERCENT OF MARKED FISH PER

SPECI~S

TOTAL NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT 157
TOTAL NUMBER OF LAMPREY-MARKED FISH REPORTED 64
TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF MARKED FISH 40.8

SOURCE: Data From Keith Mombourquette C.F.P.S. Committee Member

FIGURE 55. SUMMARY OF THE C.F.P.S. CHANTRY CHINOOK CLASSIC

FISH DERBY HOWDENVALE 1986

Chinook
66

Salmon

1

alnbow Trout

Brown Trout
I

NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT PER SPECIES

Chinook
10

83 . 3
Coho Salmon

2

16 . 7

NUMBER & PERCENT OF MARKED FISH PER SPECIES

TOTAL NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT 70
TOTAL NUMBER OF LAMPREY-MARKED FISH REPORTED 12
TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF MARKED FISH 17.1

SOURCE: Data From Keith Mombourquette C.F.P.S. Committee Member
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FIGURE 56,

SUMMARY OF THE C.F.P.S. CHANTRY CHINOOK CLASSIC
FISH DERBY Alt. SITES COMBINED 1986

Salmon
Chinook
1538

Brown Trout
27

Rainbow Trout
19

NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT PER SPECIES

Trout
Chinook
94 .2
Brown Trout
.2.1

Salmon

PERCENT OF MARKED FISH PER SPECIES
TOTAL NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT

1699

TOTAL NUMBER OF LAMPREY-MARKED FISH REPORTED 469
TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF MARKED FISH 27.6

SOURCE: Data From Keith Mombourquette C.F.P.S. Committee Member

prey woun1in:;;
percenta]es

rates for the

from 93.11

that range

Fu thermoce,

these

period,

as indicated
to 94.21

percentages of

wound

repeatedly over the thrEe year period,
attac.{s on this specie;
the low numbers

in 1985,

wounding rates fcom
This

27 .. 6%).

and !3)

respectively.

rates

increased

indicating increased

if one takes into account

statistics indicate

198~-1986

by high

that overall

have increased {e.g.,

indicates that

overall sea

15.5% to

lamprey attacks

have increased over the three year period.

~~~

Analysis of Sea Lamprey Wound Rates on Lake Trout and
Chinook Salaog

In the next set of figures, data on wound rates was analyzed
per 100 Lake Trout and Chincok Salmon taken from 235 Charter
Boats in LaKe Hucon

u.s.

waters in districts MH1/MH6 for the

periou 1985 ..
In tne
100 LaKe

spc~ng,

statistics reveal wounding percentages per

Trout to

cange from

recorded no wounds,
recorded for

0~

to

25%..

District

and the highest percentage {25 .. 0%)

district MH-5.

In terms

of number

~H-6

was

of fish

caught, values range from 1 in district MH-6 to 1067 in riistrict MH-3

(Figure 57).

During the summer,
from t t1 e spc~ ng •
·
d ~3 t r1c
· t
1.n
trom 2

58).

"'·_J
d ,_ , -

5•

{in MH-6)

woundinJ

rates on average,

ranging in value

declined

from 0% in MH-6 to 28 .. 6~

The number of fish

per district ranged

to 1137 occur.-r .ing in d1.strict MH-3

(Figure

FIGURE 57.

NUMBER OF SEA lAMPREY WOUNDS PER 100
LAKE TROUT AND NUMBER OF FISH TAKEN
BY 235 CHARTER BOATS IN LAKE HURON
U.S. W A TEAS MH1/MH-6 SPAJNG 1985

PER SUH
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SOURCE: DATA FROM U.S. FiSH AND WILDUFt: DE? AATMENT

~986.

FIGURE

sa. NUMBER OF SEA LAMPREY WOUNDS PER 100
LAKE TROUT AND NUMBER OF FISH TAKEN
BY 235 CHARTER BOATS IN LAKE HURON
U.S. WATERS MHI/MH-6 SUMMER 1985

PER SUH

1200
ll. 7

11 DO
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900
BOO
700
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~ WOUNDED

SOURCE: DATA FROM U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE DEPARTMENT 1986.
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In fall,
for Lake

little

Trout,

trict.:; of the

data is provided for

since season

od.

closings occur in

Lake Huron basin after Au gust

and Wildlife Service,
MH-3}

on wounding rates

1985}.

many dis-

ru. S.

15

Fish

Only two districts {MH-2 and

reported information on wounding rates for this periOverall,

15 fish were caught

of which no wounds were

observed (Figure 59).
The next set

of figures provides wounding

Chinook Salmon captured oy Charter

rates per 100

Boats for the same peri-

od.
Spring statistics
in MH-3 to

indicate wound rates ranged

a maximum of 13. 1% in MH -4.

per distict

ranged from 33 in

from 5.5%

Total fish caught

MH-1 to 470 in

MH-5

'Figure

60).
In summer,

wounding rates increased

on average for Chi-

nook Salmon from spring, ranging in value from 10.6% in MH-1
to a

maximum of 41.6% in

captured also
from 71

MH-5.

The total number

increased since spring,

in di3trict

MH-6 to >3.92

with

of fish

values ranging

in district

MH-3

(Figure

6 1) •

In the fall,
ues occu·r rin-:J

wounding rates declined on average with valfr:om 11 .. 6

34.0 in district MH-4.
declined since

in d1.strict MH-1

to a

maximum of

Total numbers of captured fish also

summer with values

tr:ict MH-6 to 553 in district MH-3

ranging from 16
{Figure 62).

in dis-

FIGURE 59.

NUMBER OF SEA LAMPREY WOUNDS PEA 100
LAKE TROUT AND NUMBER OF FISH TAKEN
BY 235 CHARTER BOATS IN LAKE HURON
U.S. WATERS MH1/MH-6 FALL 1985

PER SUH
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SOURCE: OATA FROM U.S. FISH AND WiLDUFE DE? ARTMENT 1986.

f'IGURE

so.

NUMBER OF SEA LAMPREY WOUNDS PEA 100
CHINOOK SALMON AND NUMBER OF FISH TAKEN
BY 235 CHARTER BOATS IN LAKE HURON
U.S. WATERS MH1/MH-6 SPRING 1985

PER SUH
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SOURCE: DATA FROM U.S. FlSH AND WILDUFE DEPARTMENT 1986.

FIGURE 61.

NUMBER OF SEA LAMPREY WOUNDS PER 100
CHJNOOK SALMON AND NUMBER OF FJSH TAKEN
BY 235 CHARTER BOATS IN LAKE HURON
U.S. WATERS MH1/MH-6 SUMMER 1985
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SOURCE: DATA FROM U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE DEPARTMENT 1938.

FIGURE 62,

NUMBER OF SEA LAMPREY WOUNDS PER 100
CHINOOK SALMON AND NUMBER OF FISH TAKEN
BY 235 CHARTER BOATS IN LAKE HURON
U.S. WATERS MH1/MH-6 FALL 1985
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SOURCE: DATA FROM U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE DEPARTMENT 1986.
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In conclusion,

by analyzing

several facts

can be made.

rates for U.S.

districts

nave a higher
summec

In terms of

~H-1

-

or fall

{2,150)

(0.0%).

th:1n in

Lake Trout appear to

MH-6,

spring {1,495)

than in

than in .sp:cing {10. 7%) or fall

number

of Chinook

ls

or

fall

(15).

highest during the summer

{20.4%)

months :2,054}

:13. 8%)

More fish 'llere captured 1ur-

ChinooK Salmon wounding rates are

caught

statistics,

overall wounding

wounding rdt e in the spring

(11.4~)

l.ng summer

these overall

Also,

{18.6%).

greatest during

than during spcing

!1,226}

the

the

summer

or fall

:1,020)

(Figure 6 3).

In comparing the two species
Cninook Salmon,

of fish,

otner facts can also be made.
~ere

more lamprey

wounds

than on Lake

Trout with averages of

respectively.
( 13. 8%}

Lake Trout versus

found

to occur on

On average,
Chinook Salmon

6.7/100 versus 1.3/100

In spring, more wounds occur:ced on Lake Trout

than for Chinook Salmon { 10. 7%) •

However, both sum-

mer and fall statistics reveal that Chinook

~ound

higher in summer (20.4/100 versus 11.4/100).
of statistics

inhibits any kind

species !Figure 63).

of comparison

rates were

In fall, lack
between the

FIGURE 63, NUMBER OF SEA LAMPREY

WOUNDS PER 100

LAKE TROUT/SALMON AND NUMBER OF FiSH
TAKEN BY 235 CHARTER BOATS IN LAKE HURON
ALL DDSTRfiClfS COMBGNED MH-t/ MH-6 1985
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Analysis of Sea La•prey iound-Egtes on Lake Whitefish

The next set of figures illustrate
tefish captured
of Lake

wound rates per 100 Whi-

by commercial fishermen in

Huron for

the period

total fish catchings

Canadian waters

1977-1985.

statistics

and percent wounded are

for

indicated for

each district.
fig~res

The first set of

represent data collected in the

spring for the period.
In district OH-1, wounding rates remained below 2.0% with
values extending from 0.29% in 1981 to a maximum of 1.80% in
1984.

In terms of total

whitefish catches,

values ranged

from 155 in 197-J, to 1546 in 1982.

Overall,

1.ncreased 11ound

however 1985

lower than in

cates since 1981,

~995

in 1982 to a

numbers ranged
Therefore,

rates are

[Figure 64).

District OH-2 statistics indicate
from 0.30%

1984-1985 show

from a low

wounding rates

wounding rates to vary

peak of 2.0% in
of 198 in
rose to

1985.

1985 to 816

2.0~

in

Whitefish
in 1978.

1985 indicating

increased lamprey attacks in this district (Figure 65).
In district OH-3, wound rates range from
3.0% in 1984,
trict.

0.48~

in 1977 to

mark1ng the highest wounding rate in the dis-

Whitefish numbers varied from 200 in 1984 to a maxi-

mum of 1690 in 1978.

Overall, highest wound rates occurred

in the district in 1984,

but declined by more than one-nalt

this rate in 1985 (Figure 66).

lAMPREY WOUNDING RATES PER 100
LAKE WHITEFISH AND NUMBER OF FISH TAKEN
FROM CANADIAN WATERS IN LAKE HURON
DISTRICT OH-1 SPRING 1977-1985

FIGURE 64.
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LAMPREY WOUNDING RATES PER 100
LAKE WHJTEFJSH AND NUMBER OF FJSH T .A. KEN
FROM CANADIAN WATERS IN LAKE HURON
DISTRICT OH-2 SPRING 1977-1985

FIGURE 65.
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LAMPREY WOUNDING RATES PER 100
LAKE WHITEFISH AND NUMBER OF FISH TAKEN
FROM CANADIAN W A TEAS IN LAKE HURON
DISTRICT OH-3 SPRING 19n-1985

FIGURE 6 6,
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District 0 H-4 recorJect wound rates

134
from 0. 20% in 1983 to

a hign of 1. 7H in 1979.

Whitefish numbers ranged from 131

in 19HQ to 3201 in 1984.

Generally, from 1980 to 1985 wound

rates

remain

increased

very

low for

catchos of

the

district,

whitefish which

coupled

is variable

with

(Figure

6 7) •

In district OH-5 only one year
for 1981 o£ which 43 5 fish
rate.

of data has been recorded

were taken with a

0. 23% wounding

District GB-3 also recorded one year of data in 1983

with no wounds indicated on

158 whitefish.

analysis statistically can be made
plete.
In J. istrict

GB-4 wound rates

with values ranging from 0.0%

No comparative

since the data is incom-

from 1982-1985

remain low

to 0.40%.

In distr1ct GB-4,

wound rates were h.igbest in 1992 with 0.40%,
to 0.0% in 1983-1984.
ied over the period

which declined

The number of captured whitefish varfrom a low of q19 in 1984

to a high of

776 in 1982 (Figure 68).
District NC-1 indicates an area of high lamprey wounds on
whitefish numbers.

Values

peak of 9.50% in 1985.

ranged from 0.36% in

s~nce 1980,

1979 to a

wound rates increased

significantly from 0.70% to 8.50% suggesting a present problem of high wounding rates in this district.
bers

can~ed

Whitefish num-

from 408 in 1983 to 739 in 1985 suggesting high-

er whitefish numbers (Figure 69).

LAMPREY WOUNDING RATES PER 100
LAKE WHITEFISH AND NUMBER OF FISH TAJ<EN
FROM CANADIAN WATEAS IN LAKE HURON
DISTRICT OH-4 SPRING 1977-1985

FIGURE 67.
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FIGURE

sa. LAMPREY WOUNDWG RATES PER 100
LAKE WHITERSH AND NUMBER OF FiSH TAKEN
FROM CANAD~AN WATERS CN LAKE HURON

D~STRecu

GB-4 SPRWG

1977~1985
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District
period.

NC-2 has

4. 30% from 233 whitefish..

1985 displays a high

Th e next

series of

~ounding

In district OH-1, wound
1. 40 % in 1994.

Despite incomplete

rate for this period.

figures illustrates

rates for the summer period from

1985.

collected for

However, data compiled for 1985 indicates a wound-

ing rate of
data,

insufficient data
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the

However,

whitefish wound

1977-1985.

cat<.~s

range from 0.20% in 1981 to

this

rate declines below 0.5 % in

Whitefish numbers varied from 234 in 1982 to 2472 in

1985, indicating increased catchings of whitefish.

In comit is indicated that per

paring spring and fall statistics,

average, wounding rates remain lower in summer.
tefish catchings
70).
District OH-2

for the district.
in

summer than

reveals wounding

1982-1984 to 0.60 % in 1935,

from

1~7

were greater in

Also, lihifall {Figure

rates ranging

from 0.01

suggesting low wound rates

Numbers of whitefish captured varied from

1984 to 1696

in 1995,

counts for the latest period,

indicating
1985.

for spring and summer statistics,

higher whitefish

Based on comparisons

it is indicated that per

avera':Je wounding rates are lo~er in summer {Figure 71).
In district OH-J, wounding rates ranged from 0.0% in 1982
and 1984 to 2.40% in 1983.
1985 with 0.80%.
to 409

in 1983.

However, rates remain low during

Whitefish catchings ranged from 50 in 1984
Comparing spring

indicates that on average,

wound

and summer

statistics

rates are lower in summer
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lAMPREY WOUNDING RATES PER 100
LAKE WHJTEF6SH AND NUMBER OF F~SH TAKEN

FIGURE 70,
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than in spring,
tor the summer

with lower
per~od

:Figure 72).

District OH-4 recorded
19 81

to 0.40%

in 1 9 84,

dttackings on whitefish tor
va.ried from

17 in

spring and

catchings of whitefish recorded

wound rates ranging from

0.0~

indicating low

lamprey

the period.

1981 to 3333

rates of

Whitefish numbers

in 1984.

summer: statistics,

it is

in

When compar:ing

found that

wounding

rates ace lower in summer, and whitefish catchings are higher tor the period 1983-1985 (Figure 73).
Statistics are
::> u mme

c pe rio d.

only recorded
Overall,

for district

GB-5 in

the

no wounds were found on whitefish

catchings from 1932-1984, which ranged in number from 106 in
~Figure

1993 to 959 in 1984

In district NC-1,

74).

wound rates

ranged from 0.43% in 1981

to 6.90% in 1984.

The wound rate dEClined significantly in

1985 from

1.6% signifying

dttacks.

6.8% to

a reduction

in lamprey

Whitefish numbers ranged in value from 361 in 1983

to 3693 in

1985,

latest period,

indicating high whitefish

1984-1985.

and summer indicates
coupled with

counts for the

Comparing statistics for spring

that wound rates are

higher catchings

lower in summer,

of whitefish

from 1984-1985

present for

district NC-2,

t Figure 7 5) •
Only two

years of

dctta are

lltdic:1ting wound r-ates from 2.0% in

1985 to 10.10% in

1984,

representing the highest wound rate for the entire period of
the study.

It should be noted however, that the wound rate

LAMPREY WOUNDlNG RATES PER ~00
LAKE WHITEFiSH AND NUMBER OF FISH TAKEN
FROM CANADiAN WATERS ~ LAKE HURON

FIGURE 72,
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LAMPREY WOUND;NG RATES PER 100
LAKE WHfTEFBSH AND NUMBER OF F~SH TAJ<EN
FROM CANAD8AN W A TEAS ~N LAKE HURON

FIGURE 74.
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significantly declinBd
number of whitefish
in 19HS,

indicatin~

in 1935 from
~

10~

10

t

~

•

0

caught varied from 168 in
increased catches.
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ow

2
•

~-

The
1984 to 1 192

Lack o£ data prohib-

lts comparisons between spring and summer data, however 1985
statistics

snow reducej

wounding rates

with increased whitefish catches
The final set

in summer

coupled

(Figure 76).

of figures illustrate wound

rates for the

fall period of 1977-1985.
Dl.strict OH-1 wound rates rdnge from 0.0% in 1981 to 2. 0%
in 1984, suggesting increased wound rates..

143 in 1990 to

varied from
fall

wound rates

sprint] periods.

Whitefish counts

1130 in 1978.

on average

were higher

In comparison,
than summer

and

Whitefish catchings were lover than summer

and spring statistics (Figure 77).
District OH-2 wounding rates varied

from 0.0% in 1980 to

The 1995 catchings jumped from 0.0% in 1984

2.77% in 1978.
to 2.1% in 1985 ..

Number

of whitefish captured ranged from

101 in 1994 to 736 in 1979,
the latest years,

with lower catches occurring in

1994-1995.

Based on comparisons for all

three .::;easons, fall ltound rates on ave.rage,
spring and

summer,

while whitefish catchings

than spring and summer
District

OH-3 wound

1.90% in

1~93.

11 07 in

1979 ..

are higher than
remain lower

(Figure 78) ..
rates range

from 0.0%

Whitefish catches varied from
Comparing all

wounding rates per average,

are

seasonal data

in 1984

to

100 in 1994 to
suggests fall

lower than spring and sum-

FIGURE 76,.
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and whitefish catches are higher than summer and lower

mar,

sp~ing

thdn

{Fi':}u~e

statist.ics

In district Off-4,

wound rates varied from 0.92% in 1977,

to 0.0% from 1980-1985,

Ov~all,

79).

with the exception of

wound rates are low for the entire

1984 (0.40%).

~riod.

ish catches ranged from 6 in 1981 to 990 in 1979.
all seasonal

data indicates that

we~e

highe~

slightly

(Fig u~e 8 0) •

In district GB-4

tu~ed

than

wound rates

on whitefish cap-

with catches ranging from 191 to 509.

wound,ng rates in

the fall are

spring, coupled with lower catches o£ fish

DLst~ict

comparing

and lower than spring rates

no wounds were found

from 1982-1985,

In comparison,

summe~

average fall

Whitef-

NC-1 wound

lower than

(Figure 81).

rates varied from 0.0%

in 1984-1985

to 0.53% in 1978 suggesting low wounding percentages.
tefish catches progressively decline from
Ln 1935.

Whi-

374 in 1973 to 11

In comparison, fall wound rates remain lower than

sprin ·J or fall, coupled with lower whitefish .numbers (Figure
8 2).

In conclusion,
sonal

data

1977-1985.

on

several facts can
whitefish wounding

Gene~ally,

:1.984),

However,
NC-1

in

sp~iny,

(1983-1985),

at oc above the 2% level.
highest rates on ~ecord.

rates

for

from the seathe

period

wounding rates remain below the 2.0%

level suggesting no significant
Log.

be drawn

problem with lamprey wound-

districts OH-2

(198')),

OH·-3

anj NC-2 indicate wounding rates
Districts NC-1 and NC-2 projected
During the summer, districts OH-3

ISO

FIGURE 79. LAMPREY WOUNDJNG RATES PER 100

F~SH

LAKE WHBTEASH AND NUMBER OF
TAKEN
FROM CANADIAN WATEAS ~N LAKE HURON
DOSTRGCT OH-3 FALL 1977-1985
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(1983),

NC-1

(198q),

and

NC-2

rates aoove or at the 2% level.
remain as a
tricts OH-l
2% plus

r1984-1985)

recorded wound

Again, districts NC-1/NC-2

problem for high wound rates.
'1984),

show Jistricts OH-1, OH-2,
nighest wounding rates.

Overall,

statistics

NC-1 and NC-2 remain as areas of
Throughout Lake Huron overall, the

been one of increasing

whitefish abun-

dance since the 1970's (Sea Lamprey Control Centre,

~~..2

Analysis of Adult

The nex:t

Spawnin~a

series of figures provides

lamprey caught/sampled,

1986).

Lamprey B.iological Data
data on number

percent male/female,

:em), and mean weight :gm).
oj

dis-

and OH-2 :1977-1979, and 1985), indicate

cates of woundeu whitefish.

general pattern has

In fall,

of sea

mean length

This data extends for the peri-

197ij-19tl5 ..
In district NC-1, numbers of lamprey captured ranged from

92

~n

1982 to 12977 in 1985,

lamprey caught

indicating a large increase 1n

from 1983-1985.

Sampled lamprey

varied l .n

number from 213 to 3105,

which

the period.

the data displays a large increase

in

Generally,

lamprey numbers

for

the

increased over all years 1n

district,

particularly

from

1983-1985.
In terms o.f
found,

with

Overall,
e~ual

percent male/female,

no set

pattern can be

varied rates occurring throughout

percentayes ranged

the period.

from 42.8% to 57 .. 2%,

with an

ratio of male/female lamprey utilized for the period.

Mean length [em)
em-

of male/females varied from 45.4 to 51.5

Females and mdles were found to be very close in length

throu~bout t~e period,

however, females were slightly larger

for most of the period.
The mean weiybt o£ male/females varied from 203 gm to 263
.From 197 8-19 80 both male and females var-ied in veigh t,

gm.

however,

from 19<31-1985

females were

throughout the period {Figure 33,
and

heavier than

Figure 84,

males

Figure 85,

Figure 86).
In district

throughout the

OH-1 the number
period from a

of captured
low of 20

1981, indicating low numbers of lamprey.

lamprey varied

in 1978 to

102 in

The number of 3am-

pled sea lamprey ranged from 19 in 1978 to 102 in 1981.
The percent male/female

ranged from 32.01 to

females dominating the gender
od# except for
In

71.01 with

category throughout the peri-

1984.

terms of

the me3.n

length

of male/females,

values

ranged for both sexes from 42 to 50 em, with the male bracket accounting for the lcnger lengths

over most of the peri-

ad, or equalling the femdles, in 1979, and 1981.
The mean

weight of male/females

192 gm to 264 gm,

with no

the period !Figur-e J7,

was found to

vary from

one set dominating in weight for

Figure 88,

Figure 89,

and Figure

90).
District OH-3 recordad
JO lamprey were sampled.

32 captured sea lamprey

of which

The per-centage of male/female var-

ied from 45% to 551, with the dominant sex being female.

I
I

~
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FIGURE
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t~rms

ot mean length, female sea lamprey overall, were

founJ to be larger from 1978- IY8 I,
witn values ranging from
41 em to 32 em.,
however,
both sexes were very close in
lTG ig nt.
The mean weight o£ male/females

~m

to 304 gm,

with females

ranged in value from

recorded as the heaviest of the

genders for the period {Figure 91,

Figure 92,

Figure 93,

and Fi-Jure 94).
In district GB-J,

piled in

1978,

of

only l recorded
whch 12/13

year of data was com-

sea lamprey

were sampled.

Females accounted for mace of the percent sampled,
58% were female,

and 42%

~ere

151

male.

of which

Male sea lamprey were

tound to be both longer anJ heavier, with values of 51 cm/50
em and 269 gra/ 261 Jm respectively.
Dlstrict GB-4 recorded

2 years of data

which 25/28 sea lamprey were sampled.
fe llld le,
70% were female and 30% male.
weight were greater

for 1980/1981,of
Based

on t

Female length and
than males with values ranging from 22

cm/48 em and 83.5 gm/237 ym respectively (Figure 95,
96,

Figure 97,

Figure

Figure Y9).

Thd final figures provide a

for all districts

male/

summary of all compiled data

combined from 1978-1995.

tured sea lamprey numbers,

Based

on cap-

values ranged from 298 to 12977,

dnd tne numoer sampled ranged from 272 to 4752.
In terms of percent male/female,
to 65,,

with

values varied from 37%

the dominant sex being female

for the period

FIGURE 91.
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FIGURE 92 ..
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FIGURE 94.
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FIGURE 95.
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1978- 19 82.

However , ma 1 es were f ound to be the dominant sex

for 1994-1985.

The mean lenyth

of sea lamprey varied over

the period from 46 em to 49 em, of which females equalled or
exceeded male size from 1979-1985.
The mean weight of male/females ranged from 199 gm to 255
gm,

of which

w~th

tn e exception of 1978

101,

females exceeded male weight
(Figure 99,

from 1979-1985,

Figure 100,

Figure

Figure 102).

In summary, several facts can be made from the biological
data on

spawning-phase adult

sea lamprey,

combined) , for the period 1978-1985.

These facts are:

statistics indicate a significant increase
captured sea
~ncrease

am prey over

greatest

It should also be noted

occurring from 1982-1985.

found was NC-1,

as opposed

to much lower numbers reported in all other districts
GB-4, 1-27; OH-3,

sea

lamprey

2-32;

cau~ht

(2 )

OH-1, 20-103};

were females

from

males were caught

(e.g.,

t he ma j or i t y o f

1978-1982,

which

All districts con-

reversed to male lamp.r ey foe 1933-1985.
form to this pattern except for

{ 1)

in the number of
with the

this period,

that the most infested district

(all districts

district NC-1 in which more

in 1978-197Y;

(3)

based

on mean length

statistics, females either equalled or exceeded male lengths
for most of the period
1978.

1979-1985,

with the exception being

This pattern is also supported by each district;

female lamprey also recorded greater

1979-1985 with

the exception

(4)

weights for the period

being 1978.

When examining

FIGURE 99.
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each district,
Od-3

{1979),

to be heavier in districts

illdles were found
OH-1

{1978w

198 0) ,

and district NC- 1 ( 19 18w

19 80) •

4.7

Correlation Between Laaprey Numbers and Fish
Prgduc!J:Q!!

The ne(t set of figures
o£ sea Lamprey
1~44-1986

numbers

inclusive.

production

deals with the correlation analysis
~ith

fish production

It should be

statistics were

filtered

species which would not be a
wound rates.

noted that

total fish

by removing

unwanted

good indicator for sea lamprey

FurthermorE, three different correlations were

run on the

data,

Huron,

u.s_

the

for the period

which included the Canadian
side of

combined to reflec·t

Lake Huron,

side of Lake

and both u.s.;canada

th€ overall spatial nature

of the sys-

tem.
The first correlation was performed

on the Canadian data

a moderate

0.42

This is illustrated by Figure 103, display-

(Table 1).

positive relationship

ing both fish production versus sea lamprey numbers.

of

=

which indicates

R

Gener-

ally, from 1944-1957 both sets of data show similar configurations of
wnich

lags behind

1979-1986,
terns.

peaks and troughs,
each

set of

again both sets of

as well as
data

by

fr:om 1961-1970,
5 years.

From

data illustrate similar pat-

overall, the figures display a moderate correlation

between both sets of data.

TABLE 1
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF
LAMPREY NUMBERS AND FISH
PRODUCTION FOR THE PERIOO
1944-1986

X2

X1

X1
1.ooo

X2

.t;14

1.(>(>0

X~

.746

.7'~~

X4

.243

.U?.

X5

• 421

.5()4

X3

X4

X5

X6

l,,(>OO
.l24
.55~

t.ooo
.155

1.000

:

X6

WHERE

.445

Xl
X2
X3
X4

.409

.450

.759

NUMB~RS
= CANADIAN LAMPREY
FISH PRODUCTION
= CANADIAN
LAMPREY NUMBE:RS
= u.s.
FISH PRODUCTION
= u.s.
CAN./U.S. LAMPREY NUMBE:RS
= t:AN./U.S.
FISH PRODUCTION

xs
X6 =

.750

1.000

FIGURE 1 o3

COMPARJSON BETWEEN FlSH PRODUCTION AND LAMPREY
NUMBERS IN CANADIAN LAKE HURON WATERS
ALL DISTRICTS COMBINED FOR THE PERIOD
1944-1986
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If past and present ratios are analyzed,
ex:ample, that in 1953,
lamprey was cauyht.
sea lr:1m prey

one finds,

for every 319,334 kg of fis.h,

for
1 sea

In 1984, for every 335,664 kg of fish 1

was captured.

Therefore,

conditions

have in

improved in Canadian waters since the early 1950's, which is
reflected by statistics indicating that more fish are caught
without encountering a lamprey.
The second correlation was done on the
catin~

a

weak relationship

Figure 104,

R =

of

o.s.

0.11

data,

(Table

indi-

1)-

In

it is evident that there are little comparisons

to be made on both sets of data.

Generally, from 1948-1961,

sea lamprey

numbers provide

and fish production

a similar

pattern in terms of peaks and troughs, with a small similarity occurring from
statistics

~ere

1983-1984 ..

then analyzed.

Ratios of past
For example,

and present
in 1948,

every 49.3, 970 kg of fish caught, 1 lamprey was captured.
1984,

for: every 44,906 kg of

tured.
the

u.s.

fish,

for
In

1 sea lampr:ey was cap-

This indicates an increase in sea lamprey numbers on
side

o _f Lake Huron,

which is

indicated by less

catches of fish in recent years to encounter a lamprey.
Based on the comparison of the graphs. between the Canadian and
;1 r ises.

u.s.
Why

sides of
does the

Lake Huron,

u.s.

one

important question

side indicate more lamprey num-

bers at present, and not the Canadia .n side?
One possible explanation

is the limited amount

of moni-

toring and data collection performed throuyhout the Canadian

FIGURE 104,

COMPARISON BETWEEN FISH PRODUCTION AND LAMPREY
NUMBERS IN U.S. LAKE HURON WATERS ALL
DISTRICTS COMBINSJ FOR THE PERIOD
1944-1986
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side of Lake Huron.

Financial constraints limit the amount

o£ manpower, monitoring,

data collection,

ters distributed in Lake Huron waters.

and control cen-

Therefore,

limited

data accounting for only a fraction of the study area (e.g.,
North Channel,

Georgian Bay)

representation

of

sea

will not account for the true

lamprey populations

in

the

Huron

Basin.
A second
crepancy is

possible explanation to
that the

account for

Canadian management

this dis-

control programs

are more

effective in maintaining sea

However,

since sirn1lar fiogcams are utilized in an interna-

tional joint

effort,

lamprey populations.

this explanation is

very improbable.

Thus, incomplete data seems to provide the best explanation.
The final correlation represents
statistics combined

from the

R

u.s.

to present the overall
In

of the Lake Huron basin.
tionship of

both

- 0.45

spatial picture

Figure 105,

a moderate r_la-

the early 1960's

terns are found between these two data sets.
l-ite H60 1 s through 1984,
corn~lation

the

£or every

caugnt,

in 1984,

1 sea lampr~y was

Huro.n basin

Also,

from the
as

coetfic.ien t of 0.45.
.For example,

424,116 kg of fish caught,

However,

captured.

similar pat-

pattern is very similar,

Ratios of the data we.r e then analyzed.
19 58,

Basically,

1s indicated (Table 1).

mid 1940's through

supported by a

and Canadian

in

1 lamprey was

for every 105,698 kg of fish

captured.

indicates that in the

Therefore,

past,

more fish

the Lake
per .kg

FIGURE105.COMPARJSON BETWEEN FJSH PRODUCTION AND LAMPREY
NUMBERS IN BOTH U.S./CAN. WA~S OF LAKE HURON
ALL DISTRICTS COMBINED FOR THE PERIOD
1944-1986
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18-6
capturin~

were caught without
Thus,

sea

lamprey than in

lamprey populations are

found to

the present.
be increasing

over the past few years ..

4.~

Distribution Analysis
~o

Given the fact that
it is

life science and population studies,

wortnwhile to determine the

of sampled data,

theoretical distribution

then it is also

justifiable to determine

the theoretical distributions of sea lamprey counts and fish
harvest data.
From a management perspective, if the theoretical distribution
d. a ta,

is known

for sea

lamprey counts

tnen valil conclusions can be

behaviour of

and fish

harvest

made as to whether tbe

sea lamprey populations and

fish reproduction

cates conform to those observed in the other Great LaKes.
In order to determine whethar a}

sea lamprey counts or b)

co~mercial fish production fit any of the accepted theoreti-

cal distributions presented by life scientists,
essary to use a

(~OODNESS-OF-FIT)

A modified distribution f~ting

it was nec-

distribution program.
program previously writ-

ten by Phillips (1972), was utilized to check whether a)
lamprey counts or b)

commercial

sea

fish production conform to

either the 1ognoc11al, normal, exponen·tial,

or Bayleigh dis-

tr ibu ti ons.
Before the execution of the

FORTRAN IV distribution pro-

gram, i t was necessary to specify the level of significance,

187

test statistic and

the number of cells.

Th ese procedures

are

order

values

necessary

in

to

obtain

Ko lmogorov-Smirnoll test statistic.
vith regard

to the

Type I

the

for

the

A level of significance

= 0. 10

error of

was chosen

befoce-hand, and the number of cells was specified at 15.
There are several cectsons why the Kolmogor-o v- Smi r-nov test
is useJ,

and tllese a.re;

(1) this test allows for more dis-

criminate cell classificcttion;

2)

be used;

used in this pr-ogram was too

and 3)

small for

the data set

utilization of

the Chi-square

shows the results obtained from
sea lamprey count data).
the Kolmogorov-smirnov
ov~rall it

0.304.

can be accept-e d

a smaller sample size can

At

test.

Table

2

the program (using Canadian

=

test tor

0.10, the critical value of
15 degrees

is determined that the

that the data best fits

of freedom

is

null hypothesis

the lognormal Ji s-

tc ibution.
The lognormal distribution is

positively skewed,

associated with bursts and quiet periods.
varianca,

lognormal distribution deals with
and is continuous in

have applied this distribution
ing to show

There is no wide

and the shape of the distribution is described by

the variance and standard deviation

ables,

and is

tnote Figure 106).

non-negative random vari-

nature.

Many life scientists

to explain phenomena includ-

the abu.ndance of species of

this data applies).

The

animals (for which

(TABLE 2)
K.S.TEST RESULTS OF THE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS
(CANADIAN SEA LAMPREY DATA)
DISTRIBUTION

K. S. OBS.

K.S. CRIT.

OBS. <CRIT.
ACCEPT HO
FITS THE
DISTRIB.

LOGNORMAL

0.015

0.304

*(.289)+

NORMAL

0.193

0.304

*(.111)

EXPONENTIAL

0.121

0.304

*(.183)

RAYLEIGH

0.289

0.304

*(.015)

* SPECIFIES WHETHER THE NULL WAS ACCEPTED OR REJECTED:

OBS. >CRIT.
REJECT HO
DOES NOT FIT
DISTRIB.

( ) SPECIFIES THE VALUE BETWEEN THE OBS. AND CRIT. VALUE:
+ INDICATES THE BEST FIT DISTRIBUTION TO THE DATA:

. FIGURE 10 6.

THE LOGNORMAL DISTRIBUTION .
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Under a management perspective,

the lognormal distribu-

tion is not a gooJ indicator that present control strategies
a .r e controlling sea lamprey

numbers since -this distribution

is associated with ?Eaks and troughs.
goal is

to show

(constant)

sea lamprey numbers

The ideal managerial
conform to

a uniform

distribution or a flat table-top distribution.

distribution of

this type

is indicative

of the

A

fact that

lamprey populations are effectively being controlled.
Based on the results presented
was made
lampn~y

to accept the null

in Table 3,

the decision

o.s.

hypothesis that the

sea

count data oest conforms to an exponential distribu-

tion {Figure 107).

At

= 0.10,

the critical value of the

Kolmogocov-Srnirnov test for 15 degrees of freedom is 0.304.
The exponential distribution is continuous in nature, and
deals with non-negative random variables.
tial

models

are

widely utilized

by

express changes of phenomena over time,

To date, exponen-

life

scientists

when constant rates

of gro!lth or decline are assumed (Derman et al..,
Unfortunately 1
stant rates

tbe

of growth,

u.s.

1973).

sea lamprey data indicates con-

suggesting that

present management

strateJies are failing to control lamprey numbers.
lier stated,

the

idedl mana~ement goal is

popul~tions conforming

to

As ear-

to show lamprey

to a uniform distribution, represent-

ing constant lamprey numbers over time.
In Table

4,

(i 11 us tea ting combined statistics

•1 nd cana.ria sea lamprey counts)

for

o. s.

the results obtained from the

(TABLE 3)
K.S.fEST RESULTS OF THE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS
(U.S. SEA LAMPREY DATA)

DISTRIBUTION

*

K.S. OBS.

K.S. CRIT.

OBS. <CRIT.
ACCEPT HO
FITS THE
DISTRIB.

LOGNORMAL

0.072

0.304

*(.232)

NORMAL

0.156

0.304

*(.148)

EXPONENTIAL

0.070

0.304

*(.234)+

RAYLEIGH

0.254

0.304

*(.050)

OBS. >CRIT.
REJECT HO
DOES NOT FIT
DISTRIB.

SPECIFIES WHETHER THE NULL WAS ACCEPTED OR REJECTED:
) SPECIFIES THE VALUE BETWEEN THE OBS. AND CRIT. VALUE:
+ INDICATES THE BEST FIT DISTRIBUTION TO THE DATA:

THE EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTIOf\J

FIGURE 107.
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(TABLE 4)
K.S.TEST RESULTS OF THE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS
(CAN./U.S. SEA LAMPREY DATA)
DISTRIBUTION

*

K.S. OBS.

K.S. CRIT.

OBS.<CRIT.
ACCEPT HO
FITS THE
DISTRIB.

LOGNORMAL

0.078

0.304

; *(.226)

NORMAL

0.174

0.304

*(.130)

EXPONENTIAL

0.057

0.304

*(.247)+

RAYLEIGH

0.194

0.304

*(.110)

OBS. >CRIT.
REJECT HO
DOES NOT FIT
DISTRIB.

SPECIFIES WHETHER THE NULL WAS ACCEPTED OR REJECTED:
) SPECIFIES THE VALUE BETWEEN THE OBS. AND CRIT. VALUE:
+ INDICATES THE BEST FIT DISTRIBUTION TO THE DATA:
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program indicates

at

=

0.10,

the critical value

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for 15 degrees

of the

of freedom is 0.304.

It was then decided that the null hypothesis can be accepted
that

t ~•e

datd best conforms

to the exponential distribution

{Figure 21).
If sea lamprey numbers were declining,

then this distri-

bution would be acceptable to management.

However, sea lam-

prey

populations

reflecting poor

throughout

Lake

Huron

are

increasing,

management control in reducing

sea lamprey

numbers.
Based on the results illustrated in Table 5, the decision
was made

to accept

fish production
At

=

0. 10,

the null

hypothesis that

data best .f its the

lognormal distribution.

the critical value of

the Kolmogorov-Smirnov

test for 15 degrees of freedom is 0.304.
tribution is not
because

it is

The lognormal dis-

a good distribution for
associated with

the Canadian

bursts

fish populations,
and quiet

periods,

indicating an unstable situation.
Based on a management

perspective,

the ideal managerial

goal is for fish pofulations to be increasing in an exponential fashion.

Thus,

the exponential distribution vould be

the best choice, and would illustrate that present managerial strategies of fish farming,
eries are
Hu1:on ..

stocking programs and hatch-

effectively increasing

fish populations

in Lake

(TABLE 5}
K.S.TEST RESULTS OF THE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS
(CANADIAN FISH PRODUCTION DATA}
DISTRIBUTION

*

K.S. OBS.

K.S. CRIT.

OBS.<CRIT.
ACCEPT HO
FITS THE
DISTRIB.

LOGNORMAL

0.072

0.304

; *(.232}+

NORMAL

0.161

0.304

*(.143}

EXPONENTIAL

0.224

0.304

* (. 080}

RAYLEIGH

0.117

0.304

*(.187}

OBS.>CRIT.
REJECT HO
DOES NOT FIT
DISTRIB.

SPECIFIES WHETHER THE NULL WAS ACCEPTED OR REJECTED;
( ) SPECIFIES THE VALUE BETWEEN THE OBS. AND CRIT. VALUE;
+ INDICATES THE BEST FIT DISTRIBUTION TO THE DATA;
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~n Tdble 6,

tne results obtained from the program (using

U.S. fish production data)
cal value of
freedom is

indicates at

=

o.

10, the criti-

the Kolmogorov-Sruirnov test for
0. 3 0 4.

It

was then

15 degrees of

determined that

hypothesis can be accepted that the

the null

data best fits the log-

normal distribution.
As discussed earlier, from a management perspective,
lognormal

distr~bution

control strategies
numbers rbursts

and

good indicator that present

are effectively controlling

and quiet periods).

for management is
time,

is not a

the

The

ideal conditions

to have fish populations

would be represented

sea lamprey

increasing over

best from

the exponential

distribution.
The results in Table 7, led to the decision to accept the
null

that

hypothesis

u.s.;canadian waters
distribution

fish

of Lake Huron

(Figure 108).

production

throughout

best fits

the Rayleigh

= 0 .. 1 0, the c.r i tical value

At

of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for

15 degrees of freedo~ is

0.304.

The Rayleigh distribution is
bution that is

a narrow band-width distri-

this distribution

describes phase-shifts

sound waves).

From a management

little variance

of values such

tcateJ around a specified mean,
indicator

mean.

Also,

over time

(e. g. ,

concentrated around a certain

that manage.ment

perspective if

that everything

there is
is concen-

this distribution is a poor

strategies

ba ve increased

fish

(TABLE 6)
K.S.TEST RESULTS OF THE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS
(U.S. FISH PRODUCTION DATA)
DISTRIBUTION

K.S. OBS.

K.S. CRIT.

OBS. <CRIT.
ACCEPT HO
FITS THE
DISTRIB.

LOGNORMAL

0.113

0.304

~(.191)+

NORMAL

0.242

0.304

*(.062)

EXPONENTIAL

0.114

0.304

*(.019)

RAYLEIGH

0.251

0.304

*(.053)

* SPECIFIES WHETHER THE NULL WAS ACCEPTED OR REJECTED:

OBS. >CRIT.
REJECT HO
DOES NOT FIT
DISTRIB.

( ) SPECIFIES THE VALUE BETWEEN THE OBS. AND CRIT. VALUE:
+ INDICATES THE BEST FIT DISTRIBUTION TO THE DATA:

(TABLE 7)
K.S.TEST RESULTS OF THE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS
(CAN./U.S. FISH PRODUCTION DATA)
DISTRIBUTION

K.S. OBS.

K.S. CRIT.

OBS. <CRIT.
ACCEPT HO
FITS THE
DISTRIB.

LOGNORMAL

0.101

0.304

*(.203)

NORMAL

0.102

o. 304

*(.202)

EXPONENTIAL

0.218

0.304

*(.086)

RAYLEIGH

0.059

0.304

*(.245)+

OBS. >CRIT.
REJECT HO
DOES NOT FIT
DISTRIB.

*. SPECIFIES WHETHER THE NULL WAS ACCEPTED OR REJECTED:
( ) SPECIFIES THE VALUE BETWEEN THE OBS. AND CRIT. VALUE:
+ INDICATES THE BEST FIT DISTRIBUTION TO THE DATA:

FIGURE 108

THE RAYLEIGH DISTRIBUTION
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a

source: Maisel, Louis J: Probability, statistics and random processes, 1971.
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populations throu)h
the

best

their various

distribution
b·~
~

strate'g ies wo 1llld

. a·1cate
1n

Therefore,

effective

management

the 1ncreasing
·
exponential situation.

pBrtaining to

cr.s.,

to

strategies.

adult

spawning-phase

sea lamprey

for

Canadian, and u.s.;canada districts combined were used

to prod nee choropleth maps for the 1986 period.
On the Canad1an side of Lake Huron, district NC-1 was the
only

a~sessed

area

for

spawning-phase lamprey were captured
it should be noted that

ever,

and the presented
~hole

arBa

A

the period.

total

all areas were not assessed,

However,

the

remains an

area of

concern with

u.s.

thus,

high rates

spa~ning-phase lampr€y being captured {Figure

Along the

of the

pre sen ted figures

r~veal the general trend in sea lamprey numbers,

presently

How-

in tributaries.

statistics are not representative

under study.

7833

of

NC-1
of

109}.

side of Lake Huron, district MH-1 recorded

the highest rate of spawning lamprey of 18407,

representing

the highest capture rate for the entire Lake Huron basin for
the

District MH-4

19 86 period.

caug~t,

and MH-3

district

Again,
dS

of 20 and 3

these figures are

a

assessed during

second with

and MH-2 ranked last with

captured spawning lamprey
, 1 0) •

ranked

whole
the

because

1986 period.

441

low numbers of

respectively {Figure

not representative of the
not

all

tributaries

Ho-wever,

figures do indicate the general trend.

the presented
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FIGURE 10 9. 1986 ASSESSMENT OF ADULT SPAWNING-PHASE

SEA LAMPREY COUNTS IN CA~ADIAN DISTRICTS
OF LAKE HURON
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FIGURE 11 o.

1986 ASSESSMENT OF ADULT SPAWNING-PHASE
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Both U.S.

and Canadian districts were combined to illus-

trate the overall spatial picture
tures throughout the LaKe
111 indicates

Ontario

Hucon basin.

that the norther·n

remain

the

dreas of

spawiniag-phase sea
districts of
lower rates of

ca~tureJ

Genera~ly,

districts of
heaviest

Figure

Michigan and

concentrations

of

Further more,

the remaining

(districts assessed)

indicate much

lampL"ey.

the lake

for 1986 sea lamprey cap-

lamprey, reflecting a lesser problem

with spawning- phase sea lamprey numbers.
In conclusion,

several points can be drawn form the pro-

P>

duced maps which are:
Huron (e. g .. , .MH-1/NC-1)

the northern sections of Lake

remain areas of concern for harbour-

ing high numbers of spawning-phase

{2)

waters;

for lamprey
lamprey,

the more southern districts Yhich were assessed
numbers indicate much

reflecting

much less of

tricts .regarding lamprey numbers;
ma. ps,

several of

arisen because of both

t.cicts

of captured

a problem in

these dis-

as indicated by the

(J)

U.s. A.

and Canada

the 1986 period.

This has

political and financial constraints.

much of the northern

are within

lower rates

the districts in both

reported au absence of data for

In Ca llii da ,

sea lamprey in tributary

Indian reserves

areas of Lake

Huron dis-

which makes

assessment

close to impossible without the aid of these indigenous people.

To date, authocit.ies have been working with the Indi-

ans under a

program to collect the

present conditions

needed data.

have terminated this joint

the tei:mination of data collection ..

However,

effort,

and

FIGURE 111.

1985 ASSESSMENT OF ADUt T SPAWNING-PHASE·
SEA LAMPREY COUNTS IN BO.TH
CAN./U.S. DITRICTS COMBINED
LAKE HURON
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Furthermore,

tnere are vast numbers of rivers,

ies and st .r-eams which must be
waters,

and

financial

assessment pr-ovid.ad,

tributar-

assessed in canadian and

constr-aints limit

as reflected by

the

amount

u.s.
of

the limited amount of

data provided for the 1986 period.
The authoritative

bodies involved

cesses of program development,
ment are faced with a sever-e
the entire

spatial area of

in the

implementation,

decision proand assess-

problem of incomplete data for
Lake Huron.

etfectiveness of present/future

This

reduces the

program formulation because

of limited knowledge of spawning-phase sea lamprey distributions throughout Lake Huron.

Chapter V

M!N!GERI!L STRATEGIES

S.j

£:.actors Contributing to Present Proqri!m

Despite

ongoin~

~ttorts

to control sea

by authorities,

it has become

st ra teg ies have

failed to

bers.

This

is indicated

reported in the study,

program's failure,
One of the

lamprey populations

evident that present control

effectively regulate
through the

their num-

statistical results

signifying increased lamprey popula(1982-198~.

There are sev-

have contributed to the

present control

tions over the past five years
eral factors which

Faily~g§

which are outlined in the next section.

key factocs responsible for

the shortfall of

present control pcograms is financial constraints.

Insuffi-

cient funding by hiJher levels of government (e.g., federal,
provincial)

prohibits

:e.g .. , federal,
implementation

state,
of

the full

implementation of

and provincial)

program procedures,

linlced processes 11it.hin the program.

program

prohibits the full
coupled

with

all

Unfortunately, funding

provides the main driving force behind these operations, and
lack of funds

creates a visc.ious circle

for all integrated

components bound within the program ..
Lack of

manpower stems from

cient funding.

As a re-sult,

the constraint

there are too many operative

- 206 -

.

of insuffi-
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pr oce.jll res

for too

little work for:ce.

trade-offs occur between
which reflects

in the

As a

consequence,

and program implementation

manpo~er

overall performance

of the

program

when assessed ..
Many of the

pre~ent

controls bound within the program are

limited in effectiveness due
in

through
1)

Present

the field.

problems

experiment/development of

the existence

found in

that must

or are ineffective;

mouths of tr-ibutaries,

be

overcome

control strategies

of sea lamprey ammocoetes

controls can't be used,

Oe

to their limited applicability

estuaries,

are:

in areas where
2)

ammocoetes

ox-low lakes,

aver: flows, a.n d streambed spawning areas sometimes survive

treatments of lampricides due to dilution,
tion;

and

3)

or poor circula-

a need for mor:e effective monitor:iny programs

for sea lamprey populations.

Since control application and

development is ve.r:y expensive, financial constraint presents
trade-offs in regards to control use,
cient application

in the study

ar:ea,

resulting in insuffiand

ineffective sea

lamprey control strategies.
In conjunction with present control constraints,

present

research and experimental facilities are limited by inproper
funding.

Present

and .tutur:e control strategies

become more efficient

and effective in sea

ment th .r:oug n l:'e sea.rc h and Jevelo pment.
st

ra in t s mu s t be a 11 e vi a t e j

•

will only

lamprey manage-

Thus, financial con-
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A critical

component to authoritative bodies

and future decision-making,
is

the

collection of

operations.

and

data

coupled with

strate~ies

creation of new

through

Unfortunately,

in present

monitoring/assessment

present

assessment operations

monitoring

are limited

stations
to certain

designated areas in the study area (upper Lake Huron).
prohibits the

means of

obtaining a

potentidl threats

and characteristics

bioloyical,

vital information
Lack of

of

direct consequence,

sea lam prey

provides

study area.

sampling,

of compiled data.

this constraint distorts

of the

study area

in

sea

the morphological,

in infrequent

quantitiy and quality

spatial outlook

or future

to authorities regarding the

monitoring results

limits the

to present

Data dealing with

lamprey resurgence.

spatial

Also, questions arise as to which

outlook with Lake Huron.
districts are

more complete

This

which
As a

the complete

terms of

decision-

making and evaluation by authorities.

A lack of communication netween all levels of government,
authoritative bodies
yroups,

in charge

fishing clubs,

of the

programs,

and the public is a critical factor

contributing to the downfall of the operation.
levels of the
lamp .r ey cent rol
valuable

groups is essential for a
often

program.

information

about

sea

bLeaks in the system.

Input by all

more effective sea

these groups
lamprey

increased at tacks on fish, scarring,
the study area which is

interest

etc.}

can provide

problems

t e. 9 • ,

in districts of

overlooked because of communication

20Y
I i present and .tuture sea lamprey operations are goin9 ·to

be effective in tne future ,

some modifications must be made

to reduce this communication gap,

and allow input into the

system by all parties concerned.

5.~

Alternative

Mana~ment

As indicated throug.h the

Strategies

statistical

agement programs have failed t.o

re-evaluate

to

procedures

involved

assessm~nt and

present
in the

present man-

control sea lamprey populaTherefore, it is essen-

tions within the Lake Huron basin.
ti al

r~sults,

practices

managerial

and

decision-making,

evaluation,

moaitoring processes in sea lamprey control.

The following section provides an in-depth review of several managerial
formulation

stage

En vir-on mental
Ag ua tic

5 .. 2. 1
---

of

Assessment

could b~

managerial

new

Envi.ronment Impact

include:

(EEM);

strate~ies which

Management

and

(A EAM) ;

Monitoring

and Multicriteria Evaluation Methods {MEM).

Environ•ental Impact Assessment !~!!l

Today,

there are

unlimited

procedures for

environmental impact assessments (EIA's),
wije.

Adaptive

Scheme

Effects

the
These

programs.

Assessment (EIA) ;

Environmental

Biomoni taring;

adopted in

However, Rosenberg gi al.

(1980),

which vary worldoutline an ideal

8IA which consists of the following elements:
of sc1entific

objectives;

identification of the

2)

backgrounJ

main impacts;

4)

conducting

1)

definition

preparation;
prediction

3)

of the
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effects; 5)

formulation of usable recommendations;

7)

toring and assessment;

sufficient lead time

8)

time allocated to implement procedures);
pation; 9)

6)

moni-

{which is

public partici-

adequate funding; and 10) evidence indicating the

recommendations were .utiliz e d.
several EIA's were selected and compared to the ideal EIA
which involved a<jud tic resources

~e. g.,

power plants, fossil

fuels, recreation, reservoirs, wastewater treatm~mt,

fores-

diversion in estuarie~.

These

try.

dredging,

and water

EIA's were then reviewed and scored

on a 0-5 scale based on

the ideal elements proposed {.Rosenberg £! ~J..,
Results

indicated that

could be assessed
the best

which

ments :Rosenberg,

scores

for criteria

not exceed the

defined average

improved with the removal
1 9 80) •

that

showBd that the quality of

(numbers 1-8)

EIA's did

ideal EIA,

mean

1980).

Loliest

of the

of legal docu-

mean scores for criteria

under scientists control were identified for numbers 4 to 5.
overall mean

Generally,

scores based on the

0-5 scale for

One,

above average

scoring created three basic groupings.
quality

EIAs were

recreation.
berg

~i

2.1· ,

identified as

\iastewater treatment

Two, average quality EIAs were for:estry
1980).

Three,

beloli average

and

(Rosen-

EIAs were t .h e

remainder.
The above
included

average EIAs provided various

increased environmental

public participation in the EIA,

successes which

awareness resulting

from

some protection within the
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en vi ron men t,
Despite

~n

increase

these successes,

which are:

k now 1 e d ge
the

Tokenism,

1)

on research

following failures

which is

accommodation to a demand, principle,
tionary

Accocding

1'184).

problems.

to

existed

defined as a
etc..

t~

show of

ebster' s Dic-

Rosenberg {1980),

var-ious

degrees of tokenism were present in the EIA's including:
assessments that
for a proj€ct

had no role

tifications for

and C)

were

assessments

resulted,

common

but were

asses .s ments which were used as jus-

existing engineering designs

steps bafore project
straints

decision stage

(despite regulations requiring input}

mitigative in nat\lre; B)

d.::cisio ns;

in the YES/NO

A)

regarded as necessary leyal
unrealistic

is bequn;
such

or management

that

insufficient

time conlead

time

and inadequate time for moni ·toring and assessment

which seriously jeopardized the EIA's efficiency;

uncer-

!))

tainty of program or development schedules, such that industry development strate9ies are rarely available to individuals initiating the EIA's,
whole practice;
literature,

that

(4)

which reduces the accur-acy of the

difficulty was

is attributed

found in accessing ETA

to literature

not readily

available without key source individuals/librarians on hand;

:s)

questionable ethics

were raised in regards

to reports

not available to public access due to confidentiality,

thus

makin-J th.:: information restrictive in distribution;

lack

{6)

of co-ordination among studies existed because the EIA's are
not developed into a

b~oad environmental framework.

Often
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jurisdictional constraints over

intra/international borders

result in incomplete or sectioned EIA efforts; and

(7) fail-

uces a.lso are the result or factors under the control of the
scientist,

including a poor research design,

objectives,
research,

lack

of

hypothesis

inadequate use of

poorly stated

testing,

superficial

predictive techniques,

a poor

statistical design, poor impact analysis, and poor organization of reports

5.2.1.1

(Rosenberg et

g!.,

1980).

Application to Sea Lamprey ftanagement
1t is imperative that

Therefore,

all future sea lamprey

managerial procedures involving local, national,
national authoratative bodies in
p.roject formulation, etc.
the selected EIA's

stages of decision-making,

Both past and present failures of

can be used to upgrade

agement schemes in the following vays:
to EI~ literature; 2)

input into project decisions,

gJ:.,

1980); 5)

1)

sea lamprey manimproved access

increase d accountability for EIA's and

the bodies responsible for them;

orgdnization dod

and inter-

3)

improvement of public

designs,

etc.;

presentation of EIA reports

4)

improved

{Rosenberg et

adequate funding for operation of all manage-

ment programs and procedures; and 6)

adequate monitoring and

data collection.
Based on ·the scientific/research level of EIA strategies,
Rosenberg ~!

!1·,

(1'180),

which can also be applied
such as:

1)

proposed various

improvements

.readily to sed lamprey management

the development of methods to define and quanti-
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£y tne relationships between the biological,

economic impacts;
inventory

esthetic,

and

2) support for the independent biological

proy~:ams;

3) adequate time frames; 4) improvements

in the design of research; 5) the adoption of moni toc in g and
assessment in all EIA.' s;

6)

studies to include the cumula-

tive impacts on a regional/national scale; and 7) to improve
the overall communications between scientists and planners.
AdaE!ive Envir~~ntal Assessment ang Manaqe•ent

J!§!!U.
Another alternative was devised thcough Enviccnment Canada by two ecologists in the
C. J..

eacly 1970's (C.S.

in cedesigning the

ii alters)

define as the adaptive

Holling and

basic EIA into what they

environmental assessment and manageAll the AEAM pcocedures

ment scheme [AEAM) •

ace decived fcom the ideas

and concepts

of uncertainty and communication

(Jones and Greig, 1985).
Accordinq to

mast natural

Maclaren and Whitney [1985),

systems are highly

dynamic and variable in

which rudy be the norm

(e .g.,

space and time,

a qua tic systems) ,

wher-e some

components may vary by ordec of magnitude under natural conditions.

Therefoce, va .c 1abil.ity coupled with complex inter-

actions within/between ecosystems makes

it all but impossi-

ble to develop total complete control strategies.
AEAM

theme

is defined

as

a

collection of

ap pcoac hes designed to "g,f.Qgnize uncertainty",
the une_!E~!g:!".

Thus, the

concepts

and

and "gxpect

The goal of AEAM is that both environmen-
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ta 1 assessment and

management must be designed

with uncer-

tainty in mind, an d to do something about it by: 1) reducing
unce rtainty for the futur: e ; and

2)

designing developments or

management programs to be capable of dealing with unexpected
leav~ng

events,

more Oftions open under these circumstances

pones and Greig, 19 85).
Dealing with

surprise entails the process

of developing

schemes in such a way to

reduce the consequences to a mini-

mal level

of unexpected

events.

situation

arises between

a trade- off

Therefore,

minimizing the

risks of

failing

(fail-safe policies), and minimizing the consequences :safefail policies)

{Jones and Greit;,

more open-minded
stages.

1985)-

approach for options in

A key element unJer

This allows for a
the developmental

the safe-fail approach is t he
However, if surprises

idea of avoiding the us a of options.

are evident, as is indicated under the the AEAM,
essential to all for t .h e

then it is

adaptation of unexpected events in

the design stages for development (Jones and Greig, 1985) •
The AEAM's

position of

uncertainty is

philosophical in

nature, and concerns personal views of how we think of environmental systems.

Therefore,

ra tiona 1 decision-making on

the part of the AEAM position is the need to take uncertainty into account,

and inevitability

occur in any design process
In t e rms
nary,

rJones and Greig,

of communication,

and a£ f ect

o£ unexpected events to

E.I.A.

1

S

a 11 levels of interest

1985) •

are multidiscipliin society (e.g. ,
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gover:nment, author1tative agencies,
clubs},

and

the gener:al public}.
much

E.I.A.'s were
be tween all

l)dther:in~

result
of
~

u~

interested par- ties.
devis~nj

pr-oblem by

specialist groups

all

a

ser:-ies of

par-ties concerned

The downfalls

ue 1 ac k

t~

(fish

of past

of communication

The AEAM

alleviates this

workshops geared
to discuss

towa.r:ds

p.I:oject terms,

objectives, etc.
At the deci sian-making leve 1,
the relevance

of studies by

tion.

A·t

these

needs by

goals.

authorities should ensure

stating the

required informa-

the technical level phase, experts should react to
ensur:ing

that

these needs

are

realistic

Also, the research should be at an interdisciplinary

level, so one discipline's activities can be checked by other disciplines,
others.

and be defined

Therefore,

by the information needs of

the main aim methodologically

AEA~ procedur:-es ar:-e directed towards

coordinated,
communication

analytical basis,
among

{Jones ,' !nd Greig,
5. 2. 2. 1

in the

addressing issues on a

maintaining a high level of

both specialists

and

decision-makers

1985).

Application to sea Lamprey Management

The procedures under the AEAM scheme

can be a valuable tool

when applied

management strategies.

under the

As indicated previously,
in

nat lire,

such

sea lamprey

aquatic systems are highly dynamic

t.hat var lability,

coupled with

complex

.tnte r-ae tions vi thin/between ecosystems, makes development of
complete contcol

str:ategies all but impossible.

Since no

comple t e s e a larnpr 2 J control Lncogr-am
ca n be d ev1se
· d,
.
development of

stc1te9ies should

uncar-tainty and

incorporate the

expect the unexpected.

tutuce
ideas of

Furthermore,

the

AEAM approach is designed for in-depth communication between
decision- makers,
Since a major
lack

scientists,

specialists,

and the public-

downfall with past/present EIA's

of communication,

adopting

this

results for

approach could

be

valua.ble.
~atic

Biomonitoring

According to McCart [1982),
1ng programs in conjunction
essential to

serve as

detailed aquatic biomonitor-

with developmental projects are

a ba sis

for assessing

The continent is

impacts of other similar future projects.
in the initial

phase of vast industrial

west and north arctic)

the potenial

development

(e.g.,

which is geared toward energy-related

industries of oil sands, coal mines, oil and gas, among others.

Thus,

many of these future development projects will

be on

a world

class scale,

Jetaile J biomon1toring

necessitating

program.

Other

the need

for a

develoFments which

can be applied are nuclear: power plants, hydro plants, harbouz:s, management control programs, etc.
Many proposals

{McCart, 1982).

of development projects include

future en v ironrnentu.l and aqua tic monitoring,

plans of

however,

many

of these promises turn out to be a smoke screen for the sole
purpose of

obtaining a developmental permit.

result is underfuuding towards

Often,

the

biomonitoring which leads to
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ineffectiv~ monitoring,

and limitations to short-term impact

dSsessment only,

fdiling to shed predictive insight towards

future B.I.A.'s.

Onderfundin\j may also be a scheme to pro-

hibit

unwanted

results of
wo~ld

developers which
cials.
d2ni2s

fa~lure

the

environmental

eventually go to

disturbances

to

governmental offi-

to provide a detailed biomonitoring program

chdnge

of upgrading

the

ability

to

predict

impact.s in the environment mor8 effectively rMcCart, 1982).
As a result, predictions in impact assessments tend to be
qualitative in nature,

not quantitative,

the individual components of
than tne ecosystem as a whole.
1t is difficult to take
~ith

the aquatic community,

rather

According to McCart ( 1982),

anything but a qualitative approach

E.I.A. •s, since the lacK of full knowledge based on the

interactions amony aquatic species
respon3e to disturbances,
h o w the e n v i r o u men t

can

predictions and estimates
system "ire stated,

and

in the ecosystem,

their

the difficulty in predicting

wi 11 he dis t ur be d.

Much of tae E.I.A.

fore,

and are based on

be viewed a pseudo-science, since
of possible severity to

but not tested (McCart,

1982)-

the ecoThere-

~ detailed biomonitoring program would allow for

dictions to be tested,
tr ue;fa lse,

and improve

pre-

indicate ~hether the predictions are
the ability to make

di ction.s in the future ! McCart, 198 2) •

accurate pre-
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5. 2. 3 .. 1

Application to Sea Lamprey Management

However,

AEAM's are limited

they

are

based

assessment.
and not

~n

their applicability oecause

on qualitative

rather

than

quantitative

A.s a result, certain species are only analyzed

species as a

whole in the

po.we rs dre also limited because of
interacting species

within the

and

disturbances,

ecosystem..

the lack of knowledge of

ecosystem,

predicting how

Predictive

in

response to

the environment

will be

di sturbcJ.
applyin-:J a detailed biornonitoring program to areas

Thus,

Jnder the control

programs,

predictive powers

1n terms of

ment*

dS

well as to

would allow tor
overall sea

more accurate
lamprey manage-

assess the programs' potential impacts

or disturbances to surrounding aquatic life.

5.2.4

A Detailed Design for_A~g!ic_~gnitg~!~

Skalski and Mckenzie (1982)

formulated a design for aquatic

monitoring programs for nuclear power plants, however,
tain aspects of this design could
for sea la~prey management.

cer-

be modified into a design

Ecological assessments are pro-

cedures for estimating biological costs of a possible impact
on an

ecosystem.

re g u i re s an

The NucleaL" Regulatory

E • I • A•

and licensing are

for nuclear plants
issued.

plant site,

and

changes to the

{NRC)

before construction

The purpose for

program is to identify area flora

Commission

the monitoring

and fauna in the proposed

to provide a basis

for assessing possible

aquatic·life resulting from

plant construc-

tion and opecation 'Skalski and Mckenzie, 1982).

The prime
a~e:

objectives of ecological monitor 1·ng
impact -'~,

to detect any

1)

rna te ·the magnitude of an _.;mp,act
.
The environment
reviewed,
statistical
The

m~jor

mcnitoring
iound that

and were
analy~1s
c~iteria

o~

1·

f

and 2)

occu~~ed;

rs ka lski
prog~am

E~P's

p P.
a t N...

~1

~.!-,

1981) •

NPP's were

at

{EMP)

were

not designed for

detecting aquatic :biotic)

when

to esti-

developing a EMP

is to

changes.
create an

experimental design capable of identifying changes which are
directly attributed

to power plant operations

(Skalski and

Mckenzie, 1982).
SinGa populations

of

organisms vary

both

temporarily/

spatially, a monitoring design should be able to differentiate the effects of this natural va~iability from those population

chanJes resulting

from the

It was

impact.

then

proposed that the ratio of population abundance tetween nonimpact/control,

and impact/treatment sites be used to guan-

ti fy the impact.

An imp act in this case is referred to as a

change in the ratio of abundance between pre-operational and
operati anal phases of a
tc eat me nt

pairing

NPP-

The purpose of

monitoring program

{CTP)

the controldesign is

to

quantify changes in or-ganism abundance that might occur as a
r-esult of NPP operations

(Skalski and Mckenzie,

The nature and exten·t of

1982) ..

a monitocing program depends on

various constraining factors such as:

1)

environmental characteristics at the NPP;
tive ob ject:lves oi the monitoring program;

the site s pe c.i f i c
2)
3)

the quantitaexperimental
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el:'roc;

4)

l :u uitation of time/effoct for concluding ·the moni-

torin-J pcoyram

The CTP

(Skalski and McKenzie, 1982).

desi <Jn has

throa
~~~ dis·tl.·nct
~

a d vantages over

the

traditional unpaiced designs frequently utilized in monitoring studies.

One,

.the ability

to the Ot>ecation of NPP 1 s;

to relate changes in biota
allows repeated observations

2)

oi a contcol-tr€atillent combination between
i~nated

as replications;

.'lSSOC~ated

with

control-

favourable

when

treatment station pairings are
zie,

reduces experimental error

and 3)

monitoring,

years to be des-

achieved

(Skalski and Mcken-

1932).

The

identification

d~fferences

of

operational

phases is

not

assessment of impact in NPP
design in

sufficient
operations.

biota

and

operational

periods can

changes and

~PP

between

establish
operations

between

pre-operational/
evidence alone
However,

comparing proportional abundance of

control-treatment stations

biota

between

or

control-treatment stations

in

for

the CTP

organisms at

pre- opera tiona 1/

a relationship
rs kalski and

bet~een
Mckenzie,

19 82) •

5.2.4.1

Application to sea Lamprey Management

Generally, this type of biomonitoring program can be modified and implemented into the sea lamprey management procedures.

The concepts of

impact/treatment sites

operat~onal periois

comparing non-impact/control,
as

of ·sea

well

as

and

pee-operational/

lamprey management

can provide
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valuable assessments

o£ possible impacts of

program imple-

menta ti an and how the ecasyste:n responds pr1or
·
t o, an d after
tr.-ea tmc n ts.

Biornonitor.-ing progr.-ams can provide a relation-

stlip net ween

changes in

a~uatic

life {e. •: J.,

tions, sea lampr.-ey numbers, plants,
sea lamprey program operations.
alternative would be

etc.)

fish popula-

before and after

A cost in implementing this

the funding reguired to

operate these

procedures, which is a major constraint under present budget
of thB sea lamprey mangement operations.

Another aspect
ef .f ects
EEM'

involved in an

monitor:ing program

shave

guideli~es

EIA is
In

(EEM).

been utilize tl minimally

the environmental
the past

bowever:,

when dealt with

in the
aut,

for envircnmentdl impact statements (EIS).

cecent guidelines issued by tha Environmental Assessment and
Revie '.r Process

(EARP)

in Canada has given more importance to

the EEM, coupled with increased emphasis on sound monitoring
principles in the EI A ( Duin ker, 198 5).
groups have

pushed for

Furthermore, v ax:i ous

the modification

of frocedures

to

incorporate EEM's formally into the EIA process.
Var1ous
ragacds to

vie~s

accross

canada have

the limited applic~tion

According to

Duinker :1985)

~dvancing

t

expressed

of 1EM's in

adequate pee/post construction of data
est obstacle in

been

1n

EIA proce-

"the ,cur.r ent

lack of

is the single gceat-

he s t a te- Of the

m~ntal impact prediction" and Duinker p985)

art in environconcludes that
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"we must have some degree of ecological investigation during
constructivn, operation,
ment

projects if

we

and abandonment phases of develop-

are to

improve

our capabilities

in

impact prediction and assessment .. "
Generally, the

de~inition

of EEM is the repeated measure-

ment of environmental variables to detect changes covered by
external influences {Duinkec, 1985).

The broad goal of EEM

1s revealing whether a change has occurred in an environment3l

such as in

v~r1able,

are pcesum::tbly

link z~d

th~

The changes investigated

EIA.

to the development projects or activi-

ty being assessed 'Duinker, 1985).
Over~ll,

several scientific objectives

can be stated in

the EEl1 which are:
To test

1.

impact pcedictions

and expand

environmental

knowledye, and imfrove predictive abilities.
2.

Checlc tne effectiveness of mitigation measures.

3.

Provide early

warning of

undesirable change

so that

corrective measures can be implemented.
~.

Provide evidence to refute or
age compensations,

support claims foe darn-

{Duinker, 1985) •

Based on the definition provided for an EEM,
ing implications can be stated.
test

for effects

before

and

after

of an

Failuce

to provide

one, an accurate design to

intervention

should include

intervention measurements

undisturbed (control)

the follow-

in

both

and disturbed sites (Duinker,
p.r:e/post measuremen·ts

both

produces a

weakec study when lacking temporal/spatial controls.

·the

19t35).

much
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Thus,

an EEM within au EIA is not only a procedure for a

tim8 series if measureJiellt of
tu rbed r1 rea
tid eq u :1t e

·
1rnportant
variables in a dis-

following disturbances,

but also

pre-disturbance measurements

provides for

and measurements

ln

areas not disturbed .{Duinker, 19 85).
The second implication refers to the timing of monitoring

to tbe timing of an EIS

programs with respect

with that of

constcuction, operation, and development of a project.
EEM

should precede

a disturbance

for the

The

length of

time

needed to establisll the natural variability of the phenomena
under study {D ui nKer, 19 85).
dCtiv~ties

EIA's are

which

provide important environmen-

tal iuformation for project/program decision-making,
fore,

EIA's

there-

can also be usei for predicting effects.

EEM's

are not used in predictive procedures since predictions must
However, an EEM can still provide

come before disturbance.

input into the decision-making process such as;

(1}

project

operation and elements of project design that can be altered
after implementation;

and

~2)

future developments expected

to result in similar effects rnuinker, 1985).
The

u.s.
10

A.

procedures of

an

EIA have

therefore,

documentation

dealing with EIA implementations.
pr ov i-ie s more
( 1)

0

f

a probl ern as

performed in

the

and in canada for less than

for more than 10 yea·r s,

years,

been

is readily

available

However, EEM applicatio11

part of EI A

p raced ures such

traditional monitoring procedures were geared for
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post-EI S invest1.gation; and 2) in most government EIA proceaures,

formal public

r~views

once an EIS has been reviewed
Thus,

ap pcova ls.

foe EEM programs.

about EEM procedures,
with

the

del~ted

available for EIA's on

predictions,

Therefore,

usually

and decisions made on project

documentation is

pce-EIS stud1es and impact

related

of EIA's are

but only proposals

in order to gain information

enquiries must be made to individuals

project matters

in

question

(Duinker,

19 85) •

Overall, very little effort has been made with EEM procedures in Canada coupled with EIA's,
Explanations

U.S.A.

include:

(2)

defending lack

non-implementation of

( 1)

weak requirements
{NEPA);

which is similar in the
of

EEM

utilization

EEM procedures due to

of the National Environmental

Policy Act

too much time, money is required from other pro-

grams to be diverted;

and

(3) lack of institutional coordi-

nation mechanisms for inter-govern mental monitoring programs
{ D u ill ke r,

1 9 S 5) •

A gr2at deal
for tne review,
all

Jf conflict drises today over

~ho must pay

implementation of EIA studies.

parties involved

in pre-approval

EIA' s are

Initially,
delegated

responsibilities through government guidelines, however considerable conflict lies over responsibility of post-approved
EE M studies.
would stand to

Genecally, both government and agency involved
benefit from conclusive results

effects of developments.

on specific

This information will prove useful

in futur e /pr e sent :i e velor:ments
of a
"

· 1 ar:
·
5 .111n.

·
nature (Du1.nker,

19 85) •

Two possible solutions for: post-approved
c oopera t ~ve
'

.f, 1)

to share costs of
bet~een

studies;

EEM

and

industry and government
!2)

cooperative efforts

industries involved in such studies (Duinker, 1985).

Application to Sea Lamprey Management

5. 2. 5. 1
EE~

The

between

a~r:eements

studies ar e :

E EM

scheme

has valuable

components

applied to sea lamprey management

which

could

operations such as:

be
t1)

it would generate additional knowledge related to the aquatic syst e m
and

(2)

about possible

e ffects of

an EEM would op erate

as an early warning system in

the event that any appli e d con trol
ates

unde~ir:able

chang e

implemented controls;

in the treated area ere-

to surrounding

flora

and

fauna

nefore and after program imple mentation {similar to biomoniloring strategies.
However,

utilizing

certain problems such
operations,

and

this type
as:

( 1)

of system
the costs

would generate
of funding such

the allocation of responsible

must pay tor: such operations;

(2)

parties wno

the procedures are time

consuming, and entail increased manpower:;

(3) policies must

be cr:~ate d by gov e rnment authorities to enforce the mandatar: Y

E EM

ope r: at i o u within a 11 EI A' s, and (4 )

pr:onlem as

to th e

a111 eng governme nts,
public.

lacK of
..1

there is a major

communication and

coordination

u thori td ti ve g r:o ups, scientists, and t he
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Multicriteria EYaluation "ethod
Another aspect involved in mana rrerl.·al
st ra t eg1.es
·
·
~
1.nvolves
the analysis of alternatives in an Ell process.

Thus, muli-

cr-iteria evaluation methods {MEM} pr-ovide for the evaluation
of alter-natives which

often are marked
by
..

cr-iteria {t1aclar-en and whitney,

1985).

many con fl.1.ct1.· ng
Some of these cri-

teria would include effects ot contr-ols yener-ated,
c o~ts

of a pr-oject, etc.

Th~se

criter-ia can be measured on

differ-ent scales and levels as well
of

importance of

one criterion

economic

as oe measured in terms

to

another tMaclaren

and

whitney, 1985).
Two conflicting problems arise

within the methodological

portion of ruult1criteria evaluation which ace:
measured a.re often in unmeasurable units;
are al3o

variad in terms of

urement of which,

(1) criteria

and ( 2)

criteria

qualitative/quantitative meas-

1ualitative criteria

are more complex to

deal with {l1aclar8n and Whitney, 1985).

These two problems

make MEM dec1sions a very
to this

complex process.

measurement pr-oblem

is to

An alternative

aggregate all

crit e ria

level3 into one common measure or score, which involves some
sort of transformation
whitney,

1985).

onto an initial scale

Other problems

:Maclaren and

arise such as qualitative

data [uominal/ordinal scaled data) that cannot be aggregated
in a mathematical form.

A problem arises because quali ta-

tive information must be modified into quantitative information, since criteria weights are mostly utilized on gualita-
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tive .lJ.td.

Therefore# creating quantitative weiyhts is time

consuming

dlld

difficult.

ates the

mathematical validity

However:-, this modification alleviof qualitative

measurement

(Maclacen and Whitney, 1':185).
One

final problem

exists '"l
~ . th

such tnat weights are assumed

aggrega t'1on of

criteria

as independent of each other,

which is not the case in many events ..
there

Overall,

encountered with

is no quick

EI~

solution to

these problems

data, but many methods exist which vary

in strength and weakness.
Doainance Analysis
Dominance analysis

involves the simple reduction

numbec of alternatives.
ndnt than
reduction

certain alternatives are moce domi-

other alternatives.
10

the number of

considered .iiithout

in the

This process

involves the

alternatives vbicb must

mo.r e complex

techniques requiring

all be
more

in.formation by the decision-maker about criteria weights and
levels.

Essentially, alternatives are eliminated by compar-

ing them to other alter-natives

of equal or greater criteci~

o£ which higbee level

criteria are more desir-able-

.levels,
Overall,

dom~nance analysis may not eliminate alternatives,

nut acts as
are utilized,

a screen~ng device before
anJ can be considered

criterlu evaluation

more complex methods
a first step in multi-

'MaclarEn and whitney, 1985).
4
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5. 2. 7.1

Application to Sea Lamprey ftanagement
the MEM

Under

operat1ous Dominance

analysis requires

the

least amount of information in a simple comparison of alternatives.

Tn8ccfore,

ruana':]ement

~

can

applying this method to

.l;;enericial

for analyzing

sea lamprey
altecnat.ives.

However, ceduc1ng alternatives through comparison results in
tradeoffs which can be undesirable in mangement operations.
Ang~ysi§

Concordance

Concordance analysis can be
and qualitative

data,

and

applied to both guantitative

has stochastic,

properties.

However,

qu an tit ati ve

deterministic concordance

a n d Whi t n e y ,

the prosent

de termini st i c

description is based on
analysis

(Maclaren

19 8 5) •

The first step involves paired comparisons between alterna. ti ves

and a

derived.

concorda nee set

for:

each alternative

pair

Thus, for each pair of alternatives, alternative 1

dominates in ter:ms of a criteria level that is equal or peeferred to
ney,

t t1 e

crit12ria Eor alt.erndtive 2 !Maclaren and Wnit-

1985).

the creation oE a complementary

Step two is

In

cordanca set ..

this case of each

all criteria are included which
alternative 2
'f he

l

pair of alternatives,

alternative 1 is worse than

rMaclaren and Vlhitney, 1985) •

·
creat~ a concordance and discordance
third step 1s to
-.In the concorddnce index,

index.
eac '1

set or dis-

·

cr .~ t

·

e c 1 on

·

~

n

t'

ne

the criterion weights of

set are modified into a standard scale
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and summed.

Thus, one number

specifie~
~

thn-. amoun t o t

·
lmpor-

tance in paired comparisons in the index for one alternative
to another.

No magnitude of importance is indicated in this

step.
In the disco['dance index, magnitude of importance is con-

All criteri."'l are modified to a common scale, then

side red.

the maximum difference between

weighted criteria levels for

alternative 1 to alternative 2 are found
ne y,

(~aclaren

and Whit-

19 95) •

The last step,
for both

is the determination of a threshold value
If

concordance/discordance indexes.

values fall

below the threshold an alternat1~e is considered to be domiAn alternative

nated uy the alternative it is compared to.

with a high concordance index is preferred over a low index,
therefore all other alternativ8s below this can te eliminated.

The same

Overall,

the

can be

applied to

the discordance

index.

perfect situation is

the elimination

of all

alternatives by these thresnolJ values until one alternative
remains

(liaclaren and liJhitney, 1985) •

The problem of the concordance
tice,

threshold

values may

not be

concordance/discordance indexes,
number

of alternatives

analysis is that in prac-

inste~d

obtainable for

thereby
of

either

just reducing the

arriving at

a

single

..11 terna ti ve.

Advantages of the con cor dance met hod
duces two evaluation sets of

are:

C1)

it Pr-o-

indexes to measure two equally
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important characteristics of a set of alternatives;
the advantage

of the number

of

var
.. 1· a·t 1· 0 n~~

and !2)

anu~ fl exi.bility

offered in applying the method to other multicriteria evaluation p roble tus.
of the
of this

Ho ·w eve·r , this is confronted by the problem

mathematical complexity which
method coupled with

weights of each other and

reduces understanding

the assumption

of independent

of each criterion level {Maclaren

and Whitney, 1985).
Application to Sea Lamprey Management

5. 2. 8. 1

Given both

advantages and disadvantages of

the concordance

analysis, this method could be applied on a general basis in
sea lamprey

but

management.

offers a

Concordance analysis

more in-depth

is complex,

comparison between

managerial

alternatives that lead to a preferred alternative.

However,

this method requires more information that may not be available to the manager,

coupled

with the complexity of mathe-

matical output, and unattainable threshold values.
Saaty_ Method
The saaty method is used to transform qualitative data to

quant1tative

data by

a

series

of paired

comparisons

alternatives or criteria (Macldren and Whitney,
one

is deal 1 ng

estimated,

then

with quantitative
the decision-maker

criteria

1985).

weights to

compares each

of
If

be

pair of

·
·
~ the criteria a value based on a 9 point
Cr ...;t er1a
an d ass1gns
scale.

If the criteria ace equal in importance, a score of
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is given to both criteria.
other in imporLwce, th1.:n it
1/9 score.

other a

If one criterion exceeds the
given ;1 score of 9 ,

1.s

The remaining 9

and the

point scores

of the

scale indicate the .1egree of irn[>ortance between the extremes
1 and 9

of one criterion over 1nother ,fMaclaren and Wh 1.tney,
.

1985).

If qualitative

data is being

used to

estimate criteria

levels, tne decision-maKer compares criteria levels for each
p a ir

o f a 1 tern a t i v e s.

The criteria

the same 9 point

scores on

levels are

assigned

scale as quantitative

data for

the criteria wei-jhts (Maclaren and Whitney, 1985).
The next stage involves the comparison of the scaled values for
From

both criteria

level or

a vector

the matrix,

weight to

is created

inter.-val scale and indicates the
criterid weig4ts and lev e ls.
represent a

matrix.

to approximate

an

degree of distance between

For criteria weights, vectors

quanti ta ti ve estimate

value trade-offs,

fcrw a

of the

decision- maker's

and for criteria levels represent a quan-

titative estimate of range of levels of a criterion for:- each
alternative.

The goal

best alternative
weighted

sum

of this method is

to determine the

by selecting the

one which

maximizes the

criteria values

{Maclaren

and

of

Whitney,

19 85) •
The saaty method does not
teria or

lemand trade-offs between cri-

alternatives .tor decision-making,

p,1 ired C·JrnparJ.sons.

However,

the

but

for simple

resultant mathematical

2.32
output dealing

with

vector~
~~

Jifficult to undec;::;tand.
involves deriving

·
o f cr1"ter1a

Another

of alternat1ves.
lized under

problem with this method

weights because under

they are indepenJent of criteria

weight/levels are

normal conditions,

levels 1n a particular set

Therefore, these weights can only be uti-

the assumption that no

interdependencies exist

among criteria and edch criterion weight is linear (Maclaren
and Wh itney,
5. 2. 9.1

19l::l5).

Application to Sea ·L amprey Management

The Saaty method

offers an etfective approach

alternativ8s and

cciteria which can

lamprey management.

prove valuable

scale.

in sea

This method offers an orderly scheme of

evaluating both quantitative and qualitative
point

in comparing

Furthermore,

this method

data under a 9
does not

entail

tradeotfs between dlternatives and criteria, but only a simple pai.ced comparison ..
output is

very complex,

However, the resultant mathematical
and analysis

of this data

can be

co nf using and time cons am ing to the manager •

~2-lQ

TOPSIS l'lethog

The TOPSIS method refers to the Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal solution 'TOPSIS),

in which the alternative

is selected that lies closest to some ideal solution.

This

method also accounts for the aistance of an alternative from
the negative or worst possible
ne_y,

1985).

The overall best

solution (Maclaren and Whitposition is composed of the
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oest values

for each criter1on

.ind the same applies for the
p0sed of all the worst
ti ve

i s l oc a ted

point,

anj at

and Whitney,
formed to

at

negative ideal,

t .he. m1.n1.ma
· · 1

a maximum from the
1985).

th e a lt ernat1.ves,
·

criteria values.

and

which is colJI-

The best alterna-

d 1.s
· t ance

from the

ideal

negative ideal (Maclaren

The criteria

common scale,

·l

from all

are weighted and trans-

this method assumes the cri-

teria weights are measured on a quantitative scale (Maclaren
and Whitney, 1985) ..
The

problem

of

using

the TOPSIS

I:'equires quantitative data,

method

is

that

which can be partially resolved

utilizing the Sa at y met nod for transformation, however,
Sa aty method

is not

~ :1 a c

wh 1 t

la r en a n d

5 .. 2. 10. 1

a good

ne y,

it

approach as

the

earlier indicated

19 8 5 ) •
~anagement

Application to Sea Lamprey

The TOPSIS method is designed to choose the best alternative
This method can be valuable

closest to the ideal solution.
1.n

sea lampret

management

in attaining

a

group of

best

alternatives towards an ideal goal.
5. 2. 11
----

Interactive multicriteria models are methods which recognize that the selected alternative is the best chosen on the
basis of
th e

dec1.sion-rnaker

( £1 a c 1 <J.r

tr· ~de-of£

·
a priori criterl.a
uh
~ 1.' ch

~

may no t

en and whit n e y , 1 9 B5 ) •

be

information

given by

best

solution

the
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This may

result fro~ several

areas such as:

decision-maker is uncertain about

!1)

the

their true preference for

criteria value trade-offs priori to the e?aluation;

( 2)

the

question of mathematical validity of the evaluation methods·

•

(3) incorrect assumptions about the independence of criteria
weights from on another; and :4)

t h e decision-maker may fail

to pravid e a

prior1 information about the

{:'1 a c 1 ar en a n d

whi t .n e y , 1 9 g 5 ) •

Generally,
tion procGss

the interactive methods deal with the evaluaas an orderly

de cis ion- maker can
teria

trad~-offs

1.9 85).

criteria weights

learning process such

.inccease his/her
in decision-making

In this process,

the

understanding of
[Maclacen

otherwise,

cr i-

and Whitney,

decision- maker can check th e

crit ec ion levels i u the alt e rnative.
cess terminates,

that the

new

I£ satisfied, the pro-

alternatives are selected

until the decision- maker is satisfied.
This process is
tives,

effective in dealing with

many alterna-

but is limited when dealing with few alternatives.

second

problem

15

that cooperation

is

required

by

A

the

decisio n-ma.ker.- that is time-consuming (Maclaren and Whitney,
19 85) •

5. 2. 11. 1

Application to Sea Lamprey Management

Interactive multicriteria models can
to sea
0

lamprey management

r der 1 y step- by-s t ep

ana traJeoffs.

since the

Process in

be valuable if applied
procedures follow

an

evaluating decision-making
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0 ver- all,

this

procedure could increase

one's knowledge

and understanding of criteria levels and alternatives.

The

major- flaw in utilizing this procedure is the requirement of
mdny

alternatives.

There.fore,

fe~ alternatives

if

are

available, this method could be ineffective.
~2.12

Stochastic Multi£f!!eria Methods

5.2.12. 1

Stochastic Concordance Analysis

Stochastic multicriteria
the literat;Ire,
analysis

however,

ass~mes

the

of random variables
choose Vdlues
situation,

tion.

stochastic concordance

generated.

project matrix

Furthermore,

utilizing a random number

assump-

generator to

from the probabLlity distribution.
one can

in

shape of the probability distribution

analyze the

alternative from several
probab~lity

Nijkamps

scarcely found

criteria levels in the

and weights arP. randomly
tions are made on the

methods are

runs.

statement of the

changes
overall,

In this

of the

dom1nant

the result

is a

Jominant alternative distribu-

This accounts for uncertainty in the outcomes in mul-

ticr-iteria evaluation, but can only be applied when adequate
infocJiation .1s provided for

estimating the probability dis-

tribution shapG (Maclaren and flhitney,
S evera 1

problems in

approaches

198~} •

::or:e av,l.
~ · lable to

~

solve multicriteria

which multiple Jecision-makers can

be invoked.

(1)

it is possi-

In these appr-oaches, the assumptions are:

ble to identify which decision-makers or affected groups are
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significant ~n the evaluation problems;
these

of

t~1 e

approaches assume

should be a

singl~

•

alternativ e

and !2) the results

mul t .ic ri ter ia

representing the best possi-

ble compcoillisa among all decision-makers
n e y,

evaluation

~aclaren and Whit-

198'1).

5. 2. 12. 2

HLAAW Method {A Higher Level Authority Assigns
Weights)

In the
weights),

next appcoach {a

higher level

authority assigns

the existence of a higher-level authority develops

political weights to the decision-makers.
ions of decision-makers
weight vector for the
provides e qual

~ei~hts

that this approach

Then,

are aggregated to develop
Generally,

criteria.

a sin9le

this approach

to all decision-makers.

is nat cealistic,

all opin-

however

It is stated
it is better

than allowing hlghec level

author1ties to make quantitativ e

decisions for

groups/decision-makers are

~ffective

5. 2. 12. 3

which oth e r

:~aclaren

and Whitney,

1985).

Application to Sea Lamprey Management

The stochast 1 c

multicriteria methods

are devised

mu lt icr iter ia problems by decision- makers..
eral concepts can
ever,

more

be used in sea

to solve

Some of the gen-

lamprey management,

ho-w-

care should be taken in

selecting the type of method

since v~rious requ~rements and

assumptions are inferred for

each ..
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5. l.Jl

Domi.n ance A,E.Q.!oaches

-----

Paretian Method

5.2.13.1

do~inance

Under the
iientif ies

a

s ;.~t

improved for some
J ecisio n-m a kec

approaches,

of et£1.. c1· er•t
•
decision-rna &" ~' rs

~l1dc1a.r:en

the paretian

outcomes that
at

analysis

can only

be

th e e xpense o £ anoth e r

and Whitney,

1985).

Therefor e ,

alternatives which meet thi s c ondition dominate others which
do not.

fhe

outcome of this approach

mJre non-dominateJ alternatives,

~Maclaren

on e or

which will be smaller than

the original set of alternatives,
cia problem

is a set of

and less of a multicrite -

and Whitney, 1985).

Control Resolution Procedures

5.2.13.2

In the

conflict resolution procedures,

the

methods are

applie d in situations whereby all decision-makers are agreed
on a conflict

resolution procedure coupled with

the outcome of th e proce d ures.

abiding to

This approach is best uti-

lized under a flexible me d1.ation structure in EIA procedures
rather

than structural

fram e works

(Maclaren and

Whitney,

19 85) •

5.2.13.3

Interactive Majority Voting Procedure

Und e r an interactive majority voting procedure,

the p.r e-

vo tiny elim.in at ion proce d ure 1.·~~ J'oined to eliminate dominated alternatives
n e y,

from future e valuation :Maclaren

and Whit-

1') 85) •

..
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llnder a

step-by-step process

which differs in opin1on to t 111 e
makers compromises
measured by one

method,

a

decision-maker:

·
maJority of other decision-

his/ner postion.

These conflicts

of thr€e conflict indices.

Overall,

are
the

compromise/concession process precedes until total agreement
is reached by all dec;s
~ •ion- mak,..,rs.
~
flicts result

in dBadlock

·
It 1s
possible that con-

situation

ma .k ers are willing to modify

because no

their view,

decision-

which weakens the

procedural process ~Maclaren and Whitney, 1985).

5. 2 .. 13.. 4

Delphi Approach

In the

Delphi approach,

the goal

is to

obtain expert

opinion in a systematic fashion for useful results.
ally,

thts 1nvolves an

Gener-

iterative procedure involving ques-

tionnaires or surveys distributed to a decision-makers.
the next

stage,

an

analyst summarizes

all responses

In
and

gives all decision-makers a chance to modify their opinions,
This procedure continues until

considering group opinions ..

an overall group consensus of all decision-makers is reached

(Maclaren and whitn3y,

5.2 .. 14.1

1985).

coapensation and Gaae Theory

The final set of approaches deal with conflict resolution
compensation
ut.ili:.~ed

.lH

ani game theory concepts

can be

conflict situations of which decision-makers are

expec·ted to form groups forjayainst a certain position.
. t · of any
so 1ution to minimize con fl lC

One

grounr is to offer com-
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pensation incentives to those origLnally withholding to join
(Macldren and Whitney, 1985).

Bargaining Theory

5. 2. 14. 2

Under

the baryaining

co ope r:a ti ve

theory,

but conflicting

situation such

tuat failure

decisLon-maker-s to

the decison-makers

interests.
to reach

lose :e.g.,

have

This produces
an agreement

long court

a

forces

cases,

etc.).

Also, to r- e ach an dgreem e nt entails concessions by all sides
bdsed on

their

conflictin~

demands (Maclaren

and Whitney,

19 85) -

Application to Sea Lamprey ftanagement

5. 2. 14.3

In conclusion,

t i v e bo d i

~s

(e. g. ,

the decision-makers within the authoritagovernment,

special commissions,

etc.)

Jlust carefully analy .z e and re-evaluate present procedures in
formulating
the present

rnanag~ment

str-ategies.

strategies nave

Presently,

failed to

it is found

effectively control

lamprey numbers, thus authorities in charge must adopt a new
·l p proac h in ma na'.:Je men t procedures.

agement

schemes,

methods,

rest r-ue turing process,
data encountered,

and

The above array of manmodels

which also depends

the numbe.r-

can aid
oo the

in

this

type of

of alternatives and criteria,

and the number of decision-makers involved.
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If I

wece under

·1

mana ~rement

l:'ole,

th e best

choice under

the5e stl:'ate]ies ~auld be the Adaptive Environmental Assessment and Management scheme :AErtM) ..
co.n tt'ol cannot be

initiated,

it is irnpel:'ative

develop :.nent of progt"ams "recognize
the

une.!J2ec_i~1·"

This

m :uc~s

~

t all but

with complex interacting ecosys-

impossible to develop

for the Jevelopment of programs in

a minimal level

to

allows for

r1)

are:

total control

a way to reduce the con-

of unexpected

a more open-minded

developmental stages
which are

fact that variability

Also, Jealin-J with uncel:'ta inty/surprise allows

strateyies.

~:>equenc~~s

that future

uncertaini_y" and "expect

is due to the

in aquatic systems coupled
te ms

Since total sea lamprey

approach for options

of program formulation.

valuable for present/future
Af;Al1'

events ..

This
in the

Key factors

strategy development

s are multi-disciplinary,

and include input

from ;il.l levels of governmen·t and society re.g., fish clubs,
puhl ic) ;

AEAM's

{2)

towards getting

provide a series of

all parties

concerned together

problems, project objectives, etc.;
AEAM orocedures are directed towards
L

coordinated,

workshops geared

-

analytical basis,

to discuss

and !3) the main aim of
addressing issues on a

maintaining a high level of

· l ~' st-~, -c.cl.·entists, decision-makecs
communication among specl.d
1nd

the public.

Chapter VI
RECOMMENDATIONS

--·- ----

.\ s inlicated throu..;h the statistical analysis of sea lamprey
data,

present manJ.-jement

proyrams have failed to

lamprey populatiou.:> under conti:"ol..

keep sea

Thei:'efore, it is impera-

tive tnat present management practices, coupled with program
operations,

be modified tovards alleviating problems vithin

the La.ke Huron system, and to provide more effective,
cient measures
follo~~ng

in sea lamprey managerial

recommendations have been

effi-

strategies.

The

formulated for sea lam-

prey il ldnagement schemes.

2.~1

Decentralization and Moni!g~J:~_g!!Q!!

A key modification to be

of both

anJ canadian control centers

u.s.

Presently,

made involves the decentralization

the

centers under control

·
·
que tt e, M1ch19an
(run b y t•11e u• s
ment),

and in sault ste.

ContJ:ol center

programs,

Marie#

ai:'e located

in Mar-

t:';sh
and Wildlife Depart·~
Ontario,

the Sea Lamprey

(run by the provincial government)-

These centers
trol

•

and operations.

are responsible for implementing
mon~toring,

throu]hout the Lake

and

·
Huron b asLn,

assessment
coupled with

the con-

of all

data

other loca-

tions in the othei:' Great" Lakes ~Lakes ontario, superior, and

-

2'+ 1 -
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iiJ.chi]an).

Since L/llce Huron contains many .river systems and

associated stceams and tributar 1 es ,

operations under- these

pr-esent authorities ace ver-y difficult to conduct.
supported by the

limited amount of collected

under the pr-esent state of operations.
the data is found to be
sons,

or per

data obtained

eJCample, much of

incomplete in teems of years,

district area.

spawning-phase adult

Foe

This is

Data pertaining

sea lamprey

to captured

from 1944-1986

plete for various years throughout the period.

sea-

is incom-

Fur-thermore,

some of tne districts were absent of data completely.
pr-ey wound rate
1985

data for Lake Tr-out and

incomplete per season,
biological data

year-

from the period 1977-1985 was
and district.

from 1378-1985 was

districts and for

Chinook Salmon for

as well as per district.

was missing data per season,

flound r:-ate data for whitefish

Lam-

Spawning-phase

incomplete in

certain years within this

terma of

specified tirue

period.
Therefore,
all

decentralization of centers and operations to

districts throuybout

problems of

Lake Huron

workloads.

greater

of

de~ree

these

data collecting,

infcequent mon1toring,

overburden of

will alleviate

by decentralization,

Also,

control is ensured
.:nanag ~m.ent
.-o.

and
a

for opera-

tions in all distcicts and will r~flect a more complete data
Lase over the enti~e system, as reflected ty more efficient/
-

~tfective

manageffient proce

d -

c

ure~,

accuracy of monitor-ing, and

regular intervals of data collection

4
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Under this new strategy, the e .x isting control centers can
.nodi fy their role as overseers
Lake H-tron system,
tions.

and serve as

The key role will also

o:.( operations for the entire
the focal points of operabe a site for compiling and

assess1. ny all datd from LaKe Huron districts.
T nis new s truct ur€ of operations (Fioj ure 11 2)
more efficient allocation of operations,
DdCK

allows for

ancl provides feed-

into the system by all groups involved.

FIGURE

112.
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6.1

financial Solutions

Th.e Great

Lakes Fishery Commission

cont~ol

lamprey

in all of the

power by federal, provincial,
U.S.. A. and Canaia.

is responsible

Great Lakes,

given

a~e

and state governments in both

In terms of funding, the

ments allocate 69.\ of all

and

for sea

funds,

u.s.

govern-

and ·the canadian counte·r-

parts, the remaininJ 31 %.
Th e Gre at LaKes Fishery Commission
~wo

ajents in U.S.A. and canada.

Fish .1nd wildlife Department and

allocates its wo .rK to

These agents are the

u.s.

the Canadian Department of

Fisheries and Oceans 1 for which the Sea Lamprey control Center applies.
A major contratnt however in implementing such procedures
is the source of funding to support such an operation.
follo~ing

3olutions are

funding.

one,

stated

to

provide the

The

necessary

since decentralization of existing authori-

ties is taking place,

their present budget can be allocated

pa~tlally towards the operation of these centers.

Two 1

under the

new license act for 1987,

required by all residents of ontario who fish.
dolton

a

$10 fee is

According to

~ 1986), an extca $10 million a year is expected to be

~ener~ted

by this license fee coupled with $30 million spent

:iunually on

ontario fis .i teries.

endorsed by the
the Northern

This

new license

ontario Federation of Anglers

ontario Tourist

fee was

and Hunter-s,

Outfitter-s Association,

the
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Canadian ~iLllife Feder .l tion,

and the ontario Federation of

Naturalists (Bolton 1936) ..
Part of this revenue can be allocated to aid in operating
the decentralizatLon scneme, since sea lamprey management is
directly

rel~ted

to fisheries.

According to Bolton {1986),

the revenue will go a long way towards improving the quality
of the resource, ~nd maintaining/increasing the economic and
social benefits from the sport.
just how

economically vital

The Ministry is stressing

sport fishing

which generates

$700 million annually to

{8olton 1986).

Therefore,

is to

Ontario,

Ontario's economy

allocating funds to sea lamprey

management will help reinforce these goals.
According

to Bolton

more

(1986),

than one-quarter

of

Ontarians fish at least once a year, therefore, it is logical to

impose such a

an gl e.rs wno assume

fe~,

-1 n

wh1.ch

is the general

vi~w

from

incr-easing responsibility for Ontario

fisheries.
In the

u.s.A.

funds should

license fees are already mandatory, and the

also be

allocate d f or

th.l· s scheme

under the

sa me reasons as previously stated.

A third

source of revenue

sc heme is the proposi tioll o f
vative MP Barry Turner,
(Hop kin s 1 9 8 o)

•

t o f un d
drl

the decentralization

outdoor-user tax by Conser-

a biologist in the House of Commons

A study done by the Canadian Wildlife Ser-

vice 1985, inJicattd thdt 85 ~ of the population uses or benefits from the country's wildlife resources, therefore,

the
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act should

be passed

to aid

in research

an d preservation

(Hopkins 1986).
Present1 y,

this tax

has been

supported

by

groups

of

organized sportsmen, conservat1.·on1·sts, na t ura 1 1sts,
·
and other puolic figures across the country.
that the

tdx be

wildlite f12ed

placed on items

which can gene.·[ 'ate

It has been proposed

from sports
$5 - 27

equipment to

m.1· 11·.1 on ann u ally

(Hopkins 1986).
If c1cc e pted,

the

funds would be allocated

towards pro-

tectinJ a wide range of essential habitats, endangered species,

among

other federal/provincial research

~hich

sea lamprey management assumes a role) which are areas

that are rapidly being reduced

projects [of

in adequate funding [Hopkins

19 86) •

~~J

Volunteer
The situation

Prograa~

of infrequent monitoring and

data collec-

tion can be resolved throuyh a joint effort between authorita ti ve

.bodies

and

special

interest

groups.

Through

incre1sed participation, authorities could initiate a volunteer program with fishiny clubs

in each district to conduct

ecting within area tributarregu l ar monitoring and data Coll
Authorities should allow for outies, fish derbies, etc.
Since
side aid .1n maintaining sea lamprey populations.
to maintain
sportsmen are showing increased responsibility
and improve fish

stocks,

the services should

be utilized.
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strategy can

Tb.is

au thorl. ties,

drea

:1 aclarEn ancl

adopted on

be

(Lake

detecting

Huron),
change.

dequacies 1.n

ccitical

othecwi~'.,
~--

which

Accardi ny to
lllUSt

provide

wou ld

\~hitney

The

not

be

(1995),

a r e gular bas1.s

. which will

sea lamprey

to

available.

field research

over the

reduce the

data

entire study

inadequacies in

primary factors responsible for ina-

sea lamprey

management is

due to

infrequent

testing, sampling, and limited control stations.

Laboratory experimentation and development of future conPresently,

trols s ltou ld be ex p.1 nded in the future.
si ve ce s-earch is

1.cs,

and

bein~

chemistcy,

exten-

done in the fields of biology, genetwhich can

provide added

potency for

future management strategies ajainst sea lamprey resurgence.
One possible avenue for
opment of future

investigation towards the devel-

controls deals with analyzing

populations along the Atlantic

seaboard.

sea lampr-ey

Since this loca-

tion marks the point of origin of these parasites,
~ations could

ne made

into possible

investi-

natural predator-s

other controlling agents within this salt water body.
sihly,

or
Pos-

these controls can be modified and integrated within

present lamprey programs for more effective control.
Present

mangement schemes

l~mprey populations in
systems.
numbers,

ar-e designed

to control

their larvdl staye within

sea

the river

since lamprey numbers continue to persist in high
authorities

should resear-ch

further controls

in
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re gu L1ti ng

adult parasitic

lamprey in

open water
·

bodies.

Tnis strateqy could work in conJ' unction w;th
...

r~ver

and would offer

integrated into

a more effective component

controls,

present lamprey management operations.

6.~

Increased Participation
Inc r e a seJ parti ci pat ion

an J communication at

all levels

of government, authoritative bodies, special interest groups
(e.g.,

and the yeneral public

f isning cluns),

element .tn

th2 decision-making stages and

is a vital

program formula-

tion.
Many cases
tions between
the

ci ::~ht

Often,

to

in the past

have created

government and
provide input

serious confronta-

societal groups
{e. g .. ,

vital

dealing with
information).

public participation can result in furthec pertinent

information to

authorities which can determine

a progcam's

failure oc success when applied in the field.

~~&

!ncrease Manpower

Incr~ased manpower
operations to

will allow

be under

the reguired

e nsu r8 that a 11 procedures are
cient ly,

anu accucately.

a more

efficient run

regulations,

carried out properly,

overall,

and

of
to

etfi-

expanded contcol units

. em will allow authoritative
with increased manpower to run tn
area of Lake Huron,
bodies to analyze the entire spatial
itocing and data collection
couple:i with more accura t e mon
from which to base their decision-making policies.
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6.7

DeveloE

1 n te

Ne~ SamE1!~Desiqn/Proced~

rna ti on ally, both U.

s.

an d

cana da operate under similar

proc€dures in sea lamprey management te. g.. , chemical, biolomechanical)

-1ical,

cant rols.

However,

despite

effor-ts, lamprey numbers continue to remdin high.
procedures ar-e also carried out
use ot: weirs, Liarn:;,
collect uata
o~icul

traps,

~ertaining

these

Sampling

in a siml·lar fashl· on 'e
l .g,,
L

commercial/sport fisheries)

to

to sea lamprey populations and biol-

characteristics, yet statistics indicate highly vari-

an le counts.
The main

reason for this

is that certain

locations per

district are monitored infrequently, and that many areas are
in freqllently and consistently monitored
cient time, manpower-, as well as funding.
must be

some kind of

because of insuffiTherefore, there

standard design introduced

to ensure

accur-acy of implementing procedures and sampling, which will
reflect a more complete data framework to analyze.

fOEUlatiO!!§
ta
I n exumining previous se t s o t da
prey populations,

no

for ~'"'nalysis on sea law-

set guideline was indicated

as to an

This is
for sampling·
viously mentioned in the
indicated from the compile d data Pre

minimally ace apted

lam prey .number

study.

Therefore, there should be an introduction of strinminimal number
gent controls and regulations gov.arning the
of sea lamprey captured per sampling period.
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6.~

Establish aa

To avoid any
be

In~ectorate

-------

possible bias in monitor1.ng,

monitoring should

per.-tormed by an independent inspe-ctor.-ate to alleviate any

outside change from this occurring.
dent inspectorates will

Also, outside indepen-

ensure that data collected

properlY assessed in terms of

will be

any significant problem which

may arise within the study area, and avoid any type of token1.sm ..

outside Consultants
In order to

maintain the efficiency of

present sea lamprey

operations,

outside consultants 1n related expertise should

be a.llowed to assess the internal operations of the program.
rhe result w1.ll be an

tion

iesigned to

This wi 11 allow
under the

untiasel account of program organiza-

create perturbations
all procEdures,

required guidelines

within the

operations,
and in

system.

etc.

the most

to .r un

efficient,

effective manner attainable.

6-.!1
·
th t
8· ase d on the assumpt.lon
a

.f undl· ng is reduced drastically

to thd point that these recommendations cannot be implemente d,

tae follow.in'] non-struc t uce d

such ds:

St rategies can .b e p ucs ued

: ) the public awareness about the problem of sea
1

lamprey .in the

Gce.tt

can be increased by distributing

Lak12s

l )w-budget adver-tisements

,

~e.y.,

pamphlets,

.flyers}

which
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will

also aid

mouth;

{2)

wi 11 also

to

spreading this

information

by word

of

seminars can .:llso be or ,J anized by educated people

on the problem

(3)

in

and presented to the

general public,

increase the awaceness/knowledge of

which

the problem;

a movement can also be generated utilizing scare tactics
up<1cad (~

the level

F8r example,

it can be

can exp .1 nll to

tional sportfishin~
~ 4}

development of
the public

to help

of u.s.;canadian

also be created
sea laillprey

funds to the
and

fish species ace

eliminating the cecrea-

industry for millions

(e. 9·, fish clubs)

operate sea

d.istric t.s.

and thereby,

the "destroy the

lampcey management;

the subject.

state} that sea lamprey populations

a movement can

can input

or ganiz at ions

awareness on

tne point whereoy all sport

de;:;troyed Dy l clmprey,

an glees;

of public

cause of

public

towards the
fund" whereby
continued sea

interest

groups/

could form volunteer groups

lamprey strategies

in all

respective

Chapter VII
CONCLOSIONS
--------

of th e s t ud y 1s
·

rhe maJ·or obJ"ective

to investigate vnether
As indi-

sea ldrnpl:"ey number:> have increased in Lake Huron.
cated from the statistical f1.D '~1 1·ngs,
la tion.:i :remain

a problem in
The O.S.

Huron watershed.
anced two

surges 1n

.t11g
· h sea 1 amprey popu-

3everal districts of
side

the Lake

of Lake Huron has experifrom 1949-1951

lamprey numbers,

-1nd

1974-1996, indicating a present problem with lamprey popula-

furthermore, these

tions d8spi t e ongoing control programs ..

findings describe t~e characteristics of a lognormal distribution with periods of a~uiesence and resurgence.
dian side

has undergone similar

and aquiesence with
cating

periods of

the most recent period

present problems

with

The Cana-

lamprey surges
1983-1986 indi-

lamprey populations

despite

present controls.
Therefore,

the null

hypothesis (1)

accepting the altei:"native hypothesis
there is a resui:"gGnce ot sea lamprey

(1)

can be

:rejected,

which states that

(Pet:ro~on mal:"in~~)

1ll

It c3n also be inferre d that sea lamprey
Lake fi ,l r:on waters.
resucqence is tb 8 result of ineffective control strategies
and a s sociated

operations ~hich have

13. mprey populations fr:om increasing.

-
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failed to

limite sea

It is, therefor:e, nee-
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es sar:y to

1nit1ate the re-evaluation of

p:r act ices,

and analyze

present management

possible new

strategies for

more

effective sea lamprey control.
Fi3h production data t·orL

~ 1ec t
~c

e d d eep-water species was

a nalyz,;:d tor the period 1944-1986.
t i cs (\1 one ,

but

indicdte that fish

increased for:
However,

Huron.

oath
in

u.s.

production has not declined
and Canadian

sides of

order to determine this

the ratio between

fish productlon,

Fish production statis-

Lake

expansion of

sea lamprey numbers ar1d

fish production must be analyzed.
In the Canadian

districts of Lake Huron,

ratios ranged

from a minim urn of 1 sea lamprey to 56 .. 0 kg of fish to a maximum of 1 sea lamprey to 3362.. 4 kg of fish (Table 3)..

Peri-

ods of low ratio values indicates that small amounts of fish

ar:.~· required

to capture a

Canadian waters
1984.

in the

sea lamprey,

mid 1940's -

which

occurred in

late 1960's,

and in

High ratio values indicate that large amounts of fish

are raquired

to capture a

Canadian waters

durin~ the late 1950's,

and the early 1990's.
which,

10 years

sea lamprey,

which

occurred in

early-mid 1970's,

The wean of the ratios is 1:715.1, of

ranKed above this mean and

23

years below

the mean.
Generally, the canadian waters of Lake Huron have recorded

lower

ratios tor the last

1.nuicat1.ng that
catches of fish.

more lamprey

3 yea rs

of

are beinq

data (1982-1984),
caught in

smaller
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In U.s ..

~aters

of LaKe Huron, ratios ranged from a mini-

mum of 1 lamprey to 10.02 kJ oi fl.'sh, to a maximum of 1 lamJ

prey to 905 .. 3 kg of fish

(Table 4).

to extend from

were founJ

ear 1 y 1 9 7 0 ' s th r o u g h. 19 8 4 •
fr:om the mid to late 1940's,

PerLods of low ratios

the late 1940's,

early 1960's,

lJtlgu
· 1.. ra t l.OS
·
were found to occur

e ax: 1 y 1960' s to early 1970's.

The calculated mean of these ratios is 1:226.5 kg, of which,
14 years

ranKed above

this mean,

and

25 years

below the

me an.
Overdll, the

u.s.

sid. ·.: of Lake Huron has experienced low-

the ?~st 10 years :1974-1994), indicating that

2r ratLos tor

mon:! lamprey are being caught in smaller catches {per kg) of
fish.
Both u.s.;canaJian statistics were combined to illustrate
sea lamprey numbers to fish production ratios over the whole
spatLal watershed of

Low ratios

Lake Huron.

occurred for

the periods of the mid 1940's, late 1960's, mid 1960's, early 1970

•s,

and mid 1970's to 1994.

Periods marked by high

ratios extend from the mid 1940's, late 1950's,
an u mid
which,

1 tJ 7 0 • s •

The mean for

all ratios is

15 years ranked above the mean,

mid 1960's,
1:303.2,

of

and 26 years rank e d

be low the mean.

Ov~rall,

ra st

J

.Lake Huron

has experienc8d low ratios

indicating thdt
J€dCS

more sea lamprey

1

Ciipturcd in smaller catches o.f fish per: kilogram-

for: the
arc being

Analyzing the spatial distrtbution of sea lamprey populatnat numbers

tions indicates

range almost

u.s.

However,

sides of Lake Huron.

numbers of sea lampcey catches
i3 th-2refo['e eviJent that
in a ;nore

effici2nt,

evenly in

both

statistics reveal higher
It

than the canadian side.

u.s. management operations ai:"e run

.effective mannei:" than

theii:" canaJian

Thus, :anadian management operations must be

counter pacts.

improve
ex pand2d and intensifieu on a more militant scale to
throughout
the sampling statistics of sea lamprey numbers
the C.1nadian distr:icts.
indicate

Stat1.stics

more lam pt"ey

that

Howevei:",

.:>mallGr har:vests of fish.

ai:"e

caught

in

actual fish production

statist1cs suggest inci:"eased bai:"vests coupled with inci:"eased
lamprey numbers.
can be rejected,
3tates that

Therefore,

the

alternate hypothesis {2)

:1ccepting the null hypothesis

there is not a

~2)

dfcline in fish stocks

which
in Lake

Huron resulting fi:"om an increase in sea lampt"ey populations.
It

can

be

inferred

that

increased

fish

production,

despite increased sea lamprey numbai:"s,

can be attributed to
stocking proincreased technology in fishery hatcheries,
This field of techgrams, and farms over the past decade.
nology has

s .i gnificantly upgr-aded the commercial

and sport

fisheries in the Great LakesTo late no limit has been set by authorities as a minimal
Howevei:", this
by acceptable tolerable limit of sea lamprey.
f ish production to
0f
identified
by
the
ratio
limit can be
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The lowest ratio calculated

sea lamp.cey numbe.cs.
Huron is

1:7412.7 or

1 sea

lamp.cey fo.c

Given this level, it is evident that both
autho.cities ranK well below

this level.

qerial operations must be intensified

in Lake

eve.cy 7412.7

u.s.

kg.

and canadian

Therefore,

mana-

to reduce sea lamprey

populations, and gain further control.
Steps must also be rndde to resolve the continuing dilemma
of incomplete

data collections

and inf.cequent

monitoring ..

However, these constraints present a major barrier to mana~
ers and
~rams,

decision-makers when

of l~mited kn0wledge .cegardiny

because

populations, distributions,
Consequently,

formulating sea

sea lamprey

and biological characteristics.

limited data input

effectiveness of

lamprey p.co-

could also jeopardize the

present;future strategies

in sea

lamprey

management.
Despite th~se ongoinJ problems,
e.g.,
ment),

the acting authorities,

the Ministry of Natural Resources :provincial governthe

Department of

u.s..

Fish

and 't 'lildlife

Depactment,

Fisheries and oceans canada

and

the

(federal govern-

ment) are maKing a concerted effoct to alleviate these problems, and to improve the ove.call mdnagement of fish resources fo.c both comme.ccial and recreational purposes.
The Great LaKes fisheries
dnd Canadian economies.

~s an important element to o.s.

Therefore, it is imperative to pur-

sue ongoing research to develop
management strategies is vital in

illore effective measures for
the

futu~e

to improve

an~

2S!:l

preser-ve the Great Lakes fisheries..
mY3on mar-inus)

will

£ish habitats,

ttlns it is

The sea lamprey {Petro-

always exist as a

essential to continually monitor:

and investigate laillprey ~opulations..

be

controlled to

the specifit:d

..tee-a pted nn if or ;n levels)

ing

industr-ies be

ec anomy.

a

potential tbr-eat to

limit

Once sea lamprey can
(1:7412.7 or

other

can our commercia 1 and sport fish-

consistent

contributor- to

Ontario's
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MODEL

BACK CO TROL BIOLO
INPUT

NEGATIVE FEEDBACK

,...... ATTRACTAJflS ,..... BIOLCX:ICAL ,......... GENETIC ,...... C
R!PEI.IZ.In:S

S""P:UENTARY LARVAL l'RA'NSFOH!UT!Cif STAC! MlfNSTREAJ! MICRATIOI' PA
STAGE PHASE I'N ,...... EMERCEKa PRC!It
S l'REAMS
STR.'UX n:D
.JULT-ADCUST

~

ro LAKES
S!Pl'E!II E'ER TO JlA Y

Source: MODEL SYMBOLISM AFTER Odum, 1983.

~

1

STAGE
t..UtPRE
......._ INTERACTING '!COSYS'rEb. 1-.
»--POPULAriONS ~
LAKE HURO~
~
MTHS

YS

OL BIOLO

MS MODE

SEA LA
OUTPUT

MONITORING STAGE

NO CONTROLS

OP COI'TROLS LEA'D

• NO CONTROLS LEADS TO CtmTIKOEn
AND POSSIBLY INCREASE!) PRE"DATicm
ON FISH STOCKS
- I»\P~Y POPULATIONS A.~ ~~RE
ALLOWED TO FLOURISH AND ll'CREA..SE
IN NUMBER
SPORT & COMMERCIAL
ASHERMEN
- BOTH SPORT A.Nn Ctii1MERCI.A.L I!mUSTRIES
REDUCE FISH STOC~S PROM HA.R~.
WHICH CAN IN TURri, REDUCE LA.XPREI
PREY THAT COULD REDUCE LUPREY
NUMBERS
- NO DIRECT CONTROL IS PLACED Oft
I..AMPREY NUMBERS PROM THIS PRACTICE

NG 'DISORDER WITH!

"Ell OR (ENTROPY)
OSITIVE FEED BAC~
'IO!f JroST l!E A.VOI!
P'EA.TS THE PURPO~
G A. DYlWliC STATE
YITHift THE AQUA~

~ CMII'!RCIAL

DmUSTI

CE RTA. 11( FISH S1'1

H IN TEM, COULD
REY !ruM BE RS
S A JfEGATIV! P'!E:

CONTROLS (MECHANICAL}

t..AMPREY BARRIERS ARE ~I.ATIVE'LY
EFFECTIVE IN BLOCKINC: SPA.WNINC:
LAMPREY FROM MIC:RATINC: FURTHER
UPSTREAM TO THEIR SPA.Wl'IINC: l!E"OS
- REDUCES LAMPREY NUMBERS AND REDUCES
pREDATION ON FISH STOCKS

NC:S JIAY ALSO CAU'
SELECT OTHER PIS
PREY UPO?I
ri~ P RE'DA TI OR )
S A POSITIVE PEE

- ELECTRIFIED'" WEIRS A. RE VA RI.ABIZ lK THEIR

RET ·PRON IICRATI
OWEVER, IS LIMIT
'( CorfTROLLINC THE
VEJrEl'( T e~ .1 ) J1t
~y TO MOV! ARotl
Rfi UTCH ONTO
SS THROUGH THE t
TUAflOlf; 1m COI'f~

-

CONTROLS

s

~ INTERACTING !COSISl'Eb'
I.AKE HU ROI'

SUCCESS IN CONTROLLING I.J.){PREY ~RS
- KILLS SPA.WNINC: LAMPREY A.S THEY TRY TO
MICRA TE UPSTREAM TO THIER SPAlfl{!l'~~
REDUCES LAMPREY POPULATIONS. AND
THE pREDATION ON FISH STOCJCS
AnRACTANTSIREPB.J.BlTS
- ARE VALUABLE lfHEI'C APPLIED Il'f ccmJUl'CTIO!f
WITH oTHER CONTROLS
1ft
_ HA. VE PRODUCED SIGNIFICANT RESULTS
REC:ULlTING SEA LAJ(PRE'Y NUJ(l!ERS

BIOLOGICAL
THE tmVELCJPJ!El{TAL sTAGES
- ARE sTILL Ilf TO DATE HA. VE PRO~
im~~J~ Df Ll)U'REY CC!HROL

-

GENE'f1C

AR! FOUl"D TO BE !FFE

-

CT'I 'V! TO COI'fTROL

I.AMPRE~ 0~~:~rrr:~=
~~LEASE

Ilf'I'EGRA'l'ED WITH
(e,• STERILIZATI

PROGRAMS)

ONTROLS HAVE PROVE!' T
PRESET'TLY, C~2g~~vi IN REDUCING SEA
E'E THE MOST ! n:·""
L.AMPREY pOPULATIONS THE MOST SIGTfiJ.'ICAI'T
- STA.TISTISTICS RERE~~BERS oVER ~y OTHER
DECLINE IN LAMP
SINGLE coNTROL

Q£MlCAL

I'n! pat)!ACK MAID

!BIIRS W!R!GlVE
IN coNTROL,WHIC

SUCCESS RAT! OF
TEGIES

A !'EGAfi V! P!lro J
X 'rHE JUGRA 'l'ORY 1

n

ELE

_ PRO

WEIRS

.DIIITED SUC!SS IN

LAMP

E!RS

_ PRE

AQUA

- WEI
LOCA

p()1'!1fTL\L HAZZA

~

BE PIAC!tl ON .
RULECTIT'C TH!I

.IT!

APPL
- IS E
A.PPL
WITH

-

m~

VE Ift LAMPREY CO
A!C I!fTEGRATIVE
cO!fTROL STRATEc
RATIV! APPROACH
~MT oP A lfEGATI'

-

SITU
IS V

A LE WHEN APPLn:t
S RATE OP OTHER

THE ,.._, .......... ..

1\MPREY MA AGEME T
r
ASSESSMENT STAGE
(COST/BENEFITS)

LEADS
WITHIN
IPY)
I

BACK

AVO:rnED

IRPOSE OF
STATE OP
AQUATIC

-

-

fOUSTRIES
~ SPECI!
COULO
~

P!EBACJC

0 CAUSE

R FISR
ON)

! F!!'DBACJC

:CRATING

LIMI'l'E'O I1f
IC THEIR
.1) FLOOOIKC
t AROUND rR!
ONTO PISH Df
THE D.U! : SYS'l'!JI

~ COI'f'l'RCL-ACTS
!t MANN"eR
~GIVEN A FURTHER
.,WHICH IS TO
!! OF OTHER

P!!nBACX SITUATI
TORY ROOT! OP' OTHE

SS IN CO!f?ROI.LDG
HAZZARD '1'0 O'l'H!R
~ ON ALL RIVER

I

THEIR LIXITED

!!Y COftTROL WH!lf
~nVE APPROACH
·RA'I'ECIES
tOACH AIDS Ift TH!
~GATIVE l'EEDEACJC

;PI.ttn
TO ASSEss
THER STRATEGIES

DECSJON STAGE

ATTRACTANTS/REPELLENTS
IS AN ETFECTIVE-tONTROL lffl!ft APPLIED
Ift CONJUNC'l"IOI'f WITH O~R STPJ.TECU:S
CREATES A NEGATIVE FElmEACK Sil'U.\TIOI'f
CAN EE APPLIED IN AREAS 'WHERE OMR
CONTROLS CANNOT EE IMPLE~Tim
EXPENSIVE
EXTENSIVE WATER TESTING MUST B! INU·
IATED EEP'ORE THIS CONTROL IS APPLml
(~,r· TESTING P'OR PH, VELOCITY OP' WATER,
DEPTH, ~tc.) IN ORD'KR TO nEFINE THE
REQUIRED DOSAGE
POSSIBILITY OP' EP'PECTING THE SURROUlfOII'fG
AQUATIC LIP'E
GENETIC

- STERILIZATION ANn RI:LEASE PROCWS IN
CONJUNCTION WIT:r JTHER PR!X;R.OIS IS VERY
EFFECTIVE Il'f LAMPREY CO~TROL
- STERIL MALES PREVEl'fT FEMALES FRCM PR()DUCING 1 000 'a OP' PO~TIAL LAMPREY
LARVAE
- CREATES A NEGATIVE P'E'F:DBACP:: SITUATION
- EXPENSIVE AND VERY TIME CONSUMING IN
APPLICATION
- RELEASED STERIL MALES STILL P'EE"D ~
THE FISH STOCKS
- THIS ALLOWS A POSSITIVE PE!DP.ACP:
SITUATION TO OCCUR
BJOLOGICAL
- IS STILL Il'f THE UEVELOPME!fTAL STAC!S
- ALL EXPERilf!l'fTS THUSFAR, HAVE FAlLEn
TO EPP'ECTIVELY CONTROL I..UIP.REY pOPIJL\TIOl'fS
- "EXPEl'fSI V! A!'f'D TDm CONSU!llftC
- !>EMANDS EX'l'El'SIVE P'UNDil'fG Aim PIAKNING FOR IMPLEMEl'fTATION
CHEMICAL .

- IS THE MOST EPFECTIVE lAMPREY ccr.n'ROL
TO UATE
- SINCE THE 1950•11, LAJIPR!:Y !UJ(B!RS ·
HAVE UECLINEn AS MUCH AS 80, IN llAlfY
WATERS HOSTING THIS PARASITE
- CREATES A NEGATIVE P'EEDBACK SlTOATIOif
- PRESENTS MINIMAL DAJtAGE TO TH! SURROUNDING AQUATIC LIFE
- VERY EXPENSIVE
- REQUIRES EXTEl'fSIVE WA'l'ER T!Smc
PROCEDURES (BID-ESSAY) PEFO.RE ~S
CONTROL MEASURE CAl'f BE IMP~Ifnro
- T.P.M. ANn l!AYER 7) ARE USED IN A
RATIO TO REDUCE COSTS BY AS MUCH AS

so,e:

_ THE ACTINC AUTHORITATIVE BOD'!
lf.1JST FORMUlATE A RATIONAL
~.ANAGEMENT SCHElf.E BASED ON THE
SYSTEMS INPUTS, OUTPUTS:,;t~TRA TECY
THIS SELECTED MANACEME"
- SHOULD REFLECT AN INTEGRATIVE
APPROACH GEARED TOWARDS SEA
LAMPREY MANAGEMENT, AND ESTABLI5HlNC, A
LIBRIUM WITHIN

DYNAMICTHES~~A~CE~~~YSTEM

Appendix D
DEPIN~D

TE~MS

U~ED

IN MODEL EXPLANATION

-~n.f!..!!t

- R~fers to anything that is placed into something
l.nputs of the model include fish stocks
sea
lamprey, sport and commercial fishermen and sea l~mprey
controls) ..
'
~e.g.,

OutQQ~

- Refecs to the quantity of material put out
the results of input interaction within the ecosystem of the model) ..

re. g.

1oo .E - Ref e r:s to wx:aparo und one or
positve and ne~ative feedbacks).

more times

(e. g.

Eco2Ystem - Refers to an ener:gy driven complex consisting of-a-community ot organisms, and their controlling
environ m~ nt.
~.Y§!:~!ll -

Is d cullection ·J f objects and attributes consisting of components and variables and their interrelat.io ns hips.

£;;onn2l_~Y§.i.gm_ -

Is a process-response system which is
significantly controlled by some form of intelligence
{~. •.J· llamans).

Positive Feedback - Involves the situation where an
externally- produced variation sets up a series of changes whlch has the effect of accelerating the effects of
the original variation in the direction of the original
change. .If unchecked, this can lead to self-destruction
in the system ..

Ne~ative Feedback - Involves

situations vhere an externally produced--variation sets ~p a series of . ~hanges
which hds the effect of dampin~ down or stabl.ll.Zl.ng the
effects of the original external variation.
Are designed into various shapes and models
fro;-;;terials such as metdl, wood, and nylon fabrics.
Thes~ devices dre ~ubmerged into water bodies to trap
cert':l.in agnatic li£2.
Di£ Net

-

26 2 -

263

.EQ£taule Assessment Tra.E_ - Are constructed from various
matBr ialS (e.g •
WOOd, metal, SCreening 1 etc •) which are
u.sed to trap :tguatic life for observation and scientific
study.
~.f.Q£1

- Is a measure of randomness of a systems organiza tioa.
·r he state of th~ system may .be t bought of as
the values of tb€ system variables exhibited at a part~cular point in time, and their relative stability.

Dy:n_1l!!.i£_HUili brll!.!!! - Is a state where the system variJ.bles are adjusted to a given level of input, producing
a given level of output egual to in magnitude to the
i n put r-at e ..

THIS ... ~AS FR •1GFA'1 ~LO'IS ,3 STT\C!<H ti!STO-:JJ:;A;<lS DULIN·.; HTH E
DIPL~DE~T V\BIABL=~· ~AE~_IS EN1~R~~ AFTEf LihE 7
AHQ TITLE~
F00~~0TES~ ~~r NO~.s L~~ ~F ~NTE9Er A~T~~ [ROC "C~'-T cc~MAN;'
1
;;1E?'I1 ~C'3 JG 1toJ,O.:it~), .\K' ,CL~S~=\
···
•
u .~n.o
•
&...
· I I F. X FC ::>AS~ • 5
;;SYSIN DD
RFM:

HF.'l'14S3X

*

D~'IA

USTRY:
INHT YEAf. GHDER .E i' ; ~IO~ UNGTll .~ IF.'I j;t! ·; :I'! ~ 'liT,·
CARtS·
PHTEP~d V=:<2 C=I\LACK;
PAT'rl'FN2 V=R2 C=3L.I\C!<;
PBCC GCHARI [: li.TA=US'IFY;
VEAR

n ;A B

I

=

S U E:; !.' C U F r~ ~ ~I r f fi
SUn\ 1i = PGTC:'

DISCRE'Ir
SPACB=O
CAXIS=ELACC\

C'IEXT=EU.•'::'~;

TITU.1 H=1 F=XSIIIISS C=3L\CK
1 sPll wH ~G-? !:V. s: ,\ J rn 'I s ? ~,
Lll :-! i? r:: Y :: I o rr GI c H r. ~ T A• :
TI'ILE2 H=1 ~=XS';;ISS C=JlACi<
~ F r. MA U .) C C L L t C T E t E Y t-V .\L U A': IC N l.l 'H T S I N ' ;
1 f~ ~ MA L E I
T TLE2 H=1 F=X!:HSS C=3~\Ci<
'CANAtiAN ':'RIBU'IARIES os; lAKF !-IUFCN';
TI1LF.4 1!=1 ~=XS~ISS C=rlLACK 'DIS'IPIC'r NC-1 197S-1<j:3~';

=• n F =)I S ~ I:::\ S C=B i.. ACK

'SOUI\CE: Dli.Tl\ PlirB 'IP.F SEA LA~PRI'Y COi!RC. CFN ·T Li S.\ULT
PROC GCHAR'l f, .!.'!!l=GS'IFY;
VEAR YEAR I SU.E';RG!Ji:=LF~GTH
F CCT N0 T F 1

H

~-T.

:iAHE C::T.';

Su'I':V!\B=LE~
DI5C~E1E

SPACF.=O

C~XIS=fLACi'i

CTEXT=EJ.l\CT<;

'!'IUE1 H=1 F=XSwiSS C=Pl'\Ci<
'SPA~NING-P!L\S"E' .&.DOl':' Sl'..\ l.A~?IiF

'l

:3IOlOG!CH ['A'Id I:
.
CF "1AL~IfE)'IHES) COLlfCTEC ~Y':

TirLF:2 H=1 F=XS\iiSS C=BLli.CK
1

(ME~~ L~N.}TH IC:;•)

TITLF.j H-1 ~'=XSw"'s:, c=BD.Ci\
- ....
'EVALUATION l!NI'IS I~ C\~L\DI'I); TFI?UTHIES CF . U!<t:. ~~l·U~•':
7ITLE4 H=1 F=XS-.ISS C=I3I.?\CK 1 DISTRIC': ~C-1 1-J7e-H:.L';
F00 nOT E
r 1AT H
T1 F Ii8 0 ~=X~
'T HIIF. t S
SS
2 A C l EL
HI .\HC 1\q
C0 'i' FC L C NT H .. ::J- ,\ .d L r..l .)- T •
1 S0 0 HC :

~

=.

~

=

~

H FI

~ ~ 'i T •

'

;

HOC <:CHART [;ATA-=US'IPY;
VEA!l YEa.!.~ I SOEG3CUF=WEIGHT
SU!'VAP.=w'r
tiSCRF'rE
SF~C~=C

CA:<IS=EIAC"i
CTE:<T=ELACi<'

pnr~1 H=, F=xswrss c=BLACK

• "'-

SPAWnNG-PH~SE

ADUlT SU L~~pHv Eil~ 1.0GICh ~,; , ,d •
TITLF2 9=1 F=X<:iiSS C=~3LACK
'
'J:-!E.AN ifE!I.HT 'fgm.) f'F ~;,\LE/HMA:F) CCLUC:TF.D DY:
H=1 F=X~iiiSS C='3DCK
... I •
,.tt~~~l\'f'IO~r UNI'!S Ih C .\~,\DIA~ 'Ii:i:I!'HUJ~EiC~IFSCISi-dc,.
NC-1 ,g ·/::l-1)9':
1
•
ii=1 "'=XS~ISS 1= '3L~Ci< 'LAKE_ ur· ·
•
1 ... '" ..
H=.3 F=lCS"HSS
CFNHrt "AULT ST.
II
·
: C 1\ T A PliO r-f 'I HF SEA L ,\i'l
·
·
-

P:LE]

'Soh~g~NOT~1

C=3~~~~ CC~"'FCL

1.

1
:

~A:!£

CN'i. I ;

THIS S!\S F~'J';Ii~"l CllAR'!S S'HCKF.r HISTCGI:l.MS FOR
OF GFN~ERL LFN~T9, WEISHT! CF LA~PFEY. DA~A IS

THE V.\RTAHES
ENTERED A~!~R
LINE 7, AND TITL~s, ETC. lAS ~F. P!..~CF'J - ~.F'IER .EACH ?BOC GCfl~R':
COMMAND.
I/'IES11 JOB (GHJ,QC2,5), 1 !\K' ,ClASS=~

RE!'I:

11 F.XFC SAS855
1/SYSPI DC
l'IEK4010

*

USTBY;
INPOT YEA& GENuER ~ ~GTO'I
CARDS •
·
?ATTEEN' V=X2 C=SLAC~;

DATA

·

tE~G:H

~

LE~

PAITEE~2 V=R2 C=3L~CK·
TITLE 1 H= 1.1. F='IITALTC C=ELACK

'TEST'·
TI1LE2 H=1.2 F='IITALIC C=EL~CK '~ISTCI;
PECC GCH~RT [ATA=US1PY;
VE!\R

YE~R

I

SUEG~CU~=JE~DER
SO~V~!\=l?G'!'O'L
DI~CRE'IF

SPACE= 0

CAHS=fl!\Ci<
CTEXI'= rll\CK;
TI'IL~t H=1.2 F='IIT.a.UC ..:=F.UOi '':ES1'·
TITLF2 H=1.2 F='IITALJC C=Dl,CK 'HIS'IC 1;

PRCC GCHAR:
VEAR YEAR I

tATA=US'I~Y;
SUF~ROUF=~~NGTH

SOliVAR=LDI
DI!:CRE'IF

SPACE=O
CAXIS=ELACt<

C'UXT= ELACK;

TITLE1 H=1.2 F='IIT!\liC C=~LACK ''I'E'ST';

TITLF2 H=1.2 P='I!rALIC C=ELACK 'fiS'IC':
PROC GCA~R'I DhTA=fJS!RY;
VBAE YEAR I SUE~ROUP=~FI~HT
SUH!\R=iiT

DI:CSE'IF
SPACE=C

//

CAX!S=ELACK
C'!EXT=EL!\C:<;

~EIGHT

t.

~1;

RE~:

THIS SAS FROGEAM PL01S 6 DIFFERENT GRAPHS WITH 6 SEPARATE
VARIABLES. DATA IS ENIERED AFTEE LINE 8~ J.ND ALL OPTIONAl
TITLES, PCQTNCTES~ ETC. AEF CREATFC AFT~R LINE 293.
//'IEST1 JOB (G180,QD2,'.:1), 'AfP ,CLASS=~
I I EX'EC S AS955
//SYSIN DD *
%ZET1453X
GCPTICNS VPOS=50,HFCS=140;
DA'I A CA NL AM ·
INPUT YEAR $ Xl;
CARDS·
PATTEEN\ V=X2 C=BLACK;
PA'ITERN2 V=R2 C=BLACK;
PECC GPLOT DAIA:CANlA~·
T1TLE1 H=1 F=XSWISS C=BLACK
'COMPARISON BETwEEN FISH PEODUCIJON AND lAMPREY';
TITLF.2 H=1 F=XSiiSS C=BLACK
'NUMBERS IN CANADIAN LAKE HURON WATERS';
Tl'ILE3 H=1 F=XSHSS C=BLACK
'ALL tiSTRICTS COMBINED FOR !HE PERIOt';
TITLE4 H=1 F=XEiiSS C=BLACK
'1944-1986 1 •
FCOTNOTE1
H~.6 P:XSwlSS C=ELACR
1
SOURCE1: DATA FROM THE SEA LAI'lFEFY CCNTEOl CENTER SAULT ST.. f!ARIE, CNT. 1986. 1 ;
FCOTNCTE2
H= .. 6 F=XSIHSS C=ELACK
1
SOURCE2: DATA fROM THE GBEA'I LAKES FISHERY COPUHSSION, ANN ABEGR l!ICH. 1986. 1 ;
PLOT X1*YE~B·
SYMBOL1 L=1 C=ELACK I=JCIN;
PBOC GPLOT DATA=CANfRO;
PL CT Y 1 * YE AB •
SYMBOL2 L=2 C=ElACK l=JCIN;
PRCC GPLOT DATA=OSALAM;
TITLE1 H=1 F=X5iiSS C=BLACK
'COMPARISON BETWEEN FISH PuOtOC1ION AND lAMPREY';
TITLE2 H=1 F=lSiiSS C=BLACK
'NUMBERS IN U.~. LAKE HURON WATERS All';
TITLE3 H=1 F=XSWISS C=BLACK
1 DISTEICTS COMBINED FCR THE
PEBIOD';
TITLE4 H=1 f=XSiiSS C=BLACK
1
;
I 1944-1986
FCCTNOTE1 H= .. 6 F=XSMISS C=ELACK
1 SOURCE1:
DATA FROM THE SEA LAMPREY CCNTWL CENTER SAULT ST. MABIE, CNT- 1986. 1 ;
FCCTNOTE2 H=.6 F=XSWISS C=El~CK
'SOUBCE2: DATA FROM TH~ GREAT LAKES FISHERY COMMISSION, ANN ABECB MICH~ 1986.';
PLCT X2*YEAR·
SYMBOL1 L=1 C=ELACK I=JCIN;
PROC GPLOT DATA=USAfFO;
PL CT Y 2 * YE AR •
SYMBOL2 L=2 C=ELACK I=JCJN;
PROC GPLOT DATA=CO~lAM•
TITLE1 H=1 F=XSiiSS C=~LACK
'CC~PARISON BE!MEEN FISH PBODUCTION AND lAMPREY';
TITLE2
H=1 F=XSiiSS C=BLACR
1 NUMBFBS IN BOTE U.S./CAN.
WATFRS OF IAKF. HURON';
TI!LE3 H=1 F=XSIISS C=BLACK
'ALL tiSTRICTS COMBINED FOB THE PERIOC';
TI'ILE4 H=1 F=XSiiSS C=BLACK
I 1944-1 S86 I :
FCOTNCTE1 B=.f. F=XSMISS C=ELACK
'SOURCE1: DATA FRO!'! THE SEA LA!'IFFEY CCNTFOL CEN'rER SAULT ST.. lURIE, CNT. 198t..';
FCOTNCTE2 H=.6 F=XSkJES C=ELACK
'SOURCE2: DATA FROM THE GBEA'I lAKFS FISHERY COMMISSION, ANN AEECR I"'CH. 1986. ';
PLOT X3*YE AB ·
SYMBOL1 L=1 t=ELACK I=JCIN;
PBOC GPLOT DA!A=CCMFFO;
PLOT Y3*YE AB •
SY~BOL2 1=2 l=ELACK I=JCIN;
II

THIS SAS PROGEAM IS DESIGNED TC CORRELATE TWO GROUPS OF rATA,
~SEA LAMP.EEY NUMBERS AND l'IS!l PiiODUCT10N) FOR THE ?ERIOD 19•4996 INCLDSIVE. THE GRGUFS WEBF EiiCKEN DCWN TO COMPARE 1EE U.S.
SIDE, THE CANADIAN SIDE, AND ECTH U.S./CAN. COMBINED. TilE DA'IA
IS ENTEBEI AFTER LINE 5.
/;ROCKY JOE (G180LQDZ)J'DU~ALA 1 ,ClASS=A
I I EXEC SAS824,IiEu!CN=oOOK
DATA·
INPUT YR X1-X6;
CAliDS•
PECC COBR;
VAB X1-X6;

RE/'1:

II
II

1

RE~:

THIS IS A SAS PR0GRAM THAT SEL!CTIVELY PLCTS HISTOGRA~S. THE
DATA IS ENTERED AFTER LINE 9 1 AND TITLES CAN BE MODIFIEC TC
CORRESPOND TO ~H~ DATA IN liNES
2c TO 28.
IITEST1 JOB ;G180,QL2), 'AK' ,CLAS~=A
I I EXEC SAS8:1S
IISYSIN DD *
~ ZET 1 453X
DATA USTRY;
INPO~ YEAR $ TOTAl;
CARDS·
PATT~RN' V=R2 C=BLACK;
PATTERN2 V=R2 C=BLACKi
TITLE1 H=1.2 P=TITALic C=BLACK '?ARASITIC-PHASE SEA LAHPrlEY COLLECTED';
TITLE2 H=1.2 F=TITALIC C=6LACK 'FROM CO~~ERCIAl FISH~EME~ IN IA~E HU~CN';
TITLE3 H=1.2 F='IITAIIC C=BL~CK '"'H-1 1967-1986 1 ;
PBOC GCHART DATA=USTRY;
VBAR YEAR I SU~VAR=TCTAL
SPACE=O
CAXIS=ELACK
CTEXT=ELACK;

II

RE~:

THIS . SAS
DATA tEG.

PROGEA~
LA~PBEY

PLOTS A REGRESSION CURVE FOR A SET OF
NUMBERSt· DATA !S P.NTERED APTEB LINE 8,

~~~Ffoi~~~,r~f~RvtfEtf~~§ - ~R~F~tgT~~Nis 2 SELt 1 ~~fH 9 ~H~~DA!A.

IITEST1 JOB JG180,Qt2),'AK',CLASS=A
I I E X EC S AS 8 ~ 5
IISYSIN DD *
%ZET1453X
DATA USTRY;
INPUT TIME NUHBEFS;
CARDS;
SH!BOL1 V=R2 C=ELACK;
SY~BOL2 V=R2 C=ELACK·
SYMBOLJ V=ST~R I=RCCiM95 C=ELACK;
TITLE1 H=1 P=XSWISS C=BLACK
'REGRESSION OF PARASITIC-PHASE SEA LAMPPEYS COllECTED';
TITLE2 H=1 F=XSiiSS C=BLACK 'BY COM~ERCIAL FISHERMAN IN LAKE
TITLE3 H=1 F=XSiiSS C=BLACK 'CH.IU.S. CCMBINEt 1967-1986';
PROC GPLOT DATA=USTRY;
PLOT NUMEERS*TI~E=3 I
CAXIS=ELACK
CTEXT=ELACK;

II

HCRC~';

RE~:

THIS FORTRAN PBOGRAM IS DESIGNFD TO CONVERT A FNTERED DATA FILE
FOR SAS TO PRODUCE STACKED HISTCGRAP.S FGR WOUNDED/NONMOUNtED
FISH. LOOPS AR~ USED FOR INITIATING THE INPUT/OUTPUT STATEMENTS
IN LINES 10/11J 13,17T 20;21. CNF ~rST SP=CIPY THE NUMBEB CF
REGIONS IN THE CATASE AND HOW MANY YEARS CF DATA ARE PRE~ENT
IN EACH REGION.
//WOUND JOB t'G180,QD2,10~_10), 1 FRANK J K02NII<',CIASS=A
I I EXEC WATF V,REGICN=30vK
$JCB
llATFIV

·c

c
c

80

90
95

100
50

CALCULATE THE· NUMBER WCUNDED FISH FCR EICH DISTRICT
PROVIDF A CATA SET FCn S~S Hl~TOGRAMS
CHARACTER NAME*80~DISTRI*4
INTEGER I£JtM~~{2J)LC,YEAR
REAL TOT~~E~,wOd,NWuU
READ (5, ) P'READJS•*) (N (I) ,I= 1,~)
DO 5 J= 1 M
REAr: J~•*) !'lAME
WRITEJ6,90)
N.\11E
1
~ORMA'l '
,A80)
C= (J)
DO 100 I=1,0
.
BEAD(5,*) YEABtPEE,TOT
WCU='I'CT*PER/10u
NiiOU='IOT-fiOU
WIHTE 16,<15) HAR,NWOULTCT
WBITEI6 90) YFAR iCU LO'I
FORMATt' I f4'
loiOUNDED' F8.2 JX,F~.O)
FORMAT (r' 1 ,f4, f
NCN-iOUNDEr' ,F~. 2, 3X,F5. 0)
CONTINuE
CCNTINUE
STOP
END

$FNTRY

$IESYS

II

RE~:

THIS SAS FROGRAM CHAR!S ST~CKED HISTOGRAMS FOB WOUNDED/
NONiOUNDED FISH. DATA IS ENTEBFr AFTEB LINE 7, AND TITLES,
ETC. AB E P B C E r AFT
E E LI NE 9.
/ITEST1 JOB ;G180, ·~D2), 1 AK 1 ,CLASS=A
I I E XEC S AS 8 ~ 5
//SYSIN DD *
%TEK4010
DATA USTRY•
INPUT YEAR SCAR $ P~R TOTAL;
CARDS •
PATTERN' V=A2 C=3LACK;
PATTERN2 V=R2 C=BL\CK;
TITLE1 R=1.2 F=TITALIC C=ELACK

''!F.ST' •

TI1LE2 H=1.2 F=TITALIC C=ELACK 'HISTOt;
PBOC GCSART DATA=USTRY;
VBAB YEAR I SUEGHCUP=SCAR
SOPIVAR=PER
DI~CRE'IE

SPACE=O

C AXIS= E U.C K

II

CTEXT=ELACK;

REM: THIS FORTBflN PROGRAM I3 DESIGNEe TO CONVERT A ENTERED DATA FILE
FOR SAS TO PRO[UCE ST~CKED HISTOGRA~S FOR WOUNDED/NONMOUNtED
FISH. LOCFS ARE USED FOR INITIATING THE INPUT/OUTPUT STATEME~TS
0

~~Gi6~~SrJ f~J'r.l~~JJT ~26 2 ~owc~;,N~U~~A~~E~~fbAf~EA~~M~~~~~tT

IN EACH REGICN.
JOB JG190t.QC2, 10.r.10) , 1 E i.o\Nr J f<UZNI!P ,ClhSS=A
I I ElEC WATFlV,RE~ICN=30uK
$JOB
WATFIV

//WOUND

c

C

C

CALCULATE THE NUMBER WCUNDF.D FISH FCR El.CH DIS'IRICT
PROVIDE A CATA SET FCB SAS HI~TOGRAMS
CHARACTER NA~E*AO DISTB1*4
INTEGEH ILJtM~NJ2~)LO,YFAR
REAL TOT~~E~,w0 ,N~uU

~~tg(~~~)) (~(I),I=l,M)

DO
30

50

~

J=1

.

~~gEJ~~:H),A80)
N~~~E

FORMAT

1

1

C= (J)
DO 100 I= 1, 0

READ(5,*) YEAF~PEE,TOT
IWU=TOT*PER/10u
N'iiOU= 'lOT- WOO

90

95
100
50

:n~~~~'16~
~~~~:~~gat6~r
1
I f4 I
WCUNDED' I-8.2 JX,F~.O)
•,f:4,r
NCN-~OONDFr',r~.2,3X,F5.0)

FORI1A1(
FORMAT('

CONTt~UE

CCNTINOE
STOP

$ENTRY

$IESYS

II

END

REM:

THIS SAS PROGRAM CH~R~S 5~ACKED HISTOGRAMS FOR WOUNDED/
NONWOUNDFr FISH. DATA IS ENTERF.r AFTF.n LINE 7, AND TITLES,
ETC. ARE PLACED AFTEE LINE 9.
//TESTl JOB ;G1SO,Qt2) I 1 AK' ,CLAS~=A
I I EXEC SAS8:>5
//SYSIN DD *
%TEK4010
DATA USTRY;
INPUT REGION $ SCAR $ PEE TOTAl;
CAn OS·
PATTERN' V=X2 C=BLACK;
PATTERN2 V=R2 C=8LACK;
TITLE1 fl=1.2 F='IIT.UIC C=BLACK 'TEST'·
TITLE2 H=1.2 F-='IITAliC C=BlACK 'HISTOI;
PBOC GCHART DATA=US!PY;
VBAR REGION I SUBGBOUP=SC1R
SUMVAR=PER
DI 5CR ETP.
SPACE=O
CAXIS=EL~. CK

CTHT=ELACK;

II

THIS FORTRAN PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO CONVERT A ENTFBED DATA FILE
FOR SAS TO PROtUCF. STAC~Et HISTOGRAMS FOR THg NUMBER 0~ SEA
LAMPREY SA~PLEDINOT SAMPlED. LOCPS AEE USED FOR INITIATING
TgE INPUT/OUTPUT STATEMENTS IN LINES 10111! 13, 17L AND 2GI21.
CNE MUST SFECIFY THE ~U~DEE CF FEGICNS & YtARS IN ·rHE DATASET.
//WOUKD JOB {G180(QC2,10(10) , 1 FR~NK J KUZNIK',ClASS=A
I I EXEC WATFIV,RE6ICN=30uK
$JOB
WATFIV
RE~:

c
c
c

80

CALCULATE THE ~UMEER wOUNDED FISH FCR EACH CISTBICT
PROVIDE A VATA SET FCR SAS HIS10GRAMS
CHARACTER NAME*90 ClSTRI*4
INTEGER I J M N'2~l C,YEAR CAO SAM
REAL TOT,~E~,~Otl,NWtU,FM,P~,~~t,FML,MMw,FMV
READ '5 *) M
READ;~,$) :li rr) ,I= 1,1')
DO 5u J= 1 M
REAr: ·~,*) NAME
WRI'IEf6,80) NAME
FO HM.AT ,\ 1 ' , A3 0)
C=~ :J)
DO 100 I= 1 0
READ~5~$)
WRIT~

90

95

100
50
$ENTRY

6
854128

$IESYS

II

YEAR(CAU!SAM,I?M,I?F,MML,Fi'!L,~Mw,FM'iol

jo,9"i) YEl'R,CAU-SIII"
WRITE f 90} YEAR SAM
FOE~ATJ' tff4t'
liOfsaMFlE 1 ,F8.2)
FORMAT( ', 4,
Sfi:1FLED',""8.2)
CONTINUE
CCNTINUE
STOP
END

REM:

THIS SAS FROG~A~ IS DESIG~FD TO PLCT A HISTOGRaM CONTAINING
2 SETS OF DATA :EG. LI\!'!P!'EY SHFLEI:INCT SA~PLED, AND NUMEER).
DATA IS ENTEREt AFTER IINF 7, AND 'IITLF.S CAN BE MODIFIED 10
EXPRESS TBF. LATA IN LINES 10 TO 19.
I IT E S 'I1 J 0 B f G 1 8 0 , Q I; 2 ) 1 1 1\. K ' , CL A5 S =A
II EXFC SAS9~'i
1/SYSI!i DD *
%TEK4010
D A 'IA.

US'IR Y:

I!iPUT

CAR OS·

YEAR $

IA~PE¥Y

J PER;

PATTEEN, V=X2 C=BLACK;
PATTF.EN2 V=R2 C=BLACK;

H=l F-=XS\IISS C=BLI\CK
'SPAWNING-PHASE ADUlT SFA LAMPFFY E10l0GICAL DATA';
TITLE2 H=1 F=XSiiSS C=BLACK

TI'ILE1
1

(NUMEER

CAUGHT/NUMBER

SAMHED)

~y

EVALU~TICN';

T1TLE3 H=1 P=XSwiSS C=BLACK
'UNITS IN CANADIAN TRIBUTARIES CF LAKE HURCN'·

TITLJ::4 H=1 F'=XSWISS C=BL.l\.CK
PEOC GCHART DATA=US'IRY·
FCCTNOTE1 H=.8 F=XS~IS~

C=EL~CK

'SOURCE: DATA FROM TRF SEA
VEAR YEAR I

LA~PRFY

SUEGBCUP-=LA~PEEY

SOMVAR=Pr.R
DI~CRE1F

SI?ACE=C
CAXIS=ELACK

C'IEXT=ELACK;

II

'ALI CANAtiAN DISTFICTS

1S77-1YS35';

CCNTRCL CENTER SAULT ST. MAFIF CNT.';

REM: THIS PORTBA~ PROGRA~ IS DESIGNF.O TO CONVEB'I A EN T ERED DA7A F:lE
FOR SAS TO PROCUCS STACKED HISTGGRA~S FOR ' MALE /F EMALE M}.LE /
FEMALE LENGTH MALF./FE~ALE wPIGHT. LCOPS ARE USED FOR I&IT!ATI G
'IHE INPO'IICUTPU'I STATE~EN'IS IN LINES 10111t 13 , 17L ASD 2C I 21.
CNE MUST SPECIFY TEE NU~BFE OP Rf GICNS B YtA RS IN ~HE DA'IASET/IwOUND JOB t'G190 1 QC2, 10,_ 10) ,' F.R~NK J KUZNI!<' ,CLA SS=A
I I EX~C WATF V,RE~ICN=JOuK
$JCB . WATPIV

c
c

TRE NU~D~R WCONDED FJS H PC B F ACH DI S1R ICT
PBOVICE A CATA SET FGR SAS HI5TOGBAM S

CAlCULATE

c

1 CJSTRI*4
O,YEAR CAC SAM
REAL TOT,~Efi,~oU,N~6U,PM,Pf,M~l,FML,MMi,Fj ~
READ 15 *) I'
READ{~,!) (N(I),I=1,M)

FORMA'!
C=
DO

N{2~)

100

I

NAME
NAME
',A80)

(J)

I=l,O

READ(~~*)
WRIT F' b , 9

YEARrCA9GSAM,F~,PF,~~J,F M L, MMW ,P~W

5)

WRirEJ6 90)
FORMAT''
,f4~•

* '
* '

$ ENTR '1

$IESYS

II

~

J

DO S(J J=l M
READ ~~ 1 *)
WRITEJ6,80)

80

90
95
10C
50

NAM~*80

CHARACTER
INTEGER I

FEMAU-~T' ,FB._)
FORMA'!(' ',14,'

M~5~T~~~~F:3.2)

CCNTINUE
STOP
END

Y F .'\ R ,

c , ,

:-1M L , rll1 li

YEAR,FM FML FMW

:HEMALE',t9.2,'

FE:1ALE-LE NG 'I H' , FE . 2,

'J(l"!ALE',F8.2,'HLE-LEN GT H , F 8.2,
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